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We at Sony realize that while the genius of Sony engineering may
extend to the outer limits of video technology, your particular needs may not.
With this sobering bit of wisdom in mind, we offer the Basic
Betamax. A modestly priced W' video cassette system designed to fulfill the
somewhat more modest needs of the video neophyte, the doctor, the lawyer,
the retailer, the educator and the less-than-Fortune 500-size company.
Imagine your company's annual report on the Betamax-your
marketing studies, your training programs, your speeches, letters, even
memos presented through the dramatic, convincing medium of television.
Imagine doing research with video tape-teaching, learning and
demonstrating what you've learned in the most compelling way possible.
The Basic Betamax is as easy to operate as an audio tape recorder.
The one hour capacity of the Basic Betamax cassette is the
ideal length. And what you record on one Betamax can be played back on
any other Basic Betamax.
And, surprisingly enough, when you consider production and
distribution costs, the Basic Betamax is extraordinarily cost efficient.
AND NOW, AN IRRESISTIBLE OFFER.
If you're still wavering, we offer one final, compelling inducement.
Depending on whether you buy the Basic Betamax SLPlOO player
or the Basic Betamax SL0260 recorder, we will give you either $125 or $150
(respectively) in cash or $200 (retail value) worth of Sony video tape.
If you'd like to know more about the Basic Betamax or how a
Sony video system can be tailored to your particular needs-phone us at
(212) 371-5800. Or write to Sony Video Products Company, ~ (Q) ~~
9 West 57th Street, New York, NY. 10019. Sony and Betarnax are registered trademarks of Sony Corp.
Circle 6 on inquiry Citrd

EDITORIAL

''Bringing all people in closer touch with architecture
That's the goal-and what a splendid goalof the AIA' s new president, Ehrman Mitchell.
As he pointed out in speeches to Grass Roots
meetings all through 1978, 1976 president
Lou de Moll placed emphasis on public
influence, professional development, and
Institute effectiveness; Jack McGinty in 1977
explored the profession ' s willingness to
change its ethical standards, with particular
emphasis on design-build as an option ; and
last year Elmer Botsai stressed in his programs
competence and professional development.
As Bud Mitchell puts it: " In the chain we have
forged over the past few years our goals
have been directed internally, to ourselves, to
prepare us better for change and new public
demands. The link that 's yet to be added , the
one that links it all together, is architecture.
Our goals should now be external , toward
society, to put it all together .
So his emphasis for 1979 will be a yearlong " Celebration of Architecture ." And I, for
one, think that is a splendid emphasis for an
AIA president's term of office . Splendid-and
needed, and timely .
Bud has told the Grass Roots meetings
that " Our greatest failing is that we don' t talk
enough about architecture to the public. . .
We must begin a major thrust in building a
greater public understanding of what architecture is, what the built environment is . We
must build a greater understanding of the
public' s role in shaping the physical environment, an understanding of how it comes to
be, the discernment of its quality, and the
architects who design it.
" We should begin at all levels of society,
in the secondary schools, colleges and universities, the non-professional degree curriculum, in adult education and, of course,
through the public media, with programs
focusing on architecture. "
While the new AIA president has not yet
outlined his specific program for accomplishing this, it' s clear that he understands that
much more than a public-relations effort is
needed . Public relations is part of it, of
course-but the fundame ntal is high quality
work , a high quality of design and a high
quality of performance . Bud Mitchell has put
it this way : " We must build a consciousness
within our ranks of the importance of design
excellence and the importance of accountability. We have a responsibility to the public
to create a better life through our design . We
must be ever conscious of how we affect the
people, the land, the cities through our

"

design efforts . And this comes through
doing-not talking ."
A brochure produced by the AIA and
intended for distribution to non-professionals
by the AIA chapters and individual architects
states the call : " Celebrations and ceremonies
demonstrate society' s appreciation of life.
They allow us to commemorate those things
which we believe are important and worthy
of significant recognition. They provide
opportunities to escape our daily routines, to
think about the past, and to speculate about
the future . Perhaps most importantly, celebrations are a time to have fun , to enjoy
those things which hold special value in our
lives. . . . No other art form so completely
pervades our daily lives. We live, work, study
and play in and around our buildings . Our
surroundings affect our moods and tempera-..
ments. Certain buildings, parks, plazas, and
streets lift our spirits, while others diminish
them . Some buildings beckon us to them,
while others seem formidable and uninviting.
We must share in influencing our architecture
for it will have a lasting effect on us all.
" Throughout the coming year, architects
will plan events honoring those individuals
and associations who are concerned with
good design, design which adds joy and
meaning to people' s lives. They' ll host celebration events in special public spaces which
inspire us, and they 'll work with communities
to improve those spaces which do not.
They'll urge you to join them at AIA chapter
meetings to express your own ideas about
architecture ..
I for one hope this idea catches on like
wildfire; that individual architects really commit themselves to this effort to celebrate
architecture with the same fervor that they
committed themselves to worrying about
their code of ethics or professional development (getting more work) . For we need to
remind ourselves-not just the general public-that what architecture is all about is not
professional development or codes of ethics
but design-and design that really improves
the quality of our lives. While inviting the
public to observe what we have done, each
architect might ponder how well he or she
has done-whether the firm ' s work is really
worthy of celebration, or is just plain ordinary
(or even just plain bad) . Each of us might learn
even more than we hope the public learns
from Bud Mitchell ' s celebratio n . And
wouldn ' t that be a very good thing . .

-W.W.
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THE RECORD REPORTS

leoh Ming Pei, FAIA, will receive th e Gold M edal of th e American Institute of Archit ect s " in recogn ition of most
disti nguished serv ice to the architectural profession and to the Institute ." The AIA will present the medal at its
national convention, to be held at Kansas City in June . Earlier this year, Mr. Pei received the annual Elsie de Wolfe
Award from the American Society of Interior Designers .
The Federal Reserve's monetary policy has somewhat dimmed optimism for th e con struction outlook in 1979,
says Phill ip E. Kidd , director of econom ic research for McGraw-Hill Information Systems Compa ny . Retail building
may be especia lly hard hit , though offices and factories are expected to continue strong . Details on page 67.
DOE's regulations for new building take shape as a performan ce standard based on a se t of energy budgets,
themselves modeled on a matrix of bui lding types, climatic zones and the cost of energy delivery. Both DOE and
HUD are conducti ng hearings to elicit comment from the construction industry and to get help in refining the
standards fo r the final proposal, due next month . Details on page 34 .
October contracts for future constru ction "soared to a near-record rat e" in all cat egories, according to the F. W .
Dodge D ivision of McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company . " The year ' s flow of new projects through October
means that the construction industry wi ll be working at full capacity into 1979," said George A . Christie, chief
economist fo r Dodge . At the same time, he cautioned that " the Federal Reserve ' s November 1 escalation of
monetary restra int greatly increases the probability of a decline in contracting early in 1979. " Activity in commercial
and industrial building accounted for the 33 per cent increase in nonresidential contracts over last October, while
housing continued " remarkably strong," with a 23 per cent rise over last year .
At the UIA Congress, 7,000 architec ts and planners examin ed the impact of architecture on national development
and q uest ioned w het her the tec hno logy of the developed count ries is having a beneficent effect on building in the
developing countries . Delegates and guests convened at Mexico City in October . Details on page 38 .
NCARB continued its pursuit of international reciprocity for architectural qualifi cations as it played host to the Fifth
International Conference on A rchitectural Registration in Washington , D . C. , in late October . Delegates from 11
nat ions and fo ur Canad ian provinces attended the conference, which was co-sponsored by the Architects
Registration Counci l of the United Kingdom (ARCUK) . They unanimously resolved to exchange reg istration data , and
have already compiled an unofficial table of requirements for registration in each of their jurisdictions.
The National Trust for Historic Preservation has establi shed a revolving Endangered Properti es Fund, using a
$1-million grant from the Department of the Interior, to be matched by private funds . Details on page 34 .
Developers have acquired and will renovate Louis Sullivan's landmark Prudential Building in Buffalo, New York.
Plans announced by the new owners-Stanley Thea of New York City, Rudolf Bersani of Tonawanda , New York ,
and Jack Shifrin of Cleve land-include filling in the building' s U-shaped center and modernizing the hvac system.
Improvements will cost an estimated $5 million . The developers also announced that the renovated building will
ho use a Sull ivan museum , of which Jack Randall will be curator .
Japanese architect Kisho Kurokawa will be co-chairman of the International D esign Conference in Aspen ,
alo ng with graphics designer Leo Dorfsman of CBS. The conference, which will meet June 17-22, will take as its
theme Japan and the Japanese. For information: IDCA, P. 0 . Box 664 , Aspen, Colorado 81611 .
The Department of Archit ecture at the University of Cincinnati now offers a graduate program leading to the
degree M. S. in Architecture. While the program is o ri ented toward students holding their first degree in
architecture, students hold ing degrees in other disciplines will also be considered. For information : J. William Rudd ,
Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Architecture, University of Cincinnati , Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 .
Lighting designer Abe Fed er will conduct a two-day workshop on lighting problems for architects and engineers,
under the aegis of Interior Design magazine . The semina rs, which will be held February 22-23 , will meet at the
Fashi o n Institute of Technology Auditorium in New York City . For information : Virginia Evans, Interior Design, 850
Third Avenue , New York, New York 10022 (212 / 593-2 100).
The Architectural Acou sti cs Socie ty will hold its First Annual Acoustics Exposition and Seminar April 2-5 at the
Hyatt O'Hare in Chicago, in conjunction with NOISEXPO. The program will include " mini-courses" on special acoustical
subjects and a technical session fo r the presentation of papers. For information : Wayne V . Montone , Executive
D irector, Architectural Acoustics Society , 464 Armour Circle , N .W ., Atlanta , Georgia 30324.
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Proposed Federal energy performance standards encom pass building types, climatic zones, RIFs and RUFs
The Department of Energy is taking
great pains to present the contents of
its proposed energy-conservation
standards for buildings to the building
industry, and to elicit comment and
suggestions.
In late November the agency
published its preliminary ideas on the
standards it will adopt this year under
a congressional mandate. Instead of a
simple statement of annual energy
consumption-which some had expected-setters of Federal standards
turned up with an extraordinarily
complex set of inter-related standards intended to cover most cont ingencies .
Imagine a matrix covering 17
building types-ranging from hospitals to fast-food restaurants-adjusted for climatic conditions in seven
areas of the country and further
modified to account for the off-site
delivery cost of various fuel forms
and the social cost of their use .
This plan must again be adjusted
for single-family housing and mobile
homes, where there is less likelihood
of design professionals being involved on a specific project basis.
DOE, which developed the standards, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, which
will have the central role in their
implementation, are both concerned
about the complexity of the new
regulations, taking care to explain
them to all interested parties .
The use of an Advanced Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking is unusual,
and this approach was taken to allow
time for comment before the formal
proposal is made in February. Three
day-long briefings were held on the
Advanced Notice, and a series of
additional hearings is scheduled for
the spring to describe further what is
involved and to seek comment.
The agencies are also ca ndidly
acknowledging that they need help in
refining the standards and are asking
designers for ideas . Some central
elements of the plans are set, however, and cannot be changed .
• The standards are aimed specifically
at design, and the onus is on the
design professional to certify that a
structure is in compliance with the
standard.
•Virtually all structures-save perhaps parking garages and stadiumsare covered.
• There is almost no chance that the
proposals will be dropped or that the
schedule for their adoption will be
pushed back.
Congress ordered the development and implementation of the
performance standards when it approved the Energy Conservation and
Production Act of 1976. The standards that have been developed by
DOE employ the essence of a
performance standard by using an
" energy budget" approach.
Designers, who receive no guidance on how to achieve the goals,
34
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will express a structure' s energy
consumption in Btu / gross sq uare
foot/year . They will determine this
figure using one of several proprietary computer programs.
Goals for specific building types
in specific climatic zones have been
set after comparison with a " baseline" that was developed by the
AJA / Research Corp. and other contractors . In an initial phase , this
involved a statistical survey of representative buildings designed after
1973, when the Arab oil embargo
increased the nation's consciousness
of energy efficiency.
Jn the second phase, the original
designers were asked to return to
some of those building and redesign
them, on paper, honoring all reasonable state-of-the-art energy-conservation features, but not changing the
basic character of the buildings or
dramatically altering their costs.
A parabolic curve was then
developed that describes how well
the post-1973 buildings performed ,
and how good they might have been.
From this, the standards establish the
energy goals .
In most cases, the budgets have
been set at a point where 30 per cent
of the post-1973 buildings would
have been in compliance with the
new standard-DOE considered that
this perce ntage of the redesigned
buildings represented a reasonably
achievable level of energy consumption. The other 70 per cent would not
be allowed under the new standard .
DOE officials take this calculation
one step further : the use of the standards will mean that buildings designed to DOE specifications will
consume 15 per cent less energy.
This figure will be further refined
when the economic impact analysis
of the standards is completed in time
for the February release of the final
proposal.
The standards will not only
control the amount of energy consumed, however. They will also deal
with the kind of energy used, and the
law directs DOE to make sure that
the use of non-replenishable sources
of energy is minimized .
To accomplish this, DOE has
employed two further measurement
factors . One of these is cal led the
Resource Utilization Factor, or RUF,
which is intended to account for the
energy required to convert and transport raw energy from its source to ·
the building line. The RUF for electricity, for instance, is almost three times
higher than that for either oil or gas.
The other new measure is called
RIF, for Resource Impact Factor, and
it is intended to quantify mathematically the social cost of delivering
energy-an embryonic concept that
factors in health and environmental
considerations as well as government
taxation and subsidies . This process is
carried out for each step in the energy co nversion and delivery process.

DOE acknowledges that certification of compliance with the budget
figure- the responsibility of professional designers in most cases-might
not be possible in homebuilding . To
cover this construction sector, the
department decided to incorporate a
portion of two other guides: the HUD
Minimum Property Standards and the
NAHB Thermal Perfo rmance Guidelines . Using these factors, as well as
others, DOE has developed what it
calls a " floating design energy budget
methodology" that nonprofessionals
should find usable.
DOE officials are adamant in
believing that the use of the standard
will not necessarily mean higher
construction costs . Gerald Leighton,
assistant director of the Building and
Community Systems Division of the
department, even hints that low initial
costs could result from the use of the
standard .
Mr. Leighton reports that, according to the baseline study, the
more expensive buildings designed
since 1973 proved to be the least
energy efficient.
" Intuitively, we expected to find
the most expensive buildings better
built and more energy efficient," he
says. " But the figures do not bear
that out . There is a direct correlation
between the higher cost per square
foot and higher energy consumption.
We still don' t know why , but it co uld
have to do with the more 'monumental ' character of the more expensive
buildings."
Still , many questions remain .
Government officials are asking
whether the seven climatic zones are
sufficient for coverage of the entire
country, or whether more zones
should be set-perhaps for each of
the Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas.
Designers are concerned about
the potential for professional liability
exposure. If the designer certifies that
a building meets the energy budget,
but operational experience shows
that it does not, can the designer be
sued? There is a suspicion that this
could happen, and at least one carrier
of professional liability coverage indicates that a tradltional policy will not
provide protection .
A HUD expert points to another
possible flaw in the plan . David
Rosoff, the department' s energy program manager, says that an energy
budget based on square feet would
make little sense in the design of a
fast-food establishment . He quips
that it might make more sense to
assign a budget based on Btu's per
hamburger.
Another point has been raised
by Alfred Guntermann, a professional
engineer who works for the Austin
Company of Cleveland , a design/ build company that makes frequent use of fast-tracking. " Who on
the building team would be responsible," he asks, " if the budget was

exceeded in fast-tracking-the designer or the contractor? " The government has no immediate answer.
The biggest question is how the
standards will be enforced. Many
jurisdictions have already adopted
the largely prescriptive standards of
the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc., in its ASHRAE Standard
90-75(R).
The law says all jurisdictions must
adopt the new performance standards as part of their building codes.
Enforcement rests with the states,
which must certify to HUD that local
governments in thei r respective jurisdictions have adopted either performance standards or building codes
at least as stringent as those suggested by DOE.
A failure to do so technically
subjects the entire state to a complete cut-off of all forms of Federal
assistance, plus the suspension of all
new construction by prohibiting
banks and other lending institutions
from approvi ng loans. This sanction
might never be imposed, however,
because doing so would require the
co ncurrence of both Houses of Congress on a case-by-case basis, and it is
unlikely that the Federal lawmakers
would ever agree to it. - William
Hickman, World News, Washington .

National Trust establishes
endangered buildings fund
Standing in the lobby of the longabandoned, but historic and soonto-be-restored , Willard Hotel in
Washington , D .C. , James Biddle,
president of the National Trust for
Historic Preservation, announced a
new $1-million Endangered Properties Fund . The fund has been established by the National Trust for
Historic Preservation to provide " last
ditch" temporary safeguards against
the destruction of significant historic
properties.
As much as possible, the fund
will be operated as a revolving fund,
so that mone y used to preserve one
property can be returned to preserve
another. Those aided by the fund will
be obliged to do everything possible
to assure that the property will be
preserved.
The fund was established with a
$1-million grant from the Secretary of
the Interior's discretionary fund , to
be matched by further private funds.
The Andrew W . Mellon Foundation
has donated $500,000 of the matching amount, and the National Trust is
currently seeking the remaining
$500,000 in private matching money.
Mr. Biddle reported that the
fund' s first action will be to lend
$18,500 to help preserve the Thorstein Veblen boyhood home and 10acre farm near Nerstrand, Minnesota .
Veblen was the influential and controversial late 19th-century econo-
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mist who wrote The Theory of· the
Leisure Class.
Support for preservation of the
Veblen home, which was built in
1868 by Veblen 's father , a skilled
carpenter, and occupied by his family
until 1893, comes from a number of
sources . Economist John Ke nneth Galbraith has been active in the effort
and has donated the royalties from
the recent republication of one of his
books . He, Max Lerner and Walter
Heller have indicated they will help
raise funds to pay for the $37,000
purchase and an estimated $2SO,OOO
restoration.
" Despite the best efforts of
preservationists," Mr . Biddle said,
" scores of America 's historic properties are lost each year , many because
the public is not aware of the situation until the eleventh hour. Often by
that time it is too late. Now we have
a way to act when all other practical
methods of preservation have
failed ."
In addition to acting as a revolving fund , Mr. Biddle said , the fund will
make loans, purchase options, acquire rights to protect buildings and
pay for emergency preservation
techniques . -Mary Cranston, World
News, Washington.

Rockefeller Center shopping concourse will undergo $2-million revitalization
One of the pleasant innovations
included in the original design of
Rockefeller Center was the underground concourse that connects all
the buildings in the comp lex . Intended chiefly to protect pedestrians
from weather and traffic, the concourse also provided retai l space,
mostly for small merchants offering
such convenience services as shoe
repair and stationery .
Over the years, however, both
the concourse and the retail services
have grown . An estimated 250,000
people-tenants, tourists and subway passengers-now use the concourse daily. Last month Rockefelle r
Center ma nagement announced
plans for a $2-million " revitalization"
of the concourse .
The Wa lker / Group, Inc., architects and retail planners in charge of
the project, focused on the concourse's " cross-over" areas, which
allow diagonal circulation . The most
important of these is the crescent
around the sunken skating rink and its
famous Prometheus statue . At present, this part of the concourse is
enclosed as restaurant space. Walker / Group plans to remove the walls

and install full-he ight glazing to open
up a view to the ri nk and to simplify
circu lation. Food service wou ld be
provided at tables and kiosks within
the open area .
At a press conference detailing
the renovation , architect Kenneth
Walker observed that its bronze
ornament is one of Rockefeller Center's chief architectural beauties and
that, even below ground, detailing is
of a quality that after 40 years' use
requires little alteration or replacement. The architect found the ceiling,
therefore, the only p lane susceptible

to extensive remodeling .
For the skating rink and other
cross-over areas, the architect designed bronze ceiling panels with
radiating light strips . The reflect ive
material will increase the apparent
ceiling height. In the long pedestrian
corridors, overhead fixtures, which
presently provide rather stark general
lighting, will be replaced w ith a
system of metal fins . Edge lights at the
outside of the fins will give some
downlight, but the chief general illumination will come from the shop
windows themselves.

Biennial AIA/ ALA Library Building Awards Program honors two public libraries and one university library
2

Keith H. Palmer, C. F. Murphy Associates

To encourage excellence in the architectural design and planning of libraries, the American Institute of Architects and the American Library Association jointly sponsor the biennial
Library Building Awards Program . In
the 1978 program, the jury, composed of both architects and librarians, gave these First Honor Awards :
• The Michigan City (Indiana) Public
Library (1), designed by C. F. Murphy
Associates of Chicago, is part of the
city' s effort to revitalize its blighted
urban core . A central landscaped
patio was used " as an effective
device for dividing library functions
while maintaining control over traffic," said the jury, who also co mmended " the relaxed atmosphere"
created by lounge seating overlooking three sides of the patio .
• The Houston Central Library (2),
designed by S. I. Morris Associates of
Houston, is a granite and glass build-

ing that joins the o ld library through a
basement under a large plaza. Commented the jury , " The deep multistoried recess marking the entrance is a
strong architectural statement which
forcefully establishes the location of
the entry while shielding the wide
facade from direct sun ."
• The Sarah Lawrence College Library
(3), designed by Warner Burns Toan
Lunde Architects of New York City,
was given a residentia l scale in deference to its neighbors in Bro nxville.
The jury found the library's departmentalization a departure from " the
more usual attempt in co ntemporary
library buildings to provide large
open spaces ."
In addition, Awards of Merit
were made to: Chula Vista (California) Public Library, Richard George
Wheeler Associates, architect; Southside branch, Des Moines Public Library, Charles Herbert & Associates, Inc.,

Louis Reens, The Colony, Tex.35

architect; Tredyffrin Public Library,
Strafford , Pen nsy lvania , Mitchell / Giurgola Architects ; Selby Public Library, Sarasota, Florida, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, architect;
Biloxi (Mississippi) Library and Cultural
Center, MLTW / Turnbull Associates,
architect, and TAG / The Architects
Group, associated architect; Troy-

·Miami County (Ohio) Public Library,
Richard Levin Associates, Inc., architect; Scripps Institution of Oceanography Library, the University of California, San Diego, Liebhardt, Weston
& Associates , architect; and Long
Island University Library / Learning
Center, Brooklyn, Davis, Brody &
Associates/ Horowitz & Chun .
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LEVOLOR INTRODUCES CEILINC:

NITH FEELING.

E col-0 -Vane Aluminum Ceiling
Systems by Levolor put the
accent on designing with color.
The people who know more
about colorful windows than
anyone else are making colorful ceilings now; too . In fact,
there are so many dazzling
colors and metallics available
with Ecol-0 -Vane, over 100
in all, you just may run out of
creative ideas before you run
out of color choices.
Each color comes in three panel
styles, flat, vee or zee shaped.
They arrange, and interchange, with a minimum of
effort, to create color sweeps,
patterns, even images.
But while you ooooh and ahhhh
over the beauty and versatility
of Ecol-0 -Vane, bear in mind
the practicality, too. No other
ceiling system provides a noise
reduction coefficient as high, up
to .95* Plus, Ecol-0-Vane is easy
to install, maintain and store,
and completely compatible with
conventional HVAC and lighting systems.
So, right now, if you look up and
see a dull, "just-there" ceiling
without feeling, maybe you
should investigate Ecol-0-Vane.
Clip the coupon and we'll be
glad to send you the particulars.

LEVOLOR®
Ecol-0-Vane Ceiling Systems
Circle 25 o n inquiry card

• Apphes to Vee " style panel with 2 inch I lb density hberglass blank.el

r-----------------Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., Department S- 1- 79
720 Monroe Street, Hoboken NJ 07030.
I'm interested in a ceiling with feeling .
Please send me more information on Levolor' s
Ecol-0 -Vane Aluminum Ceiling Systems.
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Title _ _ __
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State._ _ _ _ Zip _ __

The XIII UIA World Congress: 7,000 architects, planners and students from 85 countries met in Mexico City
They sought answers to the following questions:
can architects influence the course of national
development in their own countries?
Can they help redirect it? If so, how?
At what size is a conference , a
congress or a convention too big for
a successful interchange of ideas and
satisfying meetings among its participants? The 1978 Congress of the
Union Internationale des Architectes
had what seemed to be too many
people, but remarkably , they appeared cheerful and to be having a
good time.
The planners of the Congress
made preparations for 3,500 attendees, began to expect 5,000 and
finally had to cope with the 7 ,000
who actually came . A nationwide
airline slowdown limiting takeoffs and
landings all over Mexico added confusion and inconvenience. Despite
such worries, the architects faithfully
and gamely jammed the meetings,
seminars and exhibitions held in or
near the National Auditorium in Chapultepec Park . Although Mexico City
has beautiful buildings to see (and the
UIA provided everyone who registered with an excellent paperback
guidebook written by Beatrice Trueblood), most of the architects either
postponed or never got around to
their sightseeing. They appeared to
be enthralled by the Congress. There
was indeed much to do and hear.
The Congress focused
upon five major themes
The men and women who had come
so far to meet their fellow professionals were invited to consider four
aspects of development and change :
economic, socio-cultural, technological , national ; and a fifth category :
human settlements. At the all-day
plenary session major papers were
presented on each theme, and on
two following days there were separate discussion sessions held on each
topic. Formal reports were made.
Architecture and economic
development: there were two key
messages-first, that development
requires long-term territorial
and national planning; second,
that massive investment in
construction and housing is of
prime economic importance
Enrique Penalosa Camargo of Colombia is an economist, a former Assistant Secretary General of the UN and
was Secretary General of the UN
Conference on Human Settlements
held in Vancouver, Canada, in June
1976. " Our developing countries,"
he said, " are faced with terrible
poverty and with the prospect of
doubling their population in a single
generation . Therefore they cannot
afford the luxury, from the economic
point of view , and will not be able to
survive politically the spontaneous
growth process which took place
38
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under totally different conditions in
today' s developed countries . I am
convinced that an orderly and human
development of our society requires
long-term territorial and national
planning
. I believe that the
construction sector and the modernization of human settlements, including massive investments in housing,
transport, public services and energy
supplies can be the leading force for
growth in the new development
model. I am also convinced that this is
practical from the economic point of
view in the developed world as well
as in the developing countries and
that it could lead to permanent
growth .
" The two main preconditions for
introducing a leading growth sector
are the existence of a latent demand
and the capacity for mobilizing internal resources to meet this demand.
An economic development strategy
based on the improvement of human
settlements will contain both requirements in the majority of developing
countries and will combine the necessary multiplying effects with a more
equitable distribution of goods and
services and with a healthy development of the environment.
" The construction and housing
industries are the only two economic
sectors of importance in developing
economies for which basic materials
are available locally and which do not
require imported, large-scale components . Therefore this strategy emphasizes local capacities and possibilities.
" Both these industries employ a
large number of untrained workers
who cannot otherwise be absorbed
into the labor force without long and
expensive educational and training
programs. Therefore, a large number
of otherwise unemployable workers
can become important economically
as producers and consumers .
" Furthermore, both these industries have a greater and faste r
multiplying effect than any other
economic activity. In many countries
the vigor of the construction and
housing sectors is the only important
indicator of the country's economic
vitality. Demand is limitless in the first
place for housing and in the second
for the entire infrastructure of human
settlements. This opens great possibilities not only to mobilize savings but
also to innovate new forms of
commercial and mortgage credit and
mutual and self-help programs. In this
field , international financing can be a
catalyst.
" Finally, this policy will better the
quality of life of the masses.
Every year, regardless of investment
rates or of increases in the gross
national product, there are more

hungry and uprooted people. Want,
more than political ideology, is the
predominant theme of our days."
Architecture and socio-cultural
development: the two speakers
were in conflict- one urging the
transfer of advanced Western
technology to the developing
world, the other deploring it as
an unmitigated social and
cultural disaster
Japan's leading architect, Kenzo
Tange, and the noted Belgian archaeologist Raymond Lemaire were each
to discuss socio-cultural themes .
Tange 's views are more technological
than socio-cultural and no longer
fashionable in the planning vanguard .
Said he: . . " There are two ways in
which a society can develop technological structure . Either it can develop
the existing social base to the point
where technology can grow upwards , or it can import the technology first from developed countries ,
and let the base grow downwards
later. I personally think that importing
the top-class technology is better,
and this is also applicable to architecture in developing countries .
" Once I saw a petro-chemical
complex standing independent in the
middle of the desert. It looked very
beautiful and even harmonious with
the surrounding nature. I often prefer
this kind of petro-chemical complex
to a normal city . Of course native
buildings built of materials like mud
and clay are often very harmonious
and sometimes these are necessary,
but on the other hand I like to expect
that a purely contemporary city could
be created suddenly in the desert.
" Chandigarh and Brasilia have
shown us how the modern city can
be lifted from one culture and placed
in a new developing one, and the
result is satisfactory. As architects,
tackling the world-wide habitat crisis,
we should thi nk about the mobility of
resources and the transfer of technology and know-how ."
Raymond Lemaire is president of
the International Council of Historical
Monuments and Sites. He led the
team of architects and planners who
restored Grand Beguinage, Louvain
La Neuve, Belgium . For this project he
and his team received the 1978 UIA
Sir Patrick Abercrombie Prize, which
is given for important work in town
planning or urban development.
Although the two men did not
publicly debate, Lemaire' s views are
in profound disagreement with
Tange 's. Said Lemaire: "It is difficult
to deny the absolutist, almost despotic character of contemporary architecture or the doctrinaire behavior of
the majority of its great theoreticians.

The results are striking: the same type
of architecture can be found in different places around the globe.
" Must we admit that the specific
needs and souls of individuals and
groups, their sense of beauty, their
sensitivity, their inventive capacity no
longer count? That differences in
climate , nature and light are no longer
important? Must all these factors
which once led to diversified architecture no longer influence the
expression of tomorrow' s architectu r e because it will stem from
uniform molds, determined only by
economics and technique? . . . The
diversity of the cultures of the globf
is architecture 's first wealth . If it
wants to remain as an essential cultural factor, architecture must respect
this diversity and participate fully in its
creativity .
" The ease of communications
and the often brutal importation of
industrial technologies (often for
profit exclusively) which are implanted in regions where the population has not been psychologically or
socially prepared to receive them has
spread a veil of uniformity over the
diversity of regions and human races .
The uniformity of 'universal' architecture forms part of this veil. This architecture does not respond to human
needs as much as it does to a
programming, technological and economic dimension . Its artistic expression, if it may be called that, is foreign
to local traditions , sensitivity and
social and cultural identity .
" Unfortunately, at the political
and economic power level, this type
of architecture is a political choice .
. On the cultural level, however,
this choice signifies a condemnation
of the past which then becomes a
symbol of underdevelopment and
runs the risk of being wholly rejected .
. The social consequences are as
serious
Is it not revealing to
admit, along with the sociologists,
that despite elementary comforts and
the safety of the new low-income
districts of the South American cities,
social life is more intense and human
relations are richer in the fa velas
which are adapted to the existing
urban structures ? And have we not
observed in Brussels that the inhabitants of the slum district of the
'Marolles' prefer their streets and
their humble and uncomfortable
dwellings to the modern and fully
equipped apartments which replaced
their old homes and which were
r~ferred to as rabbit cages?
" Finally, this brutal evolution
provoked by architecture can also
have dangerous economic repercussions. For centuries the habitat in
Europe occupied a primary place in

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS: WORLD NEWS
in October to discuss architecture and national development

Mildred F. Schmertz, Bruno Zevi, Pierre Vago , (top), Louise Noelle Gras de
Mereles, Blake Hughes and Jorge Glusberg (above) at a meeting of architectural
critics and journalists held at the 1978 UIA Congress in Mexico City .
family budgets. The climate , the t raditional importance of architecture in
social life, the systematic use of durable and expensive materials and the
need for specialized labor have
marked European a r c hit ectu r e
throughout its hi story . Today 's building components reflect the primacy
of technical and economic values .
Architectu re has been converted into
a marketable product. The product
must therefore be produced at the
lowest cost in relation to needs and
expectations, and cost often pre-.
eludes conside ration of these needs .
" Introducing advanced technologies and their economics into societies which have not evolved in the
same way as the Western world, that
fun ction with different economic
structures, that do not possess the
same natural resources o r that
require an eno rmous infrastructure to
support the modernization , upsets
the economi c equilibrium . Material s
and techniques often must be imported, wh ich means spending preciou s foreign currency on goods
which will not help to produce new
goods . Traditional building markets
are th reatened . Alt hough the local
building industry is often fragile , it is
admirably suited to the local climate ,
expresses an often remarkable artistic
sensibility, using materials which are

not expensive and sometimes free .
Buildings are er ected by a qualified
labor force, assisted by neighbo rs.
" Such structu res are being replaced by simple Western models
built of co ncrete blocks and corrugated iron . Elementary as these buildings are, the price t he inhabitants
must pay is high in terms of their
income. It upsets their precarious
economic balance.
" I would urge a more modest
approach to urban planning and
architecture, an app r oac h whic h
seeks to se rve more than to glorify ,
to express t he soul and the se nsitivity
of the community rather than the
geni u s -however exceptio n al it
might be-of the architect, the pride
of t he building master. Those who
build must be taught once again how
to weave the coat of life, a coat that
will be soft and comfortable for social
groups and for individuals. It must be
fitted to their shape ."
Architecture and technological
development: a Japanese
Metabolist thinks that a more
flexible technology could
better accommodate
human needs and fantasies
Speaking in behalf of what he ca lls
" metabolic" technology was Kenji
Ekuan , an industri al designer from

Japan who was former president of
the In ternationa l Council of Societies
of Industrial Design . He believes that
" the techno logy of today is becoming inflexible
and is growing
away from the n eeds of man .
Planned cit ies, road sys tems and
apartments all give an illusion of being
highly efficient, but in reality, do not
function effectively-they already assume the appearance of ruins.
" Why is this? It is because t he
'blood of life' -human needs and
their emotional aspects - is not circulated . Consequently, these modernday te chnologica l products appear to
be antagonistic to man
We are
presently using these facilit ies only
because there is no other choice. Of
course, technology itself is not evil;
the problem lies in the nature of its
development.
" The lifestyle of man is changing
rapidly , beco ming increasingly varied
and complex. Howeve r, the technologica l-ph ysica l framework of our li fe ,
whether it be a city or a t ransportation system , impedes these changes .
We must rem ember that the technological system is just one of the multitud e of systems co mposi ng human
life . Social, cultural, p ersonal, natural
and other systems exist. Technology
mu st no lo nger b e isolated b ut must
absorb the social chang es, emerging
li festy les and se ntiments of people .
Technology is effective when it is
joined with va ri ous other systems ."
Architecture and development of
human settlements: Western
models should not be imposed on
the developing world. Architects
involved in human settlement
design must respect the people,
the culture, the traditions and
the systems of the country
Arthur Erickson, the distinguished
Canadian architect, ha s long been
interested in the developing world .
His id eas have much in co mmon with
those of Raymond Lem aire . Warned
Eri ckson : " As architects from variou s
count ries, we should be wary of
'intern ati o nal' solutions, but mu st f in d
answers which are unique to the
socia l, cultural and technol ogica l con dition of o ur own regions.
" How ca n we do this-how can
we rediscove r the roots of architecture? Only by regaining o ur sense of
pla ce and time, of envi ro nment and
tradition . It is not sufficient for the
hu man settlement to provide merely
the means of habitation, well-being
and social com munion, and the infrastructu re and faci lities fo r these. A
settlement is mu ch more than ca n
ever be attempted or planned befo rehand by man, but like the character of man himself, is formed from

the forces of the immediate environment, and the tradition that o riginates
in the environment as the unconscious ethos of a people . Tradition
provid es the basic st ru ctu r e, the
unthought habitude, the fami liar pattern on which the settlement grows
into a permanent community. The
environment provides the challenge
and the inspiratio n .
" The new ar chitect has to
become resensitized to all that the
International School has denied us.
He must learn to respect all peoples,
all cultures, all traditions and systems
wherever he builds. He must understand technology not as something
which binds him into a mechanistic
ethos, but must realize that it is a
dynamic activity which can be shaped
to any requirement. He must begin to
questio n, indeed defy, the inhumanity
of scale, the unliveability and · unworkability of the skyscraper city that misplaced utopia of the mercantile mind, t hat ill-dreamt ' vi ll e radieuse .' He should condemn the
indiscriminate use of the high-rise as a
universal urban form.
" The architect mu st assert his
co nscience, assume his responsibilit y
as one of the last bearers of human
cultu re which faces total emasculation thr ough indiscriminate mechanization . The cry of James Joyce' s
yo un g poet-that the artist must
learn to forge the conscience of the
race-sounds out of place to our
ears, but I will paraphrase it. We , the
old architects, must learn , together
with the yo ung who will inherit our
mission, to fo rg e the conscience of
mankind ."
The role of architects in
national development: what is the
real influence of architects
today on development and growth
in their countries ?
Mahdi Elmandjra, who examined this
question, is an economist from Morocco , professor at the University of
Mohamed V , Rabat , fo rmer Associate
Executive Director of UNESCO and
Pr esident of the World Federation for
Studi es of the Future World of the
Club of Rome. " The answer," he
said, " will vary from one country to
another and even from one architect
to another, but there seems to be a
trend toward the reduction in the
role of the architect in the decisionmaking process affecting architecture. Thi s development is probably
the outcome of an increasing complexity in political, economic, social
and cultural management which results in a greater differentiation in
roles and calls for a greater coordination . This is a situation to which many
continued on page 40
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continued from page 39

architects still have to adapt.
" Yet as contradictory as it may
seem this reduction in the procedural
role of the architect has potentially
increased the weight of his intervention-which has to undergo a mutation before it can become fully effective . . It is not enough to say that
architects have not very often been
given the means to respond adequately to the challenge of national
development. They have to participate direct ly in the definition of their
new role and not wait for this to be
done for them by others . Few people
are better equipped than architectsas a result of their training and the
nature of their work- to deal with
complexity , inter-disciplinary approaches and coordination ."

The role of women in architecture:
women architects from all over
the world came to the Congress
to discuss the problems they
face within the profession
while presenting their ideas
and achievements
When the confe rees were not listening to the major speeches, they were
making speeches of their own. A
women ' s caucus was j::ield during the
Congress which was organized by
the National Council of Women
Architects and Engineers of Mexico .
Architect Nelly Garcia Bellizzia chaired the ca ucus , which was attended
by women architects from the U.S.,
France, England , Denmark, Finland,
Spain and Australia , as well as from
South America and the Near and Far
East. The women decided to establish

a working group within UIA to participate in all its programs and to further
the role of women in national and
international development.
The role of architectural criticism:
should architectural critics be
affiliated with institutions?
Will they lose their independence
as they gain power?
Of great interest to the architectural
journalists and critics present at the
Congress was the possibility that in
the future the importance of architectural criti cism might receive some
form of acknowledgement by the
UIA . A critics' symposium was attended by approximately SB architectural writers to discuss whether the
participation of critics and journalists
in the UIA Congresses should be
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UIA awards acknowledge talent
and projects of international impact
Architectural critics are already not
without influence in the UIA. Two
criti cs of note, Monica Pidgeon and
Bruno Zevi, se rved on the UIA prize
jury along with Pierre Vago , honorary
president of the UIA, Michel Weill,
Secretary General of the UIA, Tadeusz Barucki of Poland and Ren Suzuki of Japan .
As already noted, they gave the
Sir Patri ck Abercrombie Prize to
Louvain La Neuve (Belgium) and the
team of architects and urban planners
who under the direction of Raymond
Lemaire restored it. The Auguste
Perret Prize went to the Kiyonori
Kikutake workshop (Japan) for its
architectural achievements and to the
Piano and Rogers workshop (Great
Britain). The jury cites both workshops " for translating technological
research into an arti~tic message."
The Jean Tschumi Prize went to
Leonard J. Currie and the School of
Architecture of Lima, Peru. In his role
as head of this school Currie took the
initiative of promoting the drafting of
the Machu-Picchu Charter of 1977
which updates the Athens Charter
written by Le Corbusier and the
CIAM group in 1933. The purpose: to
further the influence of cu rrent urban
design theory .
The Sir Robert Matthew Prize
went to John F.C. Turner (Great Britain) for (in the words of the jury):
" improving the quality of human settlements by means of a judicious
transfer of technology . He has actively helped new communities acquire
their autonomy in the creation of
their environment. "

Granite is the elite paving material for plazas , walkways and mall areas
where a combination of beauty, durability and ease of maintenance is
required.
Granite is a natural building material and it naturally complements the
landscaping portions of your architectural design. A wide selection of features including fountains and seating areas are available to enhance the overall appearance of your project.
For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call toll free
800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 685-3621 or write
to the address below.

250 delegates from 80 countries
went on to Acapulco to vote
At the end of the Congress most of
the 7,000 went home, but delegates
left the polluted city for the sea . Their
most important vote , from the standpoint of U.S. architects, was the election of Philadelphia architect Louis de
Moll as President of the UIA to
succeed outgoing President Jai Rattan
Bhalla of India . -Mildred F.

Cold Spring Granite Company,

Schmertz.

Dept. AR-1

202 south 3rd Avenue , Cold Spring, MN 56320
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formalized in any way and indeed
whether the UIA should designate
ce rtain crit ics to advise it in such
matters as establishing the content of
meetings, the membership of juries ,
etc. No conclusions were reached ,
but six persons agreed to serve on a
comm ittee which will study these and
other related issues . The committee:
Max Blumenthal , editor-in-chief ,
Techniques & Architecture (France);
Jorge Glusberg, director, Center of
Art and Communication (Argentina);
Blake Hughes, publisher, and Mildred
F. Schmertz, senior editor, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD , (U.S.A .); Louise Noelle
Gras de Mereles. editor, Arquitectura/ Mexico (Mexico); Bruno Zevi,
editor, L'Architettura (Italy).
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OWENS-CORNING
ENERGY AWARD
WINNERS FOR 1978
THESE MEN ARE PIONEERS. They are pulling

the energy-efficient building out of the windowless box. They have designed and engineered
resourceful buildings that are visually bold and
exciting. We are proud to honor them.

William A. Hall, AIA -William A . Hall and A ssociates, New York, New York.

N

EW YORK STATE UNIVERSITY PLAZA,
ALBANY, NEW YORK. This complex, a

registered historical landmark, is now
an energy landmark as well.
The interior was totally gutted and redesigned. Thermal insulation was added to the
walls and roof. All windows were replaced
with double-glazed units.
Computer analysis helped select the most
efficient heating and air-conditioning system.
Forty percent of the heating requirement will
be met by heat recovery from lighting.
As a result, less gas will be needed to heat
all three buildings of the complex than was
originally needed to heat two of them in 1918.
This landmark, now well-scrubbed and
skirted with a city park, brings new life to
downtown Albany.
"Historic preservation need not be compromised by responsible and efficient and elegant
engineering."-] ury
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ITKIN COUNTY AIR TERMINAL, ASPEN,
COLORADO. This is the first public build-

ing in America to complement solar
heating with moveable insulation systems.
On cloudy days and at night, one system
automatically covers skylights with insulated
louvers.
The other fills southern-exposure, glazed
fiberglass walls with insulating foam beads.
Actual energy savings the first year: $1200.
"Here is living proof that advanced energy
technology and human values can dwell
together. If you have to get stuck in an airport,
this is a nice place for it to happen."-]ury

Buford Duke,

42

Jr.,

A/A-Benham-Blair & Affiliates of California, Inc ., Los Angeles, Caldornia.
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fames Copland, Tim Hagman, Larry Yaw-Copland, Finholm, Hagman , Yaw Ltd. , Aspen , Colorado .

S

TATE OFFICE BUILDING, SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA. This building design was

already a winner.
It beat out forty other entries in a design
competition held by the State of California in
their search for a truly energy-efficient state
office building.
Once built, the building will come close to
achieving the impossible: maximum exposure
for solar generation, minimum exposure for
energy conservation,
For maximum exposure, there will be a
six-story office tower. Solar panels covering the
south side will generate energy for heating
and cooling.
To conserve energy, the rest of the office
space will be built underground, around a
great sunken courtyard. Light wells will
provide natural lighting. Overhead, an urban
park will provide insulation.
"Here is a clear, strong, architectural
statement relating to energy conservation
through design."-]ury
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USEUM OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY,
TAMP A, FLORIDA. The roof will be the
energy center of this building.
It will be canted on one side so it shades the
museum. Roof vents will provide natural ventilation. Rainwater from the roof will be recycled
for use inside the building.
A proposed photovoltaic solar system
would generate electricity.
These systems will be exposed and displayed so museum visitors can see them work.
"This will be a national dem onstration of

th e m ost progressive principles of energy
conservation ." -]ury

Thomas P. Reilly, AIA, Victor 0. Langhart , AJA, Ronald L. Wh atley- Rogers, Nagel, Langhart , Inc., Denver, Colorado.

HONORABLE MENTION-Commercial: Georgia Power Company Headquarters, Atlanta , Geo rgia, Heery and Heery, Architects and
Engineers; South Cen tral Bell Te lephone Headquarters, Jefferson County, Alabama, Crawford Giattina and Associates , Architects.
Governme ntal: Po lice and Fire Departmen t Services Building , Mountain View, California, Good win B. Steinberg Associates, Architects.
Industrial: University o f Mi n nesota Law Sc hool Building , Minneapolis , Minnesota , Leo nard S. Parker Associates, Architects.
JURY - William W. Caudill , F AJA. Chairman of the Board , Caudill , Rowlett , Scott, Inc., Ho usto n , Texas; David L. Grumman , P. E. , Enercon
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H. Dean Row e. A/A-Rowe Holmes Associates, En c .• Tampa, Florida.
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BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS

't Boston University, new academic tower will provide a symbolic center for a sprawling campus
The campus of Boston University " was not so much built as
it was assembled," says the
chairman of its board of trustees, Dr. Arthur G. B. Metcalf .
Over the years, the university
has collected an assortment of
old and new buildings that
now stretch for a mile and a
half along the south bank of
the Charles River. To repair
the university' s lack of a social

and visual center, The Architects Collaborative, Inc., have
designed a 35-sto ry Academic
Center to accommodate
teaching and administrative
space and to furnish a physical
image that will be visible and
highly recogn izable from the
rest of the cam pus and from
the city. The large square base
of the building, with its twin
triangular atriums, will contain

lecture and seminar rooms,
and the smaller towers will
co ntain offices for deans and
visiting academics. The slanted
lozenge of skylight midway up
the tower will cover a variety
of possible floor plans, terraces and atriums, including a
faculty club with a 30-ft sloping glass wall . An amphitheater
will fill the university' s need for
a central assembly hall.

-he facade of Dallas's central library will lean back to parallel City Hall's overhanging cantilever
isher and Spillman Architects,
1corporated , designed Dal1s's new $40-million library
not to copy but to complenent" the Pei-designed Mu1icipal Services Center (City
iall), which it faces across a
even-acre landscaped plaza.

The library, whose chief function is to house its research
collection, will be part of a
complex encompassing the
Dallas Convention Center as
well as City Hall. The building
will also contain the downtown branch library, an audi-

torium and meeting rooms .
The building' s precast panels
will match the concrete of City
Hall in color (buff) and texture,
and the structural and fenestration modules of the two
buildings w ill be similar . The
south elevation of the library

(below left), which fronts on
the plaza, steps back in contraposition to the overhanging
cantilever of City Hall's north
facade . On the library's north
front (below right) , a broad
stairway forms an entrance to
a pedestrian co ncourse from

the city ' s central business district. The concourse , which
will be open 24 hours a day,
will bisect the building to separate the branch library and the
auditorium , which may be
open at odd hours. -Lorraine
Smith, World News, Dallas.
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BUILDINGS IN THE NEWS

ederal prison will have
olar heating/ cooling

26,000-sq-ft array of solar
:illectors on the Federal cor~ctional institution at Bastrop,
exas , will provide heating and
:ioling for the 500-inmate
1ci lity . The installation will
rovide an air-driven central
eating system and an absorpon-type air-conditioning sys•m, as well as domestic hot
'ater . Architects CRS Inc. reort also that the prison will
ocorporate innovations in
ena l design, reduci ng psycho•gical scale by decentralizing
1ing units and allowing each
risoner his own room .

County building nestles in gravel pit

-

The Zimmer Gunsul Frasca
Partnership killed at least four
birds with one stone with their
design for the underground
Multnomah County (Oregon)
Operations and Maintenance
Building. The facility reclaims
15 acres of a played-out gravel
pit owned by the county . Only
about a quarter of the building
volume lies above the earth
berms that provide natural
insulation; vehicle ramps and
access portals lead to shops
and garages on the lower of
the building' s two levels. The
berms, in addition to redu cing

energy consumption by an
estimated 50 per ce nt , will also
minimize the visual impact of
the facility in a neighborhood
surrounded by existing and
proposed residential development. Moreover, the architects report , by sinking the
building 25 ft into the ground,
they reduced the required
length of foundation piles by
half. A solar energy system,
funded by a grant from the
Department of Energy, will
supply all of the building ' s
cooling and hot water and
about half its winter heating.

lorth-facing clerestories augment south-fa cing solar collectors
'le sawtoot h roof of the
Jlice Services and Fire Admintration Building in Mountain
iew, California , fills both ac1e and passive solar func:i ns . In the vertical walls
ipporting the high back ends
' the solar collectors, archi·cts Goodwin B. Steinberg
ssocia tes punched large
erestories. The north-facing
:iuble-glazed windows will
jmit enough cool natural light
to the white-painted interior
> allow an average lighting
ad of 1.SW / sq ft. The active
ilar system will satisfy the

building 's needs for heating,
cooling , hot water and freeze
protection . The steel crossbracing at the clerestory glazing will be painted a vivid color
to contrast with the white
concrete-washed walls and
red tile roofs-materials corresponding to the local Spanishflavored architecture. Slit windows facing east, west and
south will also minimize
light / heat gain . At the front
entrance, an emblematic tower will ca rry a stained-glass
clock face designed by the
architects.
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REQUIRED READING

Objets d'architecture
ORNAMENTAL IRONWORK : AN ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE TO ITS DESIGN , HISTORY, & USE IN AMERICAN ARC HITECTURE, by Susan and Michael South-

worth, photographs by Charles C. Withers; David
R. Godine, publisher, $20.00.
THE RUN OF THE MILL. by Steve Dunwell; David R.

Godine, publisher, $30.00.
ART NOUVEAU AND ART DECO LIGHTING, by
Alastair Duncan; Simon and Schuster, $25.00.
THE AMERICAN STORE WINDOW, by Leonard S.

Marcus; Whitney Library of Design, $25.00.
CHAIR: THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART , WITH
THE WHO , THE WHY, AND THE WHAT OF IT,
produced by Peter Bradford, edited by Barbara

Prete; Thomas Y. Crowell, $19.95.

Reviewed by Gerald Allen
Level-headed publishers generally pitch their
architecture books straight to the presumed
center of the market, coming up over and
over again with books on professional practice , books on solar energy, books on arcane
technical matters, and books on the works of
individual architects , particular periods of
architectural history, and individual building
types . The yearly output of published
volumes directed to so modestly populated a
profession is really staggering, and it is arguable that it would under the circumstances
take a person of some hubris, folly, or both
to presume to write yet another work on any
of these subjects. But write them they do.
The marketing theory is that architects will
buy publications directly related to architecture, read them (or at least look at them), and
then " use" them in their professional practice, and this is undoubtedly true, since the
books do keep comi ng.
But still this is not the whole truth. Architects are notorious pack rats when it comes
to things visual, things seen either in the flesh
or in reproduction . This habit is not just an
occupational eccentricity, because in fact one
of the consumately " useful " things that a
good architect can have in his or her bag of
tricks is a truly rich collection of remembered
images and likenesses, things that ca n at any
moment be retrieved and reformed in some
often improbable way into a new work . The
enti re process of observation , recollection,
and reformation is improbable, and random
too . So why should the objects originally
observed have to be strictly architectural?

The truth , of course, is that they don ' t.
It is a pleasure , then, to note several
recently published books that raise the
curtain on outlandish objects of great beauty
and interest for the architect's inspection. The
first of these interesting objects is books
themselves . It would be hard to imagine a
contemporary commercial publisher who so
consistently and so very well remembers the
art of fine bookmaking as does David R.
Godine in Boston . What do good design,
good typography, good paper, good printing,
and good binding make? They make a goodlooking book , and Godine makes good-looking books. The firm published the handsome
volume H.H. Richardson and his Office:
Selected Drawings in 1974, and just recently
two more interesting books related to architecture have followed: Ornamental Ironwork
and The Run of the Mill.
Ornamental Ironwork lacks tight-lipped
singlemindedness in the most admirable way,
for it is at once a picture book , a history, a
technical manual , a pattern book (with historical designs placed side by side with contemporary ones by the authors)-and even a
kind of buyers' guide, since at the end there is
a directory of ornamental ironworkers today
in the United States. The didactic design
messages of the book are few , but the
photographs and drawings, which are superb, leave at least one overall designer's
impression , albeit a quite simple one, which is
that iron is a material that can be wrought,
cast, and otherwise malleated , and that , as
ornament, it achieves its beauty by having
been and by hinting at how .
The Run of the Mill, a chronicle of the
rise and fall of mills and factories in New
England , contains a really handsome collection of photographs and drawings, most of
them historical. As such it would seem to
qualify in a way as an architecture book
about a single building type. But if it is that, it
is also many other things as well , for the book
mainly examines the stuff of which architecture is made-in this case the economic,
social, technological , and (through a series of
interviews with surviving workers from the
old factories) personal factors that give it its
meaning and also its poignancy .
Para-architectural books from publishers
other than David R. Godine include Art
Nouveau and Art Deco Lighting, a scholarly
book that nonetheless is also a lively and
fascinating catalogue of possibilities for
people who feel they have had it with track
lights and can lights . It hints , in a tantalizing
way, of what once was and what again might
be . There are critical essays on both "Art"

styles, plus short biographies of artists for the
inquisitive. The color photographs are firstrate , though those in black and white-too
many of which , from the Art Deco period ,
appear to have been rephotographed from
other publications-are slightly less than
completely wonderful.
Store-window displays-a fact documented in The American Store Windoware, like buildings, interesting not only for the
social history they involve, but also for the
fact that they show how a relatively narrow
selection of physical materials assembled in a
certain way can make vivid the representation of an idea , a feeling , or a whole view of
life. Store-window displays, in other words,
show us about design. The collection of them
in question is varied and catholic, and it
ranges from the early 1930s to the present ,
with an historical critique that begins even
further back than that . The triumph of this
volume is its presentation of long-buried
photographs that are unavailable to the
layman just about anywhere else .
The chair, and therefore Chair, is a
subject of interest to almost any designer,
and, though the book assembled by Peter
Bradford and Barbara Prete Js in some minor
ways maddening, the subject still manages to
maintain its interest. Based on a series of
lectures at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum in
New York, the book presents interviews with
eight different commentators on the subject :
Ralph Caplan , Ward Bennett, Joseph d' Urso,
Niels Diffrient , Mary Blade , Nicos Zographos,
Donald Gratz, and Charles Stendig . The standard posturings are evident : d' Urso, for
instance, notes that " a floor should be an
inviting surface to sit upon . If you don' t sit on
it, there is a reason, and that is because the
surface isn ' t inviting ." (Surely there are
several more obvious reasons that this, but
never mind.) And Peter Bradford, who is a
very talented graphic designer, has committed the minor sin of going too far (as opposed
to the major one of not going far enough) :
the typeface is Helvetica, natch, but often
rendered in the text fulsomely bold , jazzily
alternating between lines of black and
warmish gray. The illustrations are rung about
with fat black rules, and the whole design is
accomplished to a fare-thee-well. Less verve,
perhaps, would have been more sufficient ,
but the result is still pleasing, and the subject
more than engaging, since , as Ralph Caplan
glamorously points out , " like sex, chairs are
both ubiquitous and misunderstood ." It
would be an amusing pastime to compile a list
of further items which also meet these two
criteria.
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The way we teach
masonry says a lot about
the way we build with
masonry.
Twenty-two yea rs ago Gerrard Jenni ges* was a n a pprenti ce
mason-and a good one , good enoug h to win th e Nati onal Apprenti ce Cha mpi onship . Now. he's re pay ing the last ge nera tion
of cra ft smen-who ta ug ht him hi s s kill:-by teac hin g t he n xt.
Jenni ges is impa rtin g hi s know ledge and experi ence to two
young apprenti ces- Dav id Swe itzer (le ft), hi s empl oye r's son.
and Paul Pfutzenreuter. son of th e ma n who ta ug ht Jenni ges hi s
trade more th an two decades ago.
Th e masonry indu stry ma kes craftsmen th e way it ma kes
buildings-one at a tim e. by ha nd , with skill. care and pride.
It's th ose qualiti es that kee p masonry th e most economi ca l of
building materi a ls, and have kept it com petiti ve in an
increasin g ly mec ha ni zed world .
Jenni ges sees the nati ona l e nergy cri sis ca usin g more and
more a rchitects, eng in eers. builders a nd ow ners to turn to
masonry. whi ch means a n even bri g hter future fo r masonry
craftsmen. " It' s th e be t way you ca n buil d." he 'ays. " My
apprentices have years of s teady work ahead of them ." Jenni ges
acids: "There are so ma ny different masonry ma teri a ls to work
with . Not just th e hundreds of va rieti es a nd sizes of bri ck a nd
concrete bl oc k, but stone. marbl e. cera mi c til e. terrazzo.
mo a ic , a nd plaste r. You have to wo rk hard a t t hi s trade. but
when you fini sh a building, you ca n turn a round . look at it
and say, ' I had a hand in th at buildin g and I'm proud of it.·

" In a wa y, that's how I'd like to fee l abou t my apprentices
yea rs from now- that I had a ha nd in mak ing th em sk ill ed
crafts men. and I' ll be as proud of th em as l am of any buildin g
I' ve worked on."
Th ere are hundreds of reasons why your nex t bu ildin g
s hould be masonry. Among the best reasons a re t he masonry
cra ftsmen themse lves- peopl e who devote t heir work ing li ves
to constru ctin g good buildings. a nd a re equ all y dedi cated to
ma kin g th e next generati on of masons eve n better th an t he
prese nt one.
The best mate ri a ls, th e fin est c ra ftsmanshi p: T hat' s a
winnin g combina ti on. If you wa nt tha t winni ng combin ati on
working fo r yo u in your next building proj ect, all you have to
do is make sure it' s a maso nry building.

Craftsmen : The Heart and Hands of Masonry.

International

l~~~l~e~~?.:ia~::~!,~~~~h~
Mason Conlractnrs of the U.S. and Cam1da1

823 15th Street, N.W., Suite 1001
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202 ) 783-3908
Circle 41 on inquiry card

*Member . Loca l 1. Minn eapolis. Mi nn .. Inte rna tiona l Uni on of Bri ckl ayers a nd A lli ed Cra fts me n .
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Federal Reserve actions will impact the 1979 building outlook
The dramatic actions of the Federal Reserve Board on November 1 to reduce the growth in
credit have taken some of the luster off the 1979 Construction Outlook . on· that day, the
Federal Re se rve raised the discount rate-the rate it charges commercial banks fo r borrowings- from 81/2 per cent to 9 112 per cent, and increased the reserve requirement s-the amount
of deposits that banks must leave with the Federal Reserve-from 6 per cent to 8 per cent on
large certificates of deposit that mature in six months or less._These actions were taken to help
support the dollar's value on international markets, but their impact domestically will be to
increase the cost of and slow the growth of credit. [In some instances, t he following
information revises the 1979 Construction Outlook in the November issue. -Ed.]
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Before November 1, the outlook was for total
construction activity to plateau at a very high
level in 1979 . Because of the monetary
actions taken that day, the out look has
changed. Construction activity will be passing
its peak sooner and turning downward in the
first half. Still the decline will not be as demoralizing as in 1974, since total construction
activity for the year will only be 10 per cent
below the 1978 square foot figure.
The effect of tighter monetary policy on
specific segments of construction activity will
be mixed . Homebuilding will certainly feel the
twin pinches of higher cost and reduced
availability of mortgage fu nds in the first half.
Single-family starts for the year will fall from
1,350,000 units in 1978 to 1, 100,000 units 1n
1979. Multi-family starts could hold up at
600,000 units, unchanged from 1978, provided Federal subsidy support continues
unabated .
Total nonresidential construction should
decline 5 per cent from 1,245 million square
feet in 1978 to 1, 185 million square feet in
1979. The decline will be centered almost
entirely in stores, which are expected to
decline 15 per cent from their 1978 figure of
525 million square feet.
In sharp contrast, office and manufacturing building construction is expected to
continue its amazing growth in 1979. Office
building construction will rise 8 per cent from
200 mi.Jlion square feet in 1978 to 215 million
square feet in 1979, and manufacturing building construction will rise 10 per cent from 200
million square feet in 1978 to 220 million
square feet in 1979.
Institutional building, such as educational
and health facilities, will not be greatly
affected by tighter monetary policy, since
most of this construction is publicly financed .
Still this activity was not expected to be very
strong in 1979, since the forecast was for
only 328 million square feet of new building,
just 2 per cent above the 1978 figure.
As the economy slows during the first
quarter in response to tighter monetary policy, the heavy demand for credit will ease . In
turn, monetary policy will gradually loosen,
which will encourage an economic recovery,
especially in construction activity, in the
second half.
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Phillip E. Kidd
Director of Economic Research
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
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Owens-Corning sound dividers.
Designed so your design gets noticed. Not ours.
We don't expect people at work to appreciate
the classic lines of our sound divider system.
They may not notice the handsome fabric covering. Or how beautifully the dividers fit together.
They may never see the electrical raceway
h idden in the base or the shelf-hanging capability.
And they can't possibly know that their privacy
comes from our special sound-absorbent Fiberglas*
core inside each panel.

What they will notice is what really matters: the
total landscape you've created.
For a free sound divider catalog, color selector,
and booklet, "Speech Privacy in the Open Office,"
write Q.T. Meeks, Owens-Coming Fiberglas
Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.
OWENS / CORNING

FIBERGLAS
T.M. Reg. 0. C.F. c 0. C.F. Corp. 1978

ISAH•.t••l_IJ

Circle 45 on inquiry card
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Programming, predilections, and design
Architects tend to think of themselves as rational romantics, carefully analyzing p oblems, and
only then letting inspiration provide the final boost to an ideal solution . Yet de gn decisions
are probably made on the basis of highly subjective, even unconscious, prec nceptions at
least as often as they are on the basis of rational analysis . These preconceptions re not those
of the architect alone. Often before the architect is selected, the site is chosen and the size
and density of the project determined, based on the preconceptions of th client. The
selection of the architect himself is usually based on the matching of his past perf rmance with
the preconceptions of the client as to what the project ought to be-in org nization and
appearance . Preconceptions decide not only what is appropriate but what is I ossible. The
exploration of certain alternatives is ruled out because they are instinctive! felt to be
inappropriate. How else do different architects and clients arrive at such disparat solutions to
essentially the same problem ? By the action of prejudice, taste, predilection . Th sis not bad,
although there is a tendency to deny it as a part of our self image as rational pr fessionals .

b y Herbert Mclaughlin
An analysis of the design process and the role
of preconceptions in the process is vital to
understanding how decisions are made not
only in architecture , but in real estate development as well, for everyone in the development process is, at one level or another, a
designer.
Design begins unconsciously the moment the building is described, even in the
most abstract terms. Images snap into the
mind of the user, client and architect. These
images are extra o rdinaril y hard to eliminate,
parti cularly for the architect who has been
classi cally trained to think in these terms: to
conceptualize, to v isua lize quickly. His academic tradition has been sculptural. The client
expects him to think in these terms . From the
first glimmer of conception of the project,
the examination of the site or of the building
to be remodeled, the players begin to define
the problem and , by defining, therefore
begin to solve it o r at least to limit the number
of solutions which seem possible .
Vital to the design process is what I
describe as the predilection filter . This is the
screen which shuts out certain data, the
possibility of certain decisions. It is formed by
past experience, success, failure , esthetic
preference , happy childhoods, prenatal experiences, you name it. The design process
and the action of the prediction filtered
within it can be described in terms of f ive
interacting activities .
1. Gathering of data such as wind, sun,
budgets, topography , client' s desires, user
characteristics and sorting, screening and in
some instances denial of validity of that data
by the predilection / experience filter.
Mr. M claughlin is a principal in the San Francisco firm o f
Kaplan/ Mclaughlin Architects/ Planners. He is a visiting
lecturer and criti c at Harvard, the Universities of Illinois and
California (Berkeley), and Stanford Business School.

2. Input of general data ab ut the building type already exist ing by dint of the architect's experience, or collected a background
research, again screened by th predilection
filter .
3. Analysis and correlation f data, again
filtered .
4. Development of perfor ance criteri a
which describe w hat the proje should and
can be fu nctionally and estheti ally through
analyzi ng the above, and b
experience
gained during exploring initia l design solutions. This is a most criti cal phas , particularly
with respect to positions on wh t the project
can and sho uld be, the architects and client' s
definition of what is possible .
is is vital to
the definition of the point at
hich all feel
that a satisfactory design has been achieved.
5. Designing more refined solutions and
testing them against the performance criteria
and then altering the designs until they meet
the criteria either in the original state or as
mod ified by the lessons learned during
design.
When the architect is presented with a
commission , all of these activities begin
immediately and then develop and are
refined at various rates, depending on the
style of the designer and the nature of the
project and the sequence in which information and decisions become available from the
client o r others. Of these activities, the working of the prediction / experi ence filter is by
far and away the most important as it affects
all the others.
In all of us, experience is limiting as well
as broadening . It forms our priorities for
exploration, the style of exploration, and
even w hether or not we will explore an idea
at all. Certain data, and even the not ion that
certain solutions are possible or desirable, are
rejected or passed through and altered very

qu ickly by this filter . The follower of Mies
sees the same landscape differently than the
follower of Wright . For one, the wind may be
a welcome breeze, for another a nuisance.
The architect's predilection / experience
filter is particularly critical. His role is usually
such that all information must go through him
before it can be analyzed and expressed in
design . Also, on a normal project, the architect has been selected because the client has
seen and approved of the design results of
the past actions of the architect's filter .
Programming is design. It can help
avoid client, architect preconception.
Architects, like it or not, design in patterns .
Their work is identifiable, usually readi ly so .
The relative uniformity of their design
approaches is testimony to the strengch and
impenetrability of their filters . Some see the
world and its architecture as needing to be
organized into very clear and uniform and
systematic experiences . Others see in it a
need for expressive chaos, mazes which can
be explored and are sources of surprise, even
expressions of rebellion . How does one
modify the actions of the filter, open it up, if
o ne assumes that such opening is desirable?
Obviously it is best done at the very start of
the design process .
First, it is vital that all concerned realize
that: 1) not only the architect designs in
patterns-we all do; and 2) that clear prototypes of solutions do exist for most building
types and they are subject to analysis regarding their success or failure . An analysis of
patterns is probably the best first step in
opening up the predilection filte r. This starts
with the analysis and recording of the architect ' s and client' s prejudices . This recording
should be careful and complete . We have
fo und in some instances that it is useful to
have another architect be responsible for the
analysis of past work .
The analysis of the work of other architects attacking a similar. problem should go
beyond the typical review of the literature.
The literature of architecture is unfortunately
of little assistance in gaining any real insight
into a problem. Books tend to become outof-date very rapidly and often express one
very specific point of view . Magazine articles
unfortunately seldom delve beyond the
appearance of a project . Reports of systematic post-occupa ncy evaluation of projects
are generally unavailable because systematic
post-occupancy evaluation is so seldom
done. Nonetheless, it is critical that a serious
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review of patterns of solution for the building
type at hand be made available .
It is vital that the client be integrated into
this analysis of patterns of solution by his
architect and others, and it is also vital that
the user who is so often different from the
client , be integrated . This usually means that
the client and user must be educated in the
characteristics and opportunities which are
inherent in the site and the building type .
They equally are the victims of experience
and a limited sense of opportunity, more so
than the architect , who at least has usually
seen a variety of solutions to similar building
problems. He may have rejected many of
these solutions for personal reasons, but at
least he has seen them . The client or the user
may well have seen few, if any, alternatives
to his present situation . Further, the client and
the user may be timid about making
comments which they fear are ignorant or
naive. Education that provides a variety of
experience, a sense of opportunity, and a
vocabulary and self-confidence, is the start of
an answer.
There are, of course, many educated
clients, such as developers, or other clients
who have sustained building programs in a
particular building type . The effort with these
clients must be directed towards opening up
their already fixed predilection filters . Some
techniques that further integrate the educated client or user in the design include:
squatting, marathoning, and numerical evaluation systems of alternate schemes . The
notion of developing and analyzing alternative schemes is, of course, critical.
From this analysis of patterns, and discussion of design objectives and alternatives,
should emerge clear design notes. These may
well have been tested for possibility of
achievement through preliminary design solutions . These clearly stated design mandates
are perhaps the single most valuable tool for
dealing with the preconception filter because
they make very clear what is thought of as
being both correct and possible.
Programming should compel architects
and clients to examine their prejudices
Often a program is conceived of as merely a
list of spaces and a description of desirable
relationships. The naive client , and often the
naive architect or programmer, may think
that such a list is neutral- that Mies and
Wright would evolve the same list.
I think not. Indeed, I am sure not. For the
predilection filter is always at work . Images of
what life, and therefore buildings, ought to
be, or (at a less hopeful level) can be, perme-

ate lists of spaces, which are summaries of
expectations, estimates of what is possible
due to cost or organization . Various types of
buildings are subconsciously seen as suitable
for the solution of various problems-low
rise or high rise, flat roof or pitched, large
squarish assemblages of air conditioned areas
or spatulate, naturally ventilated fingers or
space . The list of spaces reflects this. Rooms
are organized into clusters; interrelationships
are described either explicitly or by hierarchies or groupings of space .
A contemporary program usually goes
well beyond the traditional lists of the size
and character of spaces and interrelationships . It describes, among other things, the
functional and design intent of a building,
often suggests forms and materials which are
appropriate, the organization and interrelationship of component parts, costs, finishes ,
construction systems and timing . Such a
document, then , defines many basic design
options. Decisions as to whether a building is
high rise or low, or a combination of both, or
whether a project consists of one building or
more are made when programming defines
net-to-gross ratios and project budgets. The
program frequently decides, for instance,
how dormitory bedrooms relate to a
lounge-whether it states so directly or sets
up a series of functional imperatives which
force the solution .
The existence of a program document
"demystifies" the design process
The presentation methodology of a program ,
in writing, is in a form which others (the
client, user, etc.) are able to understand and
criticize . The design process is thereby
opened up to others instead of being hidden,
as is usual, to be only partially revealed
behind mystifying layers of verbiage and the
dazzle of beautifully finished drawings. (The
mystery of the process is heightened when
designs are presented dramatically after the
architect emerges from his "studio" following
a suitably long delay while his unrevealed
" research " is subjected to the marvelous
alchemy of the creative act.)
The existence of such a program document, particularly one which might discuss
classic solutions for the problems at hand, the
peculiarities of this specific problem, and the
architect's and client's predilections and priorities, in many ways seems to intrude on the
architect's traditional freedom. It firms up
design decisions very early, bringing the client
and user deeply into the design process since
the document should be couched in terms
both can understand . The design process is

thus demystified. This is forced not only by
process and presentation , but by the fact that
the evolution of the document increasingly
involves social scientists, cost estimators ,
building managers, and professional programmers, whose views certainly complicate and
may frustrate the architect ' s traditional
secretive processes.
In reality, programming is design, particularly contemporary programming, which has
become increasingly comprehensive and
complex . Not only is programming design,
but it is a peculiar form of design, allowing
client and architect to break through many of
the preconceptions and limitations which
dominate the usual design process.
This can be an unpopular view . It is often
resented by the independent programmer
who feels that this definition is threatening to
his usually already uneasy alliance with the
architectural profession . It is often equally
distasteful to the architect, even those who
feel generally sympathetic to programming.
This type of architect often works with clientprepared programs, or has an independent
programming department in this office. He
feels that only the " design" architect should
design. The notion that the programmer is
actively designing before the designer comes
on the scene is threatening, and yet the
notion that the designer should be active
during programming is novel. As a result,
programming is frequently referred to as a
" predesign" activity .
The architect who realizes that programming is design, and participates fully , need
not feel threatened . Architects should be
eager to share design with others- clients,
users, consultants . For, if we view design as
defined above, it is important to include
others. Only through sharing decisions can
we have sufficient knowledge to solve the
problems . The more different people and
perspectives involved in the process, the
greater the chance of defining the problem
correctly and uncovering unforeseen side
and aftereffects . The architect/planner working in isolation cannot be rational enough to
trace all consequences and purge all biases
from his mind .
This desire to increase involvement of
participants in design does cause problems .
The designer must try to make the decisionmaking process understandable to all involved, transparent so to speak, so each can
contribute to his fullest extent. It is then
difficult to hide behind mysticism and dogma.
Programming is then not only design, but an
activity that can make the rest of the design
process especially rewarding .
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Creative and practical
Osmose Flame Proof Wood
You give your imagination free rein but keep your feet on
very firm ground when you design around Osmose FLAME
PROOF WOOD. Its warmth , natural beauty and easy workability enhance the most aesthetic design . Its fire retardancy
meets today's practical demands for fire protection . It
meets all major building codes and the approval of insurance rating bureaus for interior decorative and structural
use. Your customers can frequently qualify for lower fire
insurance rates .

Whether you're designing a super market or a school , a
motel or a warehouse , Osmose fire retardant FLAME
PROOF lumber and plywood belongs in your plans. For
details, check us in Sweet's General Building File 6.5/ 0sm
or write to us for our brochures and data sheets.

Osmose Wood Preserving Co. of America, Inc.

980 Ellicott Street, Buffalo, New York 14209
Circle 52 on inquiry card

This simple, straightforward wall-hung cooler in gray hammertone
enamel complements any well-designed architectural environment.
It also effectively serves the handicapped with front-positioned bubbler
and effortless push-bar operation. For more information, contact
Haws Drinking Faucet Company, Fourth and Page Streets,
P.O. Box 1999, Berkeley, California 947.01.
Circle 53 on inquiry card

DRINKING FOUNTAINS

•t.Louis reflect on its past.
When city planners decided
to revitalize this historic area of
St. Louis, some people feared its
traditional beauty would be lost
in a sea of skyscrapers.
Their blues were short-lived.
The choice of glass exteriorsto reflect the natural beauty, instead of overpowering it- left an
area the city could be proud of.

The beauty of glass has
shown up in building interiors,
too. Many building owners
across the country have found
energy-use savings by using our
high-performance glasses.
The advantages of glass are
clear to employers, too. Studies
have shown that worker productivity and the amount of window
area in the office environment
often go hand in hand.
Want more information?

Write for "How to Predict Interior
Daylight Illumination;· our
definitive 43-page study on
using glass to conserve energy
and increase visual performance.
Libbey-Owens-Ford Company,
811 Madison Ave., Toledo,
Ohio 43695.
Or contact your LOF architectural representative for an
Energy Savings Analysis.

With Dukane sound masking,
the office can be open ...
Open offices are wise investments in many ways.
They dramatically increase usable floor space and
reduce maintenance costs . Lower heating and
cooling costs. Help cut construction and rental
costs . Offer outstanding flexibility when changing
office layouts. Save time and money. Even help
build efficiency and employee morale.
Dukane sound masking makes the open offi~e
even more practical. These electronic systems
help achieve a higher degree of speech privacy
in a busy office. Allow personnel to converse
freely, while helping preserve greater privacy
for each work station .
Dukane sound masking works by preoccupying
the ear, yet goes unnoticed itself. It is one of
four essential ingredients to obtain the ultimate

in a pleasant open office. The others are soundabsorbing dividers, ceiling tile and carpeting .
Dukane has more than 50 years experience w ith
sound systems and a nationwide organization of
distributors . They can custom-design a sound
masking system for the acoustical conditions of
your open office . . . also master clock, intercom,
music, paging and evacuation communications .
Send for information today .

DUKANED
DUKANE CORPORATION
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION
ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS 60174

the discussion is closed.

312/584-2300
Circle 58 on inquiry
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BUILDING TYPES STUDY®526

Each year, the number of submissions to the Record Interiors awards
program has grown. But for this landmark tenth program, the editors received
an astonishing four times more submissions than in any previous yearclear evidence of the growing interest of a growing number of architects in
interior design work. But more important than the quantity is the quality;
and on the next 30 pages are presented-with pleasure and with pride in the
design skill of the architects-the twenty-one winners in this year's .

RECORD
INTERIORS
OF1979
The existence of and growing participation in this awards program is not a suggestion that there are two kinds of
architecture : interior architecture and-what? -exterior architecture. It is rather a response to the fact that more and
more architects (an astonishing 85 per cent of RECORD's readers) are involved in interior design not just of buildings
they have designed, but interior design for tenants in office buildings and retail complexes and-increasingly-doing
interiors in worthwhile older buildings being put to new use . (It is no accident that many of this year's awards are given
for the successful integration of new uses with the special demands of " period " buildings.)
This year ' s winners reinforce the architect's skill in expressing the particular character not only of buildings, but of
particular regions, needs and desires . Not too long ago, it might have raised eyebrows to talk about such pluralistic
approaches, but the unusual diversity of this year's award winners must ce rtain ly show that there are-in interiors as
in building design-broadened concepts of what co nstitutes good design .
And nowhere can the differing directions being taken by architects be sensed more quickly than in the spaces
they design for their own use . The first three projects shown on the following pages are design offices-and they
encompass an amazingly broad range of possible directions . The Design Co nsortium offices (page 92) present a
straightforward image to passers-by in a remodeled storefront in Minneapolis. But closer inspection presents an
extraordinary high level of detailing and spatial concept . PBNA (page 94) chose a National Register building in Kansas
City, and fitted in their operations with an admirable respect for existing character. And Dennis Jenkins Associates
(page 96) occupies a loft space that could now only be described as a very specia ll y created environment. (Several of
the awards this year went to projects that make much of essentially featureless space-spaces where there just was
not a building concept that the designers could " relate to. " Most notable are the severa l " space-expanding"
environments of Carnal El-Zoghby on pages 111-114.)
And the diversity in this year' s projects certainly extends outside of the designers' own offices. It ranges from the
near restoration of New York City' s Museum of Modern Art cinema (page 115), to a totally new structure inserted into
the burned-out walls of a distinguished old chapel (pages 116-117), to the almost frivolous atmosphere in a
movie-company cafeteria (page 120).
But every one of the 21 awards has this common characteristic: it successfully carries through a single strong idea .
And the results are-as you will see-incredibly fresh and exciting . -Charles K. Hoyt
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD January 1979
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ARCHITECTS' OWN
OFFICES BY
THE DESIGN
CONSORTIUM
IN MINNEAPOLIS,
M INNESOTA
As carefully thought through and
detailed as a delicate puzzle, the
Design Consortium's own office in
a downtown former store is one
of the firm's best advertisements.
And because of the consideration
behind the design, the tried-andtrue palette of white on walls and
bright primary colors on columns,
exposed ducts, doors and furnishings creates an unusual visual
impact.
Essentially, the office is divided into a front reception area
(photo below), an intermediate
work " platform" and a semi-public
multipurpose conference area at
the back . The platform is in turn
divided into two studios (photo
opposite), which have two desks
apiece. The raised position accomplished three purposes. First, it
allows the occupants to look out
of the windows while maintaining
a visual separation from other
inside activities. (Another interesting benefit at this raised level of
view is the visual expansion of the
space through mirrors along the
side walls just above eye level.)
Second, the space under the platform can be utilized for storage of
such bulky items as files (see
section opposite) . And the
changes in level clearly spell out
the distinction between public and
private space, routing visitors toward the back conference room in
the easiest path of travel.
To accentuate the importance of the level changes and to
make the direction of travel even
more distinct, a series of dropped
soffits hide storage cabinets, lighting and some of the mechanical
and electrical equipment-while a
round air duct hints at the
concealed mechanical nature in a
polite partially enclosed position.
ARCHITECT'S OFFICES, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Architects: Design Consortium, Inc. General contractor: Placemakers.
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ARCHITECTS' OWN
OFFICES BY
PATTY BERKEBILE
NELSON ASSOCIATES
IN KANSAS CITY,
MISSOURI
The strength of the architects
work on these spaces for their
own use lies in what they chose
not to do-and in what was
undone. The building is a sevenstory structure on the National
Register of Historic Places, and
PBNA occupies the first floor.
Removing both an incrustation of partitions (including those
covering cast iron fireplaces), and
paint over marble wainscoating
and oak woodwork, the architects
arranged their flexible space needs
within the original thick bearing
walls . While inserting fu rniture,
low partitions and air handling
ducts that clearly speak of the best
of the present, the architects have
preserved the grand character of
the older spaces as a tribute to the
fine structure and their own sensibilities . And as a tribute to their
practicality, the 5,430 square feet
of space was remodeled at a cost
of $45,000. A redwood deck was
built over an adjoining roof to
provide an outdoor " lounge." The
project was the recipient of a
recent AIA merit award .
PBNA CORPORA TE OFFICES, Kansas
City, Missouri. Architects : Patty Berkebile Nelson Associates. General contractor: Woodings Mid-Continent Construction.

PdUI S. Kivett photos
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3 DESIGNER'S OWN
OFFICES BY
DENNIS JENKINS
AND MICHAEL RADA
IN COCONUT GROVE,
FLORIDA
In extreme contrast to the approaches taken in the design
offices shown on previous pages,
this almost surreal environment is a
tour de force that purposely combines not only function butaccording to Jenkins- " self-sufficient artistic form ." Taking a
windowless space in a loft building, Jenkins-with architect Michael Rada-has created an implication of space beyond that which
actually exists. This implication is
created by the silver-painted glossy surfaces forming partitions and
ceiling panels over part of the
wood joist construction . And it is
the product of polished aluminum
blinds that not only conceal storage areas around the perimeter,
but separate various activities. The
large cylinder houses a projection
booth, and all of the silver surfaces
are painted with automobile paint.
The contrasting philosophy of this
design makes it particularly appropriate at this time.
DENNIS JENKINS ASSOCIATES DESIGN
STUDIO, Coconut Grove, Florida. Interior design: Dennis Jenkins Associatesproject manager : Ceorge Taylor. Consulting architect: Michael Rada. General
contractor : Tandem, Inc.

Michael Wray photos

THE BELARUS
MACHINERY OFFICES BY
HOBART BETTS
IN NEW YORK CITY
The Belarus Machinery importing
company, an American corporation with a Soviet staff, rented
2,400 sq ft at the corner of a
high-rise office building in New
York City and asked for a bright,
modest, and hospitable design that
would allow prominent display of
its products.
Architect Hobart Betts has
used the interior corridor as the
visual focus of the composition
and as the solution to a major
design problem : the achievement
of a spacious atmosphere in a
small and rather crowded office.
With its generous width, the corridor accommodates both formal
and casual circulation as well as
display space for photomurals and
models above the recessed filing
cabi nets . A row of rounded
columns-the two in the middle
" faked " -dramatizes the length of
the long space .
The doors to interior
spaces- the receptionist's office
and the employees' lounge-line
up with doors across the corridor
to afford a glimpse of the
outdoors through windows opposite . Betts restricted his color
palette to white, beige carpet and
bright red upholstery-matching
the tractors in the photo murals.
BELARUS MACHINERY OF U.S.A., INC.,
New York City. Architects : Hobart
Betts Associates, Architects. General
contractor: Nico Construction Co.
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LAW OFFICES BY
STANLEY TIGERMAN
& ASSOCIATES, LTD.
IN CHICAGO
Both these offices and those by
Stull Associates on the following
page have strong diagonals-cut
by primary corridors-through
what are otherwise rectilinear
plans. But the diagonals are used
for radically different purposes.
This design by Stanley Tigerman
for attorney Harvey Walner, expresses the dominant personality
of the principal within his firm.
According to Tigerman, " The suite
is thought of as a one-man operation, with the funneling out of
tasks from the central source."
Clients entering the offices
are met in the reception area
shown in the photographs below.
From this space, the route to and
importance of the principal's corner office is clearly spelled out by
the circulation route, shown in the
large photo at the right. This corridor slices through the other spaces
from the reception area (background) to the principal's office-a
very direct expression.
It is in the resulting irregular
spaces created by this corridor
that Tigerman's real genius for
turning potential deficits into assets
are realized-by both the arrangement of uses and by the unusual
detailing of the furnishings. The
receptionist's desk is located in an
open-plan work area, in which the
sinuously shaped, plastic-laminatecovered cabinetwork recalls highbacked roll-top desks of an earlier
era . (The high backs provide natural separations for the work
stations .) The triangular conference room has a triangular table,
and all of the cabinet work is
detailed in plastic laminate and
stainless steel.
WALNER LAW OFFICE, Chicago, Illinois. Owner: Harvey L. Walner. Architects: Stanley Tigerman & Associates,
Ltd. -principal-in-charge-of-design:
Stanley Tigerman; associate-in-charge:
Robert Fugman; assistants: Deborah
Doyle, Gil Gorski.

...
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IBM OFFICE BY
STULL ASSOCIATES
IN BOSTON
The office products branch of IBM
in Boston is one solution to an
interior design problem strongly
controlled by a building's geometric form. The floor occupied has a
notched-out shape caused by the
building's sculptured perimeter,
designed to minimize loss of views
of surrounding buildings in the
City' s Government Center . To
avoid interior disorientation and to
provide a large number of clientrequested enclosed spaces (perimeter offices, and training, product
demonstration and lunch rooms)
the main corridors were aligned
wi t h views to both the
north/ south and east/west directions . Support functions were
open planned (below) and positioned in areas with views. The
entrance is a glass cube (right) that
juts out at one corner of the elevator lobby and is set diagonally to
the other office space, directing
visitors to the reception area (middle) and their line of sight to a
prime harbor view (plan below) .
The theme of . glass square and
half-square forms were used only
at other corridor intersections that
signal a transition from one direction to another. These points are
reinforced by a change in carpet
colors and soffit construction .
IBM OFFICE, Boston, Massachusetts.
Architects: Stull Associates, Inc. Mechanical engineer: Roger Curry. Lighting consultant: William Lam Associates,
Inc. General contractor: Aberthaw
Construction Co.

HEALTHWORKS
RESTAURANT BY
WALKER/ GROUP, INC.
IN NEW YORK CITY
A prototype for a fast-food chain,
this resta urant is no table fo r the
straightforward way in w hich its
design copes w ith the typ ica l
urban problem of extremely lo ng
and narrow spaces. Using only the
cafeteria-style serving counter and
kitchen to break the linear direction, the designers have produced
a simple space consisting- like the
health foods served - of ho nest
materials, such as oak fo r benches
and tables and quarry and ceramic
tiles for floor and counters. Brown
photo-mura ls, a bright yellow air
duct, dark-painted chairs fill the
space with warm colo r. And the
white wall at the end stands out in
contrast - reversing the usual eyestopping solution of appl ying the
major colo r on end walls.
HE ALTHWORKS, 57th Street, New
York City. Architects : Walker/ Croup,
Inc. - project director: John Beringer.
Kitchen consultants: Romano/ Cat/and.
General contractor : Jamco Construction Corporation. Kitchen contractor:
Sefi Fabricators.
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THE KA TONAH ST ATION
RESTAURANT BY
MYRON GOLDFINGER
IN KATONAH,
NEW YORK
While the 19th-century railroad
Station at Katonah, New York,
scarcely qualifies as landmark architecture, it has, like its more
splendid sisters around the country, received the benefit of tender
restoration and adaptive use.
At the new Katonah Station
Restaurant, the main dining room
occupies the old baggage room,
where, when travel was more
leisurely, luggage was held until it
was claimed . Architect Myron
Goldfinger retained the utilitarian
tongue-and-groove board walls,
after sandblasting them to remove
half a century's accumulation of
paint. He also enlarged the opening into the bar (formerly the waiting room), designing an arched
opening to echo existing vaulting
and lunette in the area now given
to the private dining room (at right
in plan).
Because the trains still stop at
Katonah-it is a functioning commuter station-it was a condition
of the project that the building be
open to passengers between 6
and 10 o'clock in the morning.
During those hours, tables and
chairs are removed from the
private dining room and an adjacent alcove; and the banquettes,
which Goldfinger fashioned from
the old waiting room benches,
resume their original purpose . After the commuter rush, the restaurant staff returns the banquette
pillows and sets up for lunch.
Restaurant clientele enters
through a new door at the front of
the building, and is guided by the
diagonal bar to the main dining
room. Passengers enter the waiting room at the back of the building through a door to the train
platform .
KA TONAH STA TION RESTAURANT,
Katonah , New York . Owner: Ira Marcus. Architect: Myron Coldfinger.
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DISCOVERY ASSOCIATES
SHOW AND
SALES ROOM
BY GAMAL EL-ZOGHBY,
IN NEW YORK CITY
In contrast to the work of many
architects on these pages, Carnal
El-Zoghby's designs are often as
independent as possible of the
structures in which they are
located . And the approach is
particularly appropriate for this
wholesale fashion facility- located
on a high-but-viewless floor of an
office building in the garment
district. What the architect has
created is a neutral-colored background for the clothes to be
shown to best advantage-a
background that is both simple
and luxurious.
Given 3,000 square feet of
space, a budget of only $30,000
and a mandate for speed , El-Zoghby was able to complete this installation in four and a half months
from the start of design . Included
in the program are a reception
area (photos top), a sales and fashion show area with six sales "stations'' (photos below and opposite), offices for salespersons, designers and operational staff, a
sewing room , a sample room,
storage, a kitchen, and a sauna
and shower. These latter support
facilities are located around the
perimeter of the main room and
salespersons have views to that
main space through the narrow
openings shown to the right in the
large photo All of the cabinetwork is covered with carpet
except desk and table tops, which
are covered in plastic cloth .
DISCOVERY ASSOCIATES, New York,
New York . Owner: Jason Silverstein.
Architect : Gama! El-Zoghby-site supervisor: Carole Allen. General contractor : Martin Construction Co.

Robert Perron photos
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10 NYBORG NELSON
RESTAURANT BY
GORDON KAHN IN
NEW YORK CITY
The unusual and adept combination of a " take-out" operation and
a rather elegant restaurant, this
new facility located within the
retail arcades of the Citicorp Building (RECORD, June 1978) accommodates both functions with styleall in 1, 100 square feet of floor
space . Part of the secret is the
gracefully designed central service
island, which provides a highly
functional separation not only of
the two different types of service,
but of the 48 seats at dining tables
from each other-without causing
the closed-in feeling of total separation . Another secret is the preparation of food in another nearby
location, although full facilities for
keeping foods at proper temperatures, trash disposal, and storage
of table settings must be accommodated within the dining space.
Hence, the service island is somewhat larger than might be expected if a full kitchen was closeby. The oiled, light ash wood cabinets, low level lighting, polished
aluminum acoustic ceiling, brick
floors , and white walls all create an
appropriate ambiance for the
Scandinavian foods that are
served .
NYBORG NELSON, New York, New
York . Owner: Hans Booge. Architects:

Cordon Kahn Associate Architectsdesigners: Max Cordon and Douglas
Kahn. Kitchen consultant: Kitchen Consultant, Inc. General contractor: RR &
D Construction.

...

AU BON PAIN BAKERY
BY GORDON KAHN IN
BURLINGTON,
MASSACHUSETTS
A prototype for a nationally franchised chain of baked-goods
stores, this 1400-square-foot installation in a shopping mall tells
customers the nature of the products sold in a way that is at once
clear, reassuring and stimulating.
The bread and pastries are baked
in front of customers in stainless
steel ovens located behind the
sales counter . The completed
products are then arranged so
that-by the design of the storethey can become the primary
decorative element. The products
are multiplied in mirrors and contrasted to smooth, clean, brightly
colored surfaces that not only help
attract the eye, but speak of the
high level of sanitary conditions in
which they are baked and sold .
Dough is made and cured in a
room behind the ovens. This room
is hermetically sealed to provide
constant temperature and humidity, but even this area can be
glimpsed through the doubleglazed transom above the stainless
steel laminated beam . Customers
wishing to eat products on the
spot can be seated on the tiled
ledge projecting toward the entrance.
AU BON PAIN, Burlington Massachusetts. Owner: Au Bon Pain Corporation -client: Lewis Rapuano. Architects : Cordon Kahn Associate Architects-designers: Max Cordon and
Douglas Kahn; associate-in-charge of
production: Steven Silverstein. Mechanical / electrica I engineer : Jack
Green. General contractor: Ben-Mal
Construction Company.
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ROBERT LOREN STORE
BY DENNIS JENKINS
ASSOCIATES AND
H. CARLTON DECKER
IN MIAMI, FLORIDA
For a specialty store on a shopping
mall, the designers have evoked a
utilitarian imagery associated with
the products sold: a colorful
jumble of items used in the
bathroom ranging from waste paper baskets to robes. To complement this merchandise, there are
shiny white walls and display
shelves made of plumbing-grade
plastic pipe. (The pipe is also used
to house linear lighting fixtures that
are arranged in a lighthearted and
seemingly casual pattern above
the shelves.) A dark painted ceiling
and dark carpeting heighten by
contrast the w hite surfaces. The
message about the merchandise is
made on the exterior of the shop
by galvanized metal paneling in
conjunction with still more plastic
pipe . The 2,215 square feet were
completed for a cost of $26 per
square foot, including mechanical
and electrical equipment.
ROBERT LOREN BATH SHOP, Miami,
Florida. Owners: Robert Kirkendall and
Loren Welch. Joint-venture architects
and designers: Dennis Jenkins Associates and H. Carlton Decker-project
designer: Barbara Magruder; project
architect: James Koepp. Mechanical
and electrical engineers: Webb Consulting Engineers, Inc. Contra cto r :
Creative Commercial Constructors.

8
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APARTMENT BY
CHARLES BOXENBAUM
IN NEW YORK CITY
Creating the impression of spaciousness in an 850-square-foot
apartment, architect Boxenbaum
has opened and closed views both
horizontally and vertically in such a
way as to create the impression
that there is always something
more around the corner. Located
on the top floors of a former
townhouse, the apartment for a
single owner takes maximum advantage of ever-changing light
qualities through both large existing windows and a new skylight
high above the main space . A
custom-built couch allows for varied seating arrangements to accommodate large and sma ll
groups. In the loft-bedroom and
kitchen (photo below) carefully
designed cabinets complete an
almost shiplike use of space and
careful attention to detail.
APARTMENT, New York, New York .
Architect: Charles Boxenbaum. General
contra ctor : Comulus Development
Corporation. Cabinets: J.P. Winter.
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GRAHAM HOUSE BY
BOHLIN POWELL
BROWN IN DALLAS,
PENNSYLVANIA
The recent changes made to this
substantial suburban house are
admirable for their modesty and
seeming simplicity-although the
resulting character is radically different from what it had been : that
of a farm house built in the midnineteenth century, encrusted
with partitions and additions that
produced a confusing and confined environment. A fire and the
subsequent purchase by a distributor of distinguished modern furniture opened the way for a new
life that is a small part change and
a large part appreciation of the
critical reasons that such gradually
built and undirected environments
often fail. Most critical was the
former separation of the living
room from a pleasant back garden
(photo top)-and the resulting
darkness within .
Focusing the major thrust of
quickly discernible changes on the
stairwell, Bohlin Powell Brown
created a two-story steel window
that both opens the living room
(photos, above) to the garden and
creates a totally different character
for the well shown in the photo at
the right. (A whimsical detail of the
upper corridor is a second " window" into the owners' closet that
provides light and view, but
appears to be a constantly changing collage alongside more stable
framed artworks on the wall.)
Other changes to the house
are less apparent: the removal of
the least successful additions, the
new diagonal placement of the
main entrance, new paneling that
replaces a recent and inappropriate fireplace-and the simplification of details wherever such
was appropriate . Still, according to
Peter Bohlin, " We have taken
pleasure in the strange mix of
details and trim . . . thinking of
this renovation as a step in the
evolutionary life of the building."
RESIDENCE RENOVATION , Dallas,
Pennsylvania. Owners: Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Graham, Jr. Architects: Bohlin
Powell Brown-partner-in-charge :
Peter Bohlin. Landscape designer: John
Brown General contractor: Bowden
and Northrup.

JOHN TIGHE
HOME OFFICE BY
GAMAL EL-ZOGHBY IN
NEW YORK CITY
A clear expression of this architect's philosophy of creating
rooms within rooms, this office in
the home of an author is also an
experiment with modules, which
El-Zoghby sees as infinitely expansible to eventually create total
living environments . This module is
a ten-foot square, and allows just
enough floor space for the owner
to practice yoga exercises-a subject he often writes about . Rather
than shrinking the room by the
inserted construction, the architect
feels that the space is (at least
psychologically) expa nded because of the implied space that
exists beyond the module. The
outer enclosing walls are painted
dark brown to enhance their " dematerialized" character . The new
cabinetwork is built of three-quarter-inch plywood and is finished
with white paint - except for the
desk and counter tops which are
laminated with plastic.
HOME OFFICE, New York, New York.
Owner: John Tighe. Architects: Gama/
El-Zoghby- construction and planning:
Da vid Mammina and Guy Bocchino.
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16 AN APARTMENT BY
GAMAL EL-ZOGHBY IN
NEW YORK CITY
An elaborate development on the
concept of modules, this onceconventional two-bedroom apartment has been visually expanded
by removing all partitions, and by
redirecting the main axis along the
42-foot length of window wall.
This redirection comes from placing the modules within the main
space instead of around it (as in
El-Zoghby' s room on the last
page) . Here, large and small
" boxes " contain the utilitarian
functions ranging from the kitchen
and dressing room to cabinets for
the dining area that are intricately
detailed to allow, for instance, the
viewing of the same built-in television from multiple locations-or to
allow simple expansion of the
dining table to provide continuous
seating at the main table and the
small adjacent table that is normally a desk (in front of the pillows in
the photo opposite) . Spaces are
further defined by changes of
level so that the relatively modest
living area (photo, opposite) is
several steps above (and has less
ceiling height) than the rest. Similarly, the one remaining sleeping
area is raised and includes a tub
with built-in water agitation and
faucets that are concealed in the
standing " headboard " (photo,
right). The canopied bed is a product of what the architect refers to
as " imagery association." All of the
cabinetwork is constructed of particle board, laminated with plastic.
The 1200-square-foot space was
completed at the cost of $45,000.
Robert Perron photos

APARTMENT, New York , New York .
Architect: Gama/ El-Zoghby. General
contractor : Urban Craft, Inc., Richard
Fassett and Christopher McNeur.
.1
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ROOM FOR MR. AND
MRS. J. BENNETT BY
GAMAL EL-ZOGHBY IN
NEW YORK CITY
From an eight-foot-square former
maid's room, the architect has
created a " family room" that often
is used at the expense of the rest
of a large Fifth Avenue apartment.
And for El-Zoghby, this is his best
example of the psychological expansion of space to date. The
coffee table stores paints, and is
also the desk chair, when a back
panel is raised . By arrangement of
the elements (and by high sound
absorption from carpeted walls), a
number of activities can take place
at once-from paper work to
crafts to television viewing.
But the key to the real reason
that not only the family but visitors
and friends gravitate to this room
is the sense of " infinite space" that
is created by mirrors in unusual
places. Besides the large mirror
that allows eye contact all around
the room from a seated position at
the desk, recessed six-inch-wide
mirrors run from floor to ceiling
and separate the cabinets around
the mattress-sofa and the cabinets
around the desk from each other
and from the walls. Hence, each
group appears to be an independent unit in a much larger space.
FAMILY ROOM, New York, New York .
Owner: Mr. & Mrs. /. Bennett. Architect: Gama/ El-Zoghby. Construction :
Gama/ El-Zoghby, Virginia Ayers and
Carole Allen.
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THE MUSEUM OF
MODERN ART
AUDITORIUM BY
BUCK/CANE IN
NEW YORK CITY
More an evocation than a restoration, recent work on this room is
admirable for its respect of the
original architectural intent in a
landmark structure - while coping
with both new requirements and
previously changed physical dimensions. Completed in 1939, the
Museum's main building was designed by Phillip Goodwin and
Edward Durell Stone as one of the
few truly International Style buildings to be built in this country .
Over the years, the building has
undergone extensive changes, and
nowhere was this more evident
than in what had become-before
this recent renovation-a stepsister space . In 1958, the screen
and stage were moved forward
into the room to gain more floor
area for other uses behind. And
uncontrolled application of inappropriate materials and details
(photo bottom) obscured the once
graceful space. Most important,
the mechanical and technical aspects of the space had made even
minimal quality in projection impossible.
Avoiding the easy and attractive alternative of a total redesign,
the architects found (with great
effort) the original plans, and fit
the updated technical needs within
the original intentions. Today, the
room discreetly provides such
new program elements as seating
for the handicapped, flexibility in
lighting control, facilities for simultaneous translations and improved
acoustics-as well as a host of
new equipment directly connected to the projection of film and
sound . The $400,000 cost was
financed by a donation .
THE ROY AND NIUT A TITUS AUDITORIUM, New York , New York. Owner:
The Museum of Modern Art. Coordinator for the owner: Boyce Nemec
Designs. Architects : Buck/ Cane, Architects. Mechanical engineers: Flack &
Kurtz. Acoustic consultant : Lewis
Coodfried & Associates. General contractor: John Callin & Son, Inc.
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COMMUNITY CENTER
BY VITTO AND
ROBINSON IN
NEW YORK CITY
Faced with a fire-gutted landmark
chapel (photo right), architects
William Vitto and Ira Oaklander
have designed an independent
structure within-a structure that
not only fulfills a totally new
program but respects the spatial
qualities of the original building
built in 1870. While the shellincluding the dramatic wood
trusses of the roof was restored to
its original appearance, the series
of platforms that contain the various functions are designed to be
seen as a totally new insertion of
white-painted concrete and concrete block .
Opening onto a central
" street," these platforms are seen
as part of the over-al l space
instead of a series of isolated
rooms. The primary daytime functions are child care and afterschool programs, in a series of
classrooms and a kindergarten on
the lower levels. (Appropriately,
the " street" leads to a skylit play
area where the altar used to be.)
Adult education and community
groups generally use the meeting
room-chapel on the highest level
in their evening activities.
Citing early problems with the
original contractor, architect Vitto
took over the construction for the
church , after a long delay that
reduced an already low construction budget . Accordingly, Vitto
enlisted members of the congregation who owned and would operate the center to do the actual
work-although few had had previous appropriate experience . And
to further reduce costs, materials
were used in unusual ways-such
as the concrete block that forms
curved walls . The robust result has
wound up to be appropriate to
both its use and to the strong
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nature of its enclosing shell. The

project has received a citation
from the local chapter of the
American Institute of Architects.
Danille Swick pho tos

COMMUNITY CENTER, Brooklyn, New
York . Owner: Stuyvesant Heights
Christian Church. Architects: Vitto &

Robinson Architects-architects-incharge: William Vitto and Ira Oaklander. Structural engineer: Trevor Salmon.
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TWENTIETH
CENTURY-FOX
DAT A PROCESSING
FACILITY AND
COMMISSARY BY
GENSLER AND
ASSOCIATES IN
LOS ANGELES
Two simultaneous projects by the
same architects for the same client
point up one of the major observations of this year ' s awa rds
program : good design is increasingly responsive to context. The
very different solutions by Gensler
and Associates for a data processing facility (shown on these two
pages) and a commissary (overleaf) are products of very different
programs, the very different natures of the activities to be
housed, and the very different
buildings tha t would house them.
The data processing facility
occupies part of a nearly windowless third floor , where props were
once stored. Reflecting the " space
age" function, and a need to
create a self-contained environment, Gensler has created an
almost other-worldly series of
spaces. Reflected light from hanging industrial fixtures is bounced
from a gleaming corrugated aluminum ceiling. Open plan work areas
are reached by a corridor in which
views of the computer can be
seen through horizontal windows
in the enclosing walls (top photo).
By contrast, the nearby commissary occupies a pleasant low
building that is a landmark of an
earlier era of fi lm making. Gensler's work on the commissary is
described overl eaf, and it has reinforced a beloved existing character while updating facil ities to
current needs.
DATA PROCESSING FACILITY, Los Angeles, California. Owner: Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corporation. Architects : Gensler Associates - project
team: Ed Friedrichs, Tim Clement, Phyllis Farrell and Cabe Armendariz.
COMMISSARY, Los Angeles, California.
Owner: Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corporation. Architects: Gensler Associates-project team: Ed Friedrichs,
Terry Stephens, Tim Clement, Nancy
M cKay. Structural engineer: Ira Kessey.
General contractor: Lazar & Associates.
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A nostalgic leftover of the era
" when film companies made
films ," the Twentieth CenturyFox Commissary has been updated by Gensler to provide
two types of service at tables
(bottom of plan) and a cafeteria . The main room (see photos)
retains the building's original
murals in restored condition ,
and has been refurnished and
relighted-including redirection of natural light through
the central skylight by the use
of hanging white banners. An
exterior dining deck (top of
plan) was installed to expand
seating and to take advantage
of the temperate climate.
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THE ARTFUL DESIGN
OFA
NON-BUILDING
As the northern-most terminus for nearly 2000
daily passengers who commute by ferry between
San Francisco and Marin County, the Larkspur
Ferry Terminal provides a unique travel experience.
The terminal is a non-building- a triangular-shaped
steel space frame accentuates the point of arrival
and departure with a light, airy and sometimes
ethereal visual appeal. Unlike most transit facilities,
it combines the functional necessity of public
space with the art of design. -Janet Nairn

FERRY BUILDING

The Larkspur Ferry Terminal is a highly visible
structure -seen from both the water and
from passing freeways-with its use of a
triangular steel space frame painted white,
topped by translucent skylights. While an
exciting visual form , it marks a continuing
sensitivity by design professionals in the San
Francisco Bay Area to creative solutions of
mass transit problems .
The space frame is an equilateral triangle
192 feet on each side, tapering to three
20-foot-high inverted pyramidal legs. The
triangular theme is carried throughout the
frame's trusswork with all horizontal members on six levels forming smaller equilateral
triangles . Below the trusswork is a 16,000square-foot open deck. Geologically, the site
is composed of soft and compressible bay
mud and marshland, which necessitated the
use of a pile-supported cast-in-place concrete
deck that extends out over the water . This
provides a stiff, rigid unit intended to withstand seism ic activity . The triangular structure
creates three docking berths and maintenance space in the narrow channel. Beyond
it, and filling a 25-acre site jutting out into the
Corte Madera Creek, are support facilities,
including a service building, fuel storage and
parking area .
Local controversy has plagued the
achievements of the design , with the primary
criticism being-and one which has meritthe lack of shelter from the blustery cold , wet
winds and fog that blow in from the Pacific
Ocean. Only low transparent plastic panels
mounted on short concrete walls surrounding
the deck as protection exist now. The design,
however, was partially the result of the criteria set forth by the owner, the Golden Gate
Bridge, Highway & Transportation District,
which called for only a cover over a large
area ; and partially the result of budget
cutbacks. One solution devised by the architects to combat the weather is a series of
colorful flaps, which could be attached to the
space frame and lowered during inclement
weather, but these have not been installed .
Traffic circulation is, of course, important
in a faci lity that handles nearly 2000 passengers daily. Ticket booths and entry points are
located opposite the parking area , bus stops
and drive-through drop-off points . Once
underneath the space frame , passengers are
directed subtly by perimeter beams and variations in deck levels to one of two boarding
locations . Disembarking passengers use
ramps along the perimeter that return to the
parking area . Extra wide ramps jut out from
these perimeter walkways to simplify ferry
docking and passenger loading.

LARKSPUR FERRY TERMINAL, Larkspur, California .
Owner: Colden Cate Bridge, Highwa y & Transportation District. Architects : Braccia/ De Brer/ Heglund-Jacques De Brer, project designer. Engineers : Kaiser Engineers (structural/ mechanical/ electrical). Landscape architects: Royston, Hanamoto, Beck & Abey. Geotechnical consultants:
Harding-Lawson Associates. General contractor:
Williams & Burrows, Inc.
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Bill Wasson
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Jacques De Brer
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The visual intensity of the Larkspur
Ferry Terminal is derived from the use
of the striking steel space frame. Seen
from the parking area (top) the frame
appears almost to float. An extension
of the trusswork (bottom) ties in a
third berth and landscaped open
space, which will eventually link up
with commercial development along
the bank . The space frame is open
underneath (middle) and a series of
steps and ramps lead to boarding
points. Several freestanding enclosures, clad in mirror glass, house
maintenance equipment and passenger facilities. Information kiosks are
scattered throughout; and seating is
around the perimeter.

THREE PERSPECTIVES ON ENERGY
This essay argues that it is
not nearly enough to concern
ourselves with the technology
of the energy problem - but
that we also need to concern
ourselves with its historical,
economic, and cultural
aspects if we are to solve it.
by Donald Watson

Pueblo Bonito in New Mexico. An
analysis of the structure shows irradiation in winter to be constant from 8:00
A.M . to 4:00 P.M . and greater than in
summer, during which it decreases
during the hot afternoon (from Energy
and Craft, by Ralph Knowles) .

Energy is limited only because of limits in the
way it is viewed , a " crisis" only because its
implications have been too long overlooked .
Energy efficiency is not a new criterion of
design, for the context of building has always
been defined by climatic and material limitations . Even when these are severe, they have
not prevented building designers from evolving solutions of great craft and elegance .
Indigenous and vernacular building at its
best is a direct expression of adaptation to
climate and to constraints of resources.
Pueblo structures in the American Southwest,
for instance, could hardly be improved on for
natural control of seasonal climatic impacts,
and early American building styles can in
some measure be traced to the exigencies
imposed by the environment and by building
methods. Most recently, a renewed appreciation of the indigenous tradition in architecture
has resulted in a literature devoted quite
expressly to its analysis-not just from an
interest in cultural preservation, but also to
find lessons for modern designers working in
similar cultures and climates .1 One elegant
example is the vernacular house of Baghdad
Donald Watson is an architect and visiting professor at the
Yale School of Architecture, where he serves as chairman
of the Environmental Design program; he is author of
numerous publications on energy-efficient building design,
including Designing and Building a Solar Ho use. This essay
is excerpted from the book Energy Conservation through
Building Design, to be published in March by Architectural
Record Books, including essays by Francisco Arumi , J.
Douglas Balcomb, Robert Bruegmann, Jeffrey Cook , Fred
S. Dubin, Eugene Eccli , Baruch Givoni , James C. Hedstrom,
Ralph Knowles, Harold E. Marshall, Robert D . McFarland,
Murray Milne, Donald Prowler. Rosalie Ruegg, Diane
Serber, Lawrence G. Spielvogel, John Philip Steadman,
Richard G. Stein , Sim Van der Ryn , and John I. Yellot.

in Iraq. Its adaptive strategies include zoning
of the plan: family activities move between
lower rooms (of heavy masonry) on summer
days and courtyard and roof terraces on
summer nights, and to the second floor (of
light wood and glass) during the winter, thus
taking advantage of distinct building solutions
for different seasons.
An example from Roman antiquity, the
Forum Baths in Ostia (about 250 AD) ,
combined direct solar heating and " hypocaust ," or under-the-floor, warm-air heating.
The Forum Baths are a large public building
with a series of rooms used in sequence, each
with a distinct temperature and humidity
requirement. The fireplace-flue heating system used the wall and floor structure-an
early and exemplary application of radiant
heating.
But after the fall of Rome and the emergence of European countries from the dark
ages the lessons of the past had to be
relearned . The history of the fireplace characterizes this relearning . First there was the
open fire in the center of a room, with smoke
exiting as best it could through doors and
roof openings . Then , in the multistoried
feudal castles, flues were incorporated into
the wall-an early example, from about 1090,
being in Colchester in England . The stove
appeared first in Europe in Alsace in 1490,
made of brick and tile. Subsequently wood
and coal fires were enclosed in special metal
and masonry ovens, often with extended
flues built in a labyrinthine pattern within the
fireplace wall, so that its mass was heated
from the combustion flue and became a
radiant heating element . The dimensioning of
such a flue-developed from German and

Russian precedents -was the subject of a
treatise by Carl John Cronstedt and Fabian
Wrede in Sweden in 1775 .
Thereafter the fireplace or stove was
developed as a piece of equipment engineered not only for heating but also for
ventilation. Iron stoves cou ld also be massproduced , the first manufactured cast-iron
stove reputedl y dating from 1642, built in
Lynn , Massachusetts. The science was, of
course, further developed by Benjamin Franklin, who had introduced the " Pennsylvania
Stove" in 17 44 . Franklin' s royalist counterpart
and contemporary , Benjamin Thompson ,
Count of Rumford , practiced and wrote
about improved fireplace design in London
and in the colonies .
The efforts of Frankl in and Count
Rumford to reduce the smoke in rooms indicate that an effective tradition of designing
satisfactory fuel-burning devices had not
evolved very far for over 500 years . But the
chimney doctors popularized their art too
late, for by 1748 James Watt had already
heated his office by steam , fulfilling Renaissance proposals to use piped hot water for
space heating. Pipes allowed designers to
remove the fires to a remote location .
Succeeding generations of architects,
and the new profession of mechanical engineering, then began to develop and use
central heating and ventilation systems. Coal,
the primary fuel for the nineteenth century ,
determined not only the relationship between heating technology and design within
buildings, but patterns of human settlement.
Agreeable living conditions could not be
found next to coal-burning factories, or even
commercial districts. And so decentralization
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD January 1979
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"The context of building has
always been defined by climatic
and material limitations. That
has not prevented building
designers from evolving
solutions of craft and elegance."
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The Forum Baths in Ostia (about 250
AD) received heat from solar radiation
and supplemented it with an early and
exemplary application of radiant heating (drawing by permission of Edwin D.
Thatcher).

and the separation of work from residence
resulted in urban segregation by zone.
Oil and natural gas, cleaner to burn and
easier to transport and store, simply cleaned
up coal ' s act. Their uniform quality enabled
much finer control of energy conversion and
transport, and since heat could be moved
more easily from the point of production to
the point of use, the energy performance of
the building envelope itself could be disregarded. Thus in the end fossil fuels became a
substitute for climate-responsive buildings .
But the impact of climate was not altogether ignored by the early-twentiethcentury architects who contributed to the
development of the Modern Movement.
Walter Gropius designed his own house in
Lincoln , Massachusetts, as a " sun-tempered"
structure. The Keck brothers in Chicago built
the Crystal House for the Chicago World ' s
Fair in 1933-1934 as an exploration of the
esthetics of glass and steel and discovered it
was so well heated by direct solar radiation
that they then embarked on a decade-long
investigation of solar-oriented dwellings that
gave occasion for the first popular use of the
term "solar house" in local newspapers at the
time. In 1927, Buckminster Fuller proposed
the Dymaxion house, based upon concepts
of energy efficiency and industrial production. Le Corbusier, of course, was inspired by
the industrial esthetic of oceanliners and
airplanes, and in Precisions, published in 1930,
proposed his own vision of the modern
house, in which the walls are plenums-or
" neutral walls" as he called them-for artificial control of heating and cooling. Sun
control was developed into an architectural
science by the Olgyay brothers in the early
126
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THE SOUTHERN PORTION
or THE TERME DEL FORO

1950s, and their subsequent publications are
classics still in print today.
Much more recently , contemporary
architects have begun to use the relative
freedom of expression which modern technology offers to pursue design styles of their
own invention, and "energy design" has
been used as the rationale for esthetic
gymnastics like putting buildings up in the air
or under the ground. Now some commentators predict that energy conservation will
provide the impetus for a total rethinking of
architectural style as dramatic as that which
followed the industrial revolution .
What , after al l, is the energy crisis? And
how does it affect building design? The
projections of future fossil fuel supplies vary,
being based more on assumptions than on
substantiated fact . But in an authoritative
summary of recent fuel-availability projections, V. E. M cKelvey, director of the U.S.
Geological Survey , presents the conclusion
that known reserves of all recoverable world
fuel resources would last 34 years if world
consumption continued to grow by 5 per
cent a year, the average rate from 1960 to
1973. If the consumption rate were reduced
to 2 per cent a year, then the time to exhaustion would be 90 years . The projections are
based only on known reserves, and they do
not include total world resources thought to
exist but still unproven . But counting the
number of years to depletion is not a particularly relevant exercise once it has properly
alerted us to the social and political implications of fuel scarcity . The important points
are simply that supplying additional energy
will in the future become increasingly costly
no matter what the future source is to be,

and that co ntinuing to increase energy
demand involves unprecedented economic
risk due to trade imbalances and their domestic repe rcussions-as well as social and environmental stresses due to the loss of natural
resources, pollution, and other related health
and safety costs associated with the energyintensive development required by profligate
energy use.
All of these points could be true, but
why the connection with building design?
The connection exists because of the combination of several facts . First, around 40 per
cent of our national energy consumption is
used in the building sector to heat, cool, and
illuminate our buildings; to manufacture building products; and to construct buildings .
Second, as much as one half of this energy
could be saved by proper building design ,
construction, and use. Energy waste in the
bui lding sector has obvious economic impact
on building owners and , beyond that, aggravates indirect environmental and health costs
borne by future generations. The urgent decision is when to invest in energy conservation
in the building sector . The longer the decision
is delayed , the more difficult that option will
be, as a greater portion of available capital is
assigned each year to escalating energy
expenditures to operate buildings .
These facts build the case for the energy
conservation alternatives: an effort , equal to
or greater than that now projected for energy development, should be devoted to
conserve energy by improved design of
buildings, transport, and other energy-intensive consumer products. The argument has
been taken up by many authors that, due to
energy waste in conversion and transmission,

The drawings on the left show an
eighteenth-century Swedish fireplace
design (from Kakelugnar, by Britt
Tunander and Ingemar Tunander). The
drawing below shows a traditional
house in Baghdad. Clustered court-

yard-plan buildings provide mutual
summer shading and permit sufficient
winter irradiation on the second story
to provide solar heating (from Wohnhaus in Bagdad and Anderen Stadem
des Trak 1910, by D. Reuther).
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a Btu saved is worth two Btu 's produced , or,
put in other terms, a dollar spent in energy
conservation at the building scale could very
well save twice the energy produced by an
equivalent investment in power supply and
production capacity .
The implications of the conservation
alternative are thus enormously important to
the design professions, as well as to the entire
building industry. They are all the more so
because , as coherent as the arguments for
conservation may be , relatively little has
actually been done to implement energy
conservation practices compared to the
range and magnitude of possibilities that
already do exist .
To put the promise of the conservation
alternative in a realistic framework, the difficu lties of actually carrying out a large energyconse rvation program at the building scale
need to be faced . For if energy-conserving
building design is ethical , wise, and economical , then why is it not inevitable ?
The reasons come down to the fact that
it is extremely difficult to change one's habits.
Energy conservation requires changes in the
way buildings are financed , designed, built,
and used .
The most common argument offered
against energy conservation design is that it is
too costly, it cannot be financed, it cannot be
marketed, it doesn ' t " pay back " quickly
enough . In many cases, this economic reasoning can be faulted , but in others it ca nnot.
Energy conservation does involve improved
building quality which requires a larger
economic investment than the " build cheap
now, pay later" approach . The question that
needs to be discussed , however, each time

the economic criterion is applied , is what are
we saving by not invest ing in energy conservation? If it is capital or cash liquidity, what
will that capital buy instead? Isn ' t there an
increased price that everyone is willing to pay
for stability of energy costs, for improved
environmental quality, for increased economic and social well-being?
The point is that the market costs of
energy does not now reflect its real cost ,
whether to produce and supply energy in the
first place (plant costs are partly subsidized by
tax credits and allowances, and energy
charges are lower for large energy co nsumers); to clean up the environmental pollution
and waste that result when energy is
converted and transported (environmental
clean-up costs are indirectly passed on to the
general public or to future generations); or to
repla ce the energy resource once it is
depleted (in which case the replacement cost
must include the entire capital expenditure
required to supply an alternate source for the
equivalent energy).
We need mechanisms by which the true
costs of energy are reflected in our design
decisions, either by marketplace corrections,
which inevitably mean higher energy costs
or-and here the ultimate economic advantage of energy conservation needs to be
made emphatic-by reducing energy waste
and consumption by conservative design .
From another important perspectivethe cultural one-the interrelationship between building design and environmental
quality should be recognized ; it connects the
act of design directly to the quality of life.
In the face of specious arguments that
energy saving must result in lower environ-

mental quality standards and reduced comfort and convenience, it needs to be clearly
stated that the allocation of economic, energy, and environmental resources is part of the
same solution to maintain and improve the
quality of life. In this respect , the potential of
design -to anticipate change , to co rre ct
imbalance, to prepare solutions that are efficient and elegant-is our most valuable
resource . The question is whether we can , in
fact , use and improve our design abilities to
create and sustain our cultural choices. As put
by M . King Hubert, a scientist now retired
from a career in the Shell Oil Company and
the U.S. Geological Survey and an early prognosticator of the current energy shortages :
The foremost problem confronting humanity today
is how to make the transition from the precarious
state we are now in to an optimum future state by
the least catastrophic progression . Our principal
impediments at present are neither lack of energy
or material resources nor of essential physical and
biological knowledge . Our principal constraints are
cultural.'
But cultural change is difficult, the more so as
it requires cha nges in the underlying social
and institutional structures . In a 1970 lecture,
" Environments at Risk ," anthropologist Mary
Douglas draws a parallel between the
contemporary environmental movement and
the movement that began a century earlier
for the abolition of slavery . She sees it as one
that is equally profound in its potential impact
upon our economic and social assumptions
and that can be expected to have overcome
resistance to what is an equally but inevitable
process of cultu ral evolution :
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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ENERGY CONSERVATION

"Energy conservation
does involve improved
building quality, which
requires a larger
economic investment
than the 'build cheap
now, pay later'
approach. But what are
we saving by not
investing in energy
conservation?"

JUNE 22 :

DECEMBER 22 :

Analysis of window wall shading on
Walter Gropius's house in Lincoln,
Massachusetts (from Nevin Summers,
AIA Journal, February, 1977).

The abolitionists su cceeded in revolutionizing the
image of man. In the same way, the ecological
movement will succeed in changing the idea of
nature. It will succeed in raising a tide of opinion
that will put abuses of the environment under close
surveillance . Strong sanctions against particular
pollutions will come into force. It will succeed in
these necessary changes for the same reason as the
slavery abolition movement, partly by sheer dedication and mostly because the time is ripe' .

The energy issue has thus impelled
design professionals into a perhaps unprecedented role as those most able to help solve
resource and cultural problems by design.
And rather than eliminate the esthetic
component of design, the cultural perspective shows how necessary it is as the embodiment of our aspirations and commitments .
We know how to design energy-efficient
buildings . It is at this moment only a matter of
implementation.
We can conceive of this as requiring
three steps . The first is relatively easy, that of
utilizing technical-fix measures to reduce
energy waste, with little cost or change in
currently available building methods . The
second is to address the fundamental
patterns of energy use in the built environment by improved design of building and
transport systems and other consumer products. Improved design alternatives depend on
what changes can be made in institutional
barriers in the building industry that act as
disincentives to agreed-upon conservation
goals. The third step-the most difficult, but
an inevitable one if we are to meet our
responsibility to ourselves , to the large
segment of the world that is without even
subsistence-level energy and other resources,
128
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and to future generations-is a refocusing of
our cultural values and social actions on a
conservation ethic.
Viewing energy conservation efforts in
terms of these steps-the technical , the institutional, and the ethical-helps to integrate
technical invention with esthetically coherent
and ethically appropriate design . Despite the
apparent difficulties that await the necessary
innovative program , there is a real basis for
optimism and motivation in the renewed
emphasis on quality. It provides the basis by
which to make a distinction between those
technologies that are disruptive to the environment and those that can help place us in
balance with the ecological imperatives that
ultimately bound our actions-ones that help
connect us to our natural world and , through
nature, to ourselves.
The quality of life, of the environment,
of design, and of energy use are crucially
interdependent . Just as energy requires a
crossing of disciplines and of boundaries, it
also serves to connect. The solution to the
problems of energy and resources requires
unprecedented cooperation between all segments of society, between private and public
sectors, from local to national and international levels. We can improve our buildings,
our cities, and our land by eliminating wasteful use of resources and by qualitative rather
than quantitative goals in meeting technical
and social needs.
Architects once studied the rules of
proportion for the styles and orders of the
classical temples of antiquity . The earth is
now that temple : the rules are those of building and living within the limits of the earth' s
balance of resources and energy .

FOOTNOTES
1. This and the following historical paragraphs were written with the collaboration
of Jeffrey Cook, to whom I am indebted
for insights and examples and who allowed
me to borrow freely from his manuscript,
" History of Energy in Buildings ."
2. As quoted in The New York Times,
December 2, 1976.
3. Mary Douglas, " Env ironments at Risk "

Times Literary Supplement, London, O ctober 30, 1970.

A NEG-RICHARDSON

ROMANESQUE CATHEDRAL
BY EDWARD L. BARNES
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Like all good architects, Edward Larrabee Barnes
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has most of the architecture of the past in his headan inexhaustib le source of metaphorical forms
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to be drawn upon as needed . When he begins to design
a building, he selects, recombines and transfigures
functionally and symbolically appropriate forms, translating
them into the language of modern technology and building
economics . For the Cathedral of the Immaculate Con ception
in Burlington, Vermont , Barnes turned for inspiration
to Burlington ' s most beautiful buildingHenry Hobson Richardson ' s Billings Library at the
University of Vermont (left) . By inviting this building
to teach him , he reminds us of the power and beauty of
New England ' s Neo-Romanesque style . While designing
a new Catholic chu rch which is rooted in this style, he has
nonetheless created an original work o f art
with its own metaphori cal li fe. -Mildred F. Schmertz
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CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
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Storage
Janitor
Mechanical
Pump room
Electrical
Multi-purpose
Kitchen
Food storage
Elevator machine room
Confessional

St . Patrick Chapel
Main church
Narthex and concourse
Meeting room
Sacristy
Office
Vestry
Library
Choir rehearsal room
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Vermont towns-notably Burlington , Rutland
and Montpelier-share a splendid heritage of
late 19th-century masonry architecture . NeoRomanesque buildings designed as libraries,
classroom buildings, town halls or fire and
police stations abound ; an.d most of them , in
spite of their secular functions, are religious in
expression . Their forms and ornament are
direct quotes from the great 8th-12th century
churches of southern France. In winter these
towered , turreted, apsed and arched monuments to Christian faith are enhanced by
snow-a sight undreamed of by the preGothic masons of Vezelay, Poitiers, Angouleme and Aries .
These buildings are more resonant than
their gentler neighbors constructed in styles
which historians have traditionally defined as
part of the New England vernacular-Georgian, Classic Revival and Queen Anne . Barnes
could have taken his cues for the new
Burlington Cathedral from any of the less
assertive styles, except for the fact that he
was designing a small church to replace a
large one on a site that lacked beauty or
drama.
The earlier church had become too big
for the dwindling Irish Catholic population of
Burlington (the French Catholics have their
own church) and when it burned several
years ago, the congregation chose to replace
it with a building to seat 450 people in the
sanctuary and another 350 in an adjacent
space . The site consists of approximately
three-fourths of a city block (plot plan below)
with miscellaneous small buildings on two of
its corners . The entire block is hemmed in on
all sides by buildings in many sizes, shapes
and styles including a parking garage in
weathering steel, part of Burlington Squarea recent downtown development designed
by the Office of Mies van der Rohe (December 1977, pages 102-103). The new church,
like its predecessor was to be a cathedralnot a big church but important in the diocesan sense as the seat of the local bishop . But it

had to look strong and pre-eminent in spite of
its small size and unfortunate site . Resonance
was needed.
The Richardson building, Barnes ' model,
was never a church . Nevertheless, it is rich in
its Christian symbolism w ith particular references to an· 11th-century church in Poitiers,
the famous Notre Dame La Grande. No longer a library, it is now a friendly yet elegant
student union-proof that space need not be
" universal " to serve changing needs and that
the symbolic content of forms can change .
Forms which in the 11th century signaled
" place of worship" and became metaphors
for " library" in the 19th-century have come
to mean " dignified but cozy student gathering place" today . Barnes has made them
mean " church" again .
Barnes' quotes from the Richardson
building are not direct and he has translated
them into his own language. They consist of a
way with circular forms, of bringing light into
interiors, of pitching roofs, arching windows,
introducing horizontal bands at window sills
and accenting cornices . He has been
influenced by Richardson' s manner of accenting the coming together of different materials
and the latter's use of color. This last resemblance is as important as the others .
" Color in architecture" has lately come
to mean the juxtaposition of large, flat areas
covered with bold primary reds, blues ,
yellows and greens. By this standard , New
England Neo-Romanesque buildings-in gray
and purple granite with wine red brick and
dark orange ornamenta l terra cotta-are
colorless . And so is the Burlington Cathedral.
In truth, of course, Barnes ' church, like the
building which inspired it, is rich and subtle in
color from the meticulously studied semicircular stained glass windows to the carefully
selected green and brown tones of the
banded brick . When the raised-seam copper
roof turns dark green and the locust trees
grow big and leafy this church will look even
more wonderful. -M.F.S.

CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION

The exterior veneer consists of double-fired glazed brick in shades of
green and brown in three continuous
horizontal bands. The two upper
bands continue through the entrances and form the wall surfaces of
the interior concourse . The semicircular windows have two completed arched tiers of ornamental
brick work and four incomplete ones.
The arch motif recalls Neo-Romanesque masonry co nstruction but its
interruption tells us that the voussoirs
are ornamental, not structural. The
stained glass is designed to read on
the outside as well as the inside-the
bands of white glass changing subtly
in pattern from window to window.
All of the exterior wall surfaces above
seven feet and all the roofs are of
sheet copper with standing seams.
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The sanctuary of the church is a tentlike structur.e similar in feeling to the
curved reading room of Richardson 's
library . The Greek cross over the
west door recalls the rose window in
Christian churches. Its stained glass is
the work of Robert Sowers. The
floor , finished in Vermont slate, is
bowl-shaped to improve sight lines.
The sanctuary arrangements respond
to liturgical changes instituted by
Pope John XXlll. All of the interior
fixtures-the altar, bishop' s chair,
organ, reredos, pulpit and pews as
well as the tabernacle, baptismal font
and processional cross-were designed in .the Barnes office-a collaboration between Mary Barnes and
Alistair Bevington.
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CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION

.

The stained glass windows were
designed by David Wilson. The interior walls which surround them are
constructed of metal lath and plaster .
They suggest the deep masonry walls
of old churches while reflecting the
light and colors of the glass. The
baptismal font is of Vermont marble
with a smooth finished bowl and
edges . The tabernacle is of brass
lined with cypress wood. It repeats
the cross and window motifs. The
view of the pinnacle cross (left) is
from a skylight in the concourse .
CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION , Burlington, Vermont.
Owner: The Roman Catholic Diocese
of Burlington, Vermont. Architect :
Edward Larrabee Barnes-associate:
Alistair Bevington; project architect:
Demetri Sarantitis; interior design:
Mary Barnes, Toshiko Mori. Associated architect: Colin Lindberg (Burlington, Vermont). Consultants: Robert Silman Associates (structural);
Hannaham & Johnston (mechanical / electrical); Klepper, Marshall, King
Associates (acoustical); Donald Bliss
(lighting); Kiley, Tyndall, Walker(landscape); Frank Kacmarcik (liturgical);
Robert Sowers and David Wilson
(stained glass) . General contractor :
Wright & Morrissey.
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BUFFALO'S
NEW

BUS STOP

----------

t
l?onald Thomas photos

The Metropolitan Transportation
Center, by Cannon Design, Inc.,
efficiently splices office
functions and terminal facilities
in an airy, festive setting.
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BUFFALO'S BUS STOP

During these gray wintery days, Buffalo's
home fires are burning . . . well . . . brighter
than they used to, anyway . And downtown.
Since the war, the place had turned into
something of a tundra, architecturally. When
the heat of development was on, nationally
acclaimed works, like the Larkin Building by
Frank Lloyd Wright, fell into the crevices;
many others, like Adler & Sullivan 's Prudential, fell into disrepair. The rhetoric and structure of "progress" gusted back and forth,
updrafting in the form of isolated towers,
upstaging a once-splendid streetscape. Recurrently, the slush brought on by the heat
would freeze, sealing the spaces between the
old and new buildings into a crust of car
parks . By the mid-1970s, Buffalo's downtown
had weathered many changes of this kindmanaging to beam a bit, though looking
battered. Only the city's architectural past,
standing around here and there, seemed to
have made it with style. Where, some asked
plaintively, is our future?
Hopping a bus to Buffalo, and coming
into the new Metropolitan Transportation
Center, one can see where, sensing much
else about the city as well. Because Buffalo's
new bus stop, by Cannon Design, Inc., is not
at all on the fringe of things, like most bus
stops, but on the hinge of things-right
downtown, on a block square site.
All around are commercial buildings and
office buildings-the locus of more redevelopment ahead. Directly to the south, then
ranging westward , is evidence of the kind of
rich architectural history that Buffalo, until
very recently, wanted to freeze out in formularizing its physical future : the old County
Court House and Post Office, of 1894-1901 ,
by James Knox Taylor, which is slated for
conversion as a community college (also by
Cannon Design); the academic but ebullient
Ellicott Square building, of 1895, by Charles B.
Atwood, chief designer for " Uncle Dan"
Burnham, of Chicago fame; a Gothic-Revival
church, by Richard Upjohn; then Adler &
Sullivan's Prudential, of 1894-95, which has
been subjected to visionless economic management and vile maintenance-this in the
face of studies proving that "Pru " can yet be
the smash hit of this century.
Obviously, not everyone hopping a bus
to Buffalo, out of Buffalo, or around Buffalo is
interested in making this kind of connection.
But the regional transportation authority,
responsible for both the metropolitan bus
system and the servicing of intercity and
interstate carriers, was interested in creating a
portal of sorts, a portal through which people
could more readily, richly identify with the
surrounding city's revitalizing impulses. At the
same time, functional requirements for the
authority's administrative staff and for some
800,000 passengers a year, had to be housed
in such a way that these functions wouldn't
bump into each other-and in such a way
that the resulting building wouldn't look like a
bunch of baggage thrown by the curb .
Designing a really nice place for people
to get on buses, off buses, or wait for buses
isn' t easy; moreover, it's not the kind of
building type that many class-act architectural
138
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The Metropolitan Transportation Center in
Buffalo, New York , consists of a low-slung, skylit
section, housing a concourse for the bus
terminal, and a mid-rise office buidling, housing
the administrative functions of the area 's
transportation authority. Cannon Design, Inc. ,
the architect, has laid out and detailed the place
with care, clarity , and a determination
to allow the movement of people and the movement of
light to assume the role of art. Graphics,
though eye-catching, are as constrained as they are
expressive in this limestone-and-glass pavilion .
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BUFFALO'S BUS STOP

firms covet. The bus station has become,
generally speaking, rather seedily sterotyped
as a bare-maintenance conduit for crowds, as
a hangout for the misbegotten-and most, as
" designed," look, work, and feel like slammers . Pa ssengers waiting or wandering
around inside are safer, it has been assumed,
in a fo rtress- style atmosphere. Cannon
Design, while also considering how to tie
55,000 square feet of flexible office space
into the station scheme, turned around a lot
of preconceptions about necessity, amenity,
and security in this not-so-glamorous genre.
Just to make sure that the office and
station functions wouldn ' t bump into each
other, the building houses them in two
distinct masses . A vertical one, clad in limestone, dark solar gray glass, and black aluminum panels, is for the authority' s offices (the
windows open, helping to save energy), and
a horizontal mass, clad more sparingly in
limestone, is for the station concourse, which
has the feeli ng of an open pavilion with its
expanses of butt-jointed tempered glass. This
transparency translates . as more efficient
security. All the action is visible-the people,
their interaction, and all the buses.
It also translates as amenity, and of an
uncluttered, uncontrived nature. Two elements animate this architecture-the effect
of people moving around the room, and the
effect of light moving around the room. The
people are informed by graphics that are
crisp, consistent, and kept within a three-foot
strip which winds around the perimeter of
the concourse. The light is emboldened into
arresting, ever-changing patterns as it comes
down through a series of skylights, playing on
and off a series of 140-foot steel trusses,
which , in turn, are cantilevered 30 feet
outside for covered access to the busses .
The connection not to be missed here is
that between the horizontal and vertical
sections-a roof garden, paved and landscaped, from which the people and light
w ithin the concourse below can be surveyed
and enjoyed . This garden is itself a hinge, of
space and experience, making the tower and
concourse visibly at home with one another,
lessening any sense that either of the two
separate scales is stealing the show, splitting
the scheme apart. Finally, this building, for all
o f its cont ra sting functional need s and
nuances, is calm, cool , collected-just what
one had best be, headed somewhere, or
coming home, and just what a city had best
be, too . Looking over to the west from there,
to Adler & Sullivan's Prudential , there is a
feeling that Buffalo's past and Buffalo's future
may yet hit the road, together and on time .
What else could such a thoughtful point of
departure be suggesting? -William Marlin
M ETROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION CENTER, Buffa lo, New York . Architects : Cannon Design, Inc.;
Mark Mendell, director of design; David Eberl,
project manager; Rag Yadav, project designer;
Robert Kryta, job captain; Douglas Purcell, interiors; Donald Stimson, lighting; Cary Scott, site
work; Richard Dietrich, electrical; Thomas Moore,

mechanical. Consultant : Rupley, Bahler & Blake
(structural).
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Spanning the terminal concourse of Buffalo' s
Metropolitan Tran sportation Center is a series of
exposed steel trusses, 140 feet long, and
these are canti levered outside for covered access to
the buses . A series of skylights, running
above the t russes, admit lots of natural light , dappling
the interior with plentiful, changing moods .
A roof garden, on the second level, overlooks this
busy room , creating a spatial hinge between
the horizontal element of the concourse and the vertical
element of the adjacent office building. Views
south take in the city's rich architectural heritage .

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

The open plan is scrutinized in a pioneering survey on offices
A major public-opinion su rvey on office
design conducted by Louis Harris & Associates, Inc. fo r Steelcase , Inc. provides architects and interior designers with a valuab le
resource for helping determine criteria and
priorities for office planning . In-person interviews were conducted among 1,047 office
workers , 209 business executives with
office-planning responsibilities, and 225 archite cts and interior designers to determine,
among other things, what workers do and do
not like about their offices, how they feel
about their say (or, rather , their lack of it) in
the physical features of their offices ; and
what executives' and designers' perceptions
are of the most important considerations fo r
office design in the next 10 years . This article

abstracts resu lts from four chapters of the
seven-chapter book, " The Steelcase National
Study of Office Environments : Do they
Work ?"
Some major findi ngs of the su rvey:
While the ope n-plan office affects approximately three in 10 workers, it is little understood by them , as is the ro le of design professiona ls-not surprising inasmuch as so few
(only 19 per cent) fee l they now have a voice
in office planning; nearly twice as many feel
they should have a say, and 42 per cent fee l
they should be represented by committee .
Business executives still fee l they would pref er the traditional process of working through
supervisors and department heads.
The single most important characte ri stic

fo r helping to get the job done well is the
ability to concentrate without noise or other
distractions.
The two most important characteristics
for personal workspace are its neat and wellorganized look and the amount of privacy .
More than 40 per cent of office space
has been renovated or relocated during the
past five years; another 30 per cent will be
renovated in the next five years, with 22 per
cent needing renovation right now .
Architects and designers fee l that half the
time they receive inadequate input for planning offices because of inadequate criteria
from management , emp loyees not being
asked at all , unrealistic clients, and a Jack of
co mmunication with office workers .

B. " Pool "

C. " Open Plan "

A. " Conventiona l"

How prevalent in the future?
Will office buildings be designed for the open plan 1

D. " Open Plan "

Bu siness
Execu tives
(209)

E. " Open Plan "
(Number of respondents )

A preponderance of architects
and designers, and business
executives who have an influence on offi ce planning and
design, feel that futu re buildings will be designed to accommodate the open plan,
and they feel that-to a somewhat lesser extent-the openplan office will be more common in 10 years . In the survey

co nducted by Lo uis Harris &
Associates, 209 business executives, 225 architects and interior designers , and 1,047
office workers were interviewed . To obtain their opinions about the va rious types of
office plans, they were shown
the illustrations above as bei ng
representative of the principal
types now in use .

%
87
9

Will be growi ng trend
Will not be
Not sure

4

Architects
and
Designers
(225)

%
91

·5
3

Will open-plan offices be more common in 10 years?

Bu siness
Executives
(Number of respondents)

(209)

Will be more common 1n 10 years
Will not be more common 1n 10 years
Not sure

%
77
21

2

Architects
And
Des igners
(225)

%

84
14
2
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The survey shows who has which type of office, by type of job and by type of industry.
Which types of offices do different categories of workers now have?
Job Type

Total
(1047)

(Number of
respondents)

Prof es·

Sacre·

Cler-

sional

ta rial

(245)

(319)

(121)

teal
(274)

%
48
11
7
9
11
11
3

%
33
14
8
10
19
12
3

%
56
7
7
8
5
12
5

%
34
18
10
11
8
12
6

%
39
14
8
10
12
13
4

Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E
None
Not sure/no answer

Job Level

Executive/
Manager/
Supervisor

Manage·
ment

Supervisory

Regular
Worker

(221)

(205)

(597)

%
56
5
5
9
10
11
3

%
40
16
5
4
15
14
6

%
32
17
10
13
11
12
4

How does this break down by industry and by job function and department?
Job Function/Department

Industry

Health
and
(Number of respondents)

Type A "Conventional "
Type B " Pool "
Type C " Landscape " }
Type D
OPEN
Type E
PLAN
None
Not sure/no answer

Most existing offices are the
conventional type-a combination of private offices and
support personnel in open
space. Nonetheless, 30 per
cent of all workers have some
form of open-plan office. Such
offices are used principally by
co mmunications and utility
companies (41 per cent have
some form of open plan), business and professional service
industries (45 per cent), banking (37 per cent) and data
processing (44 per cent).

30 {

Business

Insur·

and

anee

Account ·

and

Prof es·

•nd

and

ing/
Book·

Data
Proc·

sional
Services

Real

Estate

keeping/
Financial

(178)

(125)

(100)

(96)

Invest·
ments

855 ·

tion

Public
Services

(83)

(66)

(176)

%
35
18

%
42
18

%
49
8

%
35
7

%
29
24

%
42
11

%
35
16

16 26{
14
9
4

; 19{
12
12
16
2
8

%
27
15
7
16
18
15
2

10
17 31 f
18
9
3

2
7 37 {
12
8
7

{
8
14
31{ 1i 44
15
12
6
5
2

Govern ·
ment

Educa·

Total

Manufac·
tu ring

(1047)

(197)

%
39
14
8
10 33{
12
13
4

Communi·
cations

1~

41{

Business executives with
responsibility for office planning estimate that 41 per cent
of their companies' offices are
open plan, and architects/ designers said that 47 per cent of
the offices they designed in
1977 were open plan .
Only 26 per cent of office
workers (376 out of 1,047
interviewed) were able to articulate the meaning of the term
" open plan " (see below), indicating they were not aware of
its increasing use.

45

{

Banking

Exec

or

Per·

ing

Cus·
fomer
Service

Corpo·
rate

(84)

(71)

(75)

son·
nel

%
29
11

%
31
20

%
57
7

12
8 3 1{
24
14
1

6
{
1026
15
10
1

7 19 { 6
8
7
11
6
7
14
1

(72)

%
51
15

Whal types of offices do executives estimate their companies have;
what types are architects planning?
Arch itects
Business

and

Executives

Designers

(209)

t225)

Mean Per·

Mean Per·

cent age

centage
Planned

(Number of respondents)

of Total
Facilities:

In
1977

%
33
20

%
44
4

11
13 } 41
17

16}
17 47
14

Office

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

A "Conve ntiona l"
B " Pool "
C " Landsca pe " }

D

Open plan

E

Executives and designers are familiar with the term "open plan," but office workers are not.
Office workers' understanding of the term "open plan"

hecutives' and designers' understanding of the term "open plan"

Office

Architects

(Number of respondents)

Designers

(199)

(217)

%

%

(376)

%
73

46

Open commun1cat1ons be tween employees and management freedom to hold meetings for better working
cond1t1ons . give opinions. etc

10

34

31

Freedom to plan own work routine . each employee
responsible lor own work wi thout superv1s1on

6

14

14

Free access 10 management. all doors open to employees

3

Employees may set up own work hours .
free to come and go

3

A versatile plan . nothing set . all sub1ect to change

3

56

55

A versatile plan . nothing set . all
sub1ect to change . flexible

36

Modular systems . soft wall system .
part1t1on1ng combined with furniture
Best u11l1zat1on o f space .
eff1c1ent work stations

8

Open yet retains fee ling of
own work area . pflva1e area

10

8

How office 1s organized goal and ob1ec11ves of company

2

Lack of pflvacy , no pflvate areas

12

4

Any other answer

6

5

4

Long vi sual paths. high v1s1b1l1ty
Fac1l1tates grouping o( people according to
functional and commun1ca11onal needs

142

(Number of respo ndent s)

Open office area . no physical part1t1ons.
all work in large space

Open oft1ce area . no physical part 1t1on s/
walls . all work in large space

Open commun1cat1ons between employees
and management. functional relat1onsh1ps

Workers

and

Busines s
Execut ives

3

Improvement of office workers · surroundings functionally and aesthel1cally

7

Any other answer

3
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Nothing

t

Do not know

3

Interviewers asked executives and designers to rate the pros and cons of the open plan.
Drawbacks of the o pen plan

Advantages of the open plan
Architects

(Number of respondents)

Ab1l1ty to change office layouts
with a m1n1mum of cost
Strong advantage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at alt
Not sure/no answer

%

88
10

.
c
0
c

.

.r:

69
24
6

Increased energy elltc1ency
through task lighting
Strong advantage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at all
Not sure/no answer

72
25
2

~

.r:
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v;
~

.a.

0
·;;

0
.r:
~

29
48
20
3

44
41
14
1

.,..
.
~

0

c_

E

~

Suitability for users of data and
word processing equipment
Strong advantage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at all
Not sure/no answer

,..

20
46
34

Adaptab1l1ty to d1flerent 1nd1v1dual users
with different physical requirements
Strong advantage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at all
Not sure/no answer

Increased employee product1v1ty
Strong advantage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at all
Not sure/no answer

%

(Number of respondents)

]

Ability to change office layouts
with a minimum of d1stocat1on
Strong advan tage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at all
Not sure/no answer

Adaptability to different office
funct ions and 1ob requirements
Strong advantage
Somewhat of an advantage
Not an advantage at all
Not sure/no answer

Designers
(225)

82
15
3

Architects

and

Business
Executives
(209)

24
37
29
9

~
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5
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6
2
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Business
Executives
(209)

and
Designers
(225)

%

%

43
45
12

32
43
24

43
46
11

29
50
20
2

33
46
21

23
49
27
3

Loss of status to peopl e formerly
1n trad1t1onal p11vate offices
Serious drawback
Somewhat of a drawback
Not a drawback at all
Not sure/no answer
Loss of conversational privacy
Serious drawback
Somewhat of a drawback
Not a drawback a t alt
Not sure/no answer
Loss of visual privacy to people formerly
in trad1t1onal private offices
Serious drawback
Somewhat of a drawback
Not a drawback at al l
Not sure/no answ er
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00

c
~
·:;
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0
~

a.

~

Employee resistance
Serious drawback
Somewhat of a drawback
Not a drawback at all
Not sure/no answer

16
56
27
1

14
48
36
4

D1fl1culty of making wiring
sys tems flexible enough
Serious drawback
Somewhat of a drawback
Not a drawback at all
Not sure/no answer
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44
5
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3
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Su1tabli1ty only for certain
types of employees
S nous drawback
Somewhat o f a drawback
Not a drawback at alt
Not su re/no answer
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Initial high cost of installation
Se11ous drawback
Somewhat of a drawback
Not a drawback at all
Not sure/no answer
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What criteria will have the most impact on planning?
During the next 10 years, w hich two or three?

The most important advantages of the open plan, according to both business executives and architects and designers are, first of all, the
" ability to change office
layouts with minimum cost,"
and, secondly, the " ability to
change office layouts with
minimum dislocation." These
business executives feel that
the major drawback is the
" loss of status to people
formerly in traditional offices."
Not as many design professionals see this as a serious
drawback . Architects and designers (44 per cent) believe
that increased energy efficiency through task lighting is a
strong advantage, while 48
per cent of the executives
believe it is somewhat an
advantage . Loss of conversational privacy was felt by 43
per cent of the business executives to be a serious drawback, while only 29 per cent of
the designers felt this strongly,
but 50 per cent of the designers considered it somewhat of

a drawback . Both executives
and designers thought that
employee res istance was
somewhat a drawback .
When asked whether the
benefits of the open plan
outweigh its disadvantages, or
vice versa, 57 per cent of the
business executives and 7 5 per
cent of the design professionals agreed to the former. Only
28 per cent of the executives
and 13 per cent of architects
and designers thought that
disadvantages outweigh the
benefits.
Of the two or three criteria considered to be the most
important in developing office
plans in the next 10 years (see
table right), business executives ranked suitability for
electronic, telecommunications , and data-processing
needs first in their list, and
designers ranked this second.
Designers put energy efficiency first by a small margin .
Effect on employee productivity ranked third in the executives' selection.

Business
Executives
(209)

(Number of respondents}

Architects
and
Designers
(225)

% Rank

% Rank

7

42
27
18
45
17
15
21

7

6

Adaptability to internal reorganization

29
26
25
24
21
19
15
15
14

Effect on workflow

11

Adaptability and suitability to
speci fic job requirements
Ove rall appearance

Suitab1l1ty for elec tronic , telecom muni ca tions, and data processing needs
Overall functioning
Effect on employee produc tivity
Energy ef fi ciency
Adaptability to c hanges in the work force
Effec t on employee satisfaction
Adaptability to new equipment needs
Overall spa ce

2
3

4
5
6

2
3
5

6

8
4

14

9

16

7

10

6

14

10

11

8

10

11

9

12
10

Effec t on communication between
departments

9
5

13
14

4

Effec t on management sati sfa c tion
Suitability of office furnitur e
for job requirement s

5

Effec t on employee health and safety

4

Acousti cs

3

Lighting
Impression on business visitors
Fire sa fety
Wiring

4

13
18

7

13

14
16
17

8

11

5

12

2

18

10

9

2

18
20
21

4
6

18
14
21

All (vol.)
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All tend to agree on what helps employees most in doing their jobs.
W hich characteristics do executives and designers fee l are important, and t hat employees would choose?

Feel Are
Important

%

Rank

Feel Employees
Wou ld Choo se
As Important

%

Rank
1

% Rank
40
4

41

52

46

62

1

52

Abil11iy to concentrate without noise and other d1strac11ons

50

2

49

Lighting for the work done

31

3

t5

31

3

28

3

47

2

5

22

5

24

6

Su1tabil1ty lor the lype of work done

29
24

6

7

32

5

Access to lhe tools. equipment . and materials used to work with

2

42

%

3

Important

Rank
2

23

Rank

2

4

5

38

3

6

21

5

3

20

6

12

12

8
13

Overall lighting

18

7

15
10

11

12

7

8

Conversational privacy

17

8

19

6

8

11

19

Visual privacy

10
10

9

13

9

14

12

10

9

8

13

Size

9

11

23

Access to other areas and departments

Actual
Choice As

Feel Employee s
Would Choose
As Important

Feel Are
Important

Heal. air cond1l1on1ng, and venl1lalion

Ab1l1ty to ad1ust work surface, chair and storage
space to suit work requirements

Office
Workers
(1047)

Archi tects/Designers
(225)

Business Executives
(209)

(Number of respondents)

4

t2

7

7

14

6

8

11

17

9

13

Storage space for working maler1als

8

12

11

10

12

7

9

11

9

Comfort of chair

8

12

9

12

9

10

18

8

9

Working surfaces

5

14

4

15

8

11

Back support of chair

3

15

2

16

4

15

Safety

2

16

t7

5

14

Storage space for personal things

17

15

9

4

15

t5

16

2

17

16

16

8

12

17

Which characteristics do various categories of em ployees feel are most important in getting t he job done well?
Job Type

Type of Office

Execu tive/

Sex
Rank

(Number of res pond ents)

To tal Male
(1047) (458)

%

%

Manager/

Fema le Supervisor
(589)
(245)

%

%

Profes · Secre- Cler·
sional
tarial
ical
(319)
(121) (274)

%

%

47

36

24

30

23

29

32

9

%

%

%

34

45

29

24

29

21

11

30

22

25

18

16

16

23

9

13

11

10

13

7

10
9

O/o

39

4t

38

45

27

24

31

29

28

24

22

25

18

26

16

25

20

19

18

18

22

18

15

16

15

17

15

9

16

13

15

11

16

13

17

10

14

11

16

14

11

11

13

13

9

10

16

11

6

21

15

11

10

10

13

13

9

9

7

13

12

11

11

9

11

9

9
10

11

11

9

9

10

9

6

41

44

38

42

2

Heat, air cond1t1oning. and vent1lat1on

26

23

28

23

3

Access lo the tools, equipment, and materials
you work with

25

21

28

17

4

Conversa tional privacy

23

32

17

38

5

Lighting for the work you do

19

18

21

14

17

6

Ab1l1ty to ad1ust your work surface. chair and
storage space to suil your work requirements

15

15

16

11

6

Access to other a reas and departments

15

16

14

15

8

Overall lighting

13

11

14

9

Storage space for working materials

11

11

9

Comfort of your chair

11

8

Working surfaces

11

11

Su1tabil1ty for the type of work you do

10

10

9

13

Size

8

9

7

8

8

11

6

8

8

13

Visual privacy

8

10

6

9

11

3

4

10

6

5

3

2

3

7

4

3

3

3

3

2

15

Back support of your chair

16

Safety

17

Storage space for personal things
All (vol.)

ConvenOpen
tional
Pool Plan
(405)
(148) (318]

%

Ab1llly to concentrate withou t noise and o ther
d1stract1ons

12

Private Shared
(473)
(570)

5
1

1

2

2

3

4

2

2

3

5

5

6

7

6

7

3

3

O/o

8

6

4

4

5

3

5

3

5

2

3

4

8

5

2

None
Not sure/no answer

Ability to concentrate without
noise and other distractions
concerned office workers by
far the most . Architects and
designers agreed, and executives ranked this item a close
second . Of about equal concern to workers were heating,
air conditioning and ventilation
(ranked second) and access to
tools , equipment and materials
(ranked third) . Executives and
architects thought that lighting
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5

6

for tasks was third in importance. while workers ranked
this fifth , slightly behind conversational privacy, though
only 9 per cent of secretarial
employees considered conversational privacy important.
Office workers felt that overall
lighting was fairly important,
though it is interesting that
executives and designers
didn' t think workers would
rate this item in the top half .

3

PRODUCT REPORTS
for more information, circle item numbers on
Reader Service Inquiry Card, pages 217-218

Warren Platner-designed furniture new addition to Lehigh-Leopold line
The set of desk, credenza and
telephone console are all part
of a new collection of office
furnitu re designed by architect
Warren Platner . (The side
chairs shown are also Platnerdesig ned .) The col lection ,
called Sculp t ures in Wood, is
the third group of furniture
designed by Platner for LehighLeopold . This latest design was
commissioned as part · of a
compa ny program launched to
provide custom quality with
moderate prices. Recently introduced in New York City,
the furniture is available now,
co nstructed of white oak.
• Lehigh-Leopold Division of
Litton Industries, New York
City.
circle 300 on inquiry card

Ambient lighting unit newly introduced by Steelcase
Steelcase has added High Intensity Discharge (HID) lighting
to its Lite-Savers task and
ambient lighting product line.
Six models are available, each
with the option of two heights
and three different wattages
of metal halide or mercury
fixtures, with further variety of
a down light, quartz-auxiliary
light or an asymmetric reflec-

:hair designed after
!rgonometric stud ies

:ombining correct back sup·ort with freedom of move1ent, the Rollback chair offers
new seating design for high
tools used in offices. One
•pen side permits the user to
1t at any angle. With pressure,
he cylindrical chairback
preads into an oval cushion;
•ack support can be further
djusted by either raising and
)Wering the backrest or the
1ackrest can be angled outvard in any of seven posi1ons . • Herman Miller, Inc.,
Jew York City.
circle 302 on inquiry card

:ircle 62 on inquiry card

tor. The model shown (right) is
a freestanding unit with a glass
shelf between a solid base and
top containing the light fixture,
supported by four chrome
poles. The top provides both
down light and up light. Uses
include office and retail
spaces . • Steelcase , Inc .,
Grand Rapids, Mich .
circle 301 on inquiry card

Down light offers
variety of features
for fle xibility
Designed for high light output,
this fixture is one of a new
series of the company's recessed HID down lights. The
model shown uses R-40 mercury lamps and features a
modified Alzak aluminum parabolic reflecto r . The new
down lights have encased ballasts isolated from the fixture
body, thus reducing ballast
noise and preventing heat
build-up . These are mounted
on a universal carrier with a
quick-release latch for flexibility and easy installation . • ITT
Gotham Lighting, c/ o Lord,
Sullivan & Yoder, Inc., Marion , Ohio.
circle 303 on inquiry card
more products on page 153
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This simple ceiling helped GTE Sylvania
save $40,800 on heating and cooling costs in a year
It's a fact: Inadequate ceiling and roof insulation
is a major source of heat loss-especially in onestory, fiat- roof buildings.
That's why GTE Sylvania Incorporated put
one of our Energy Saving Ceilings in a Massachusetts lab.
Result: Comparing similar buildings, 1975
heating and cooling savings totaled $40,800.
Savings on equipment needed for air conditioning: $100,000.

A quick payback
First-year energy savings were almost.five and a
half times the added cost of our insulated ceiling.
You can save energy with our Fiberglas* 3"
Ceiling Panels. Or Film Faced Ceiling Boards

with Sonobatt'" insulation . Both are easy to
install on any standard exposed grid system.

Make old ceilings save, too
Just slip our Sonobatt insulation on top of your
present ceiling. You'll increase thermal efficiency up to 731 percent, depending on thickness.
Find out how much energy your building
can save-free. Any Owens-Corning sales office
or ceiling contractor will analyze it in-depth
using the most economical Energy Saving
Ceiling for you . Write Mr. Q.Z. Meeks, OwensCorning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas
Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.
Or call us today. You'll put a ceiling on your
energy costs tomorrow.
O W EN S/ COR NIN G

._
*T._M__ R-eg-. o-.-c
- .F-. ©-c -197-7 o-.--c.-F.- - - - -

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas FIBERGLAS

Circle 63 on inquiry cvd
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OFFICE LITERATURE
For more information, circle item numbers on
'?eader Service Inquiry Card, pages 217-218

USIDENTIAL FIXTURES I Written to assist with
xoduct selection, color coordination and interior
jesign, this 40-page idea booklet illustrates a full
ine of residential fixtures for bath and kitchen .
ncluded are whirlpool baths, environmental enclo;ures such as the Habitat tubs, shower coves,
:oilets, bidets, lavatories, kitchen and bar sinks, and
3 number of water-saving fixtures and accessories.
• Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
circle 400 on inquiry card

INTEGRATED CEILINGS I A complete " s1nglesource" line of acoustical materials, modular
suspension systems, Holophane luminaires, and air
distribution equipment is described in an integrated
ceiling system catalog. Technical illustrations depict
the basic components used in each of 10 different
ceilings; color photographs show actual installations . Fire ratings , acoustical properties, etc., are
given for all produ cts. • Holophane Div. , JohnsManville Sales Corp ., Denver.
circle 407 on inquiry card

THROUGH-WALL HEAT PUMPS I Ratings and
;pecifications based on the latest Federal Energy
Administration test procedure are included in a
4-page folder on Zoneline Ill extended range heat
pumps. Through-wall units for 2301208-Volt operation in cooling capacities of 9100-, 11 ,500-, and
13,700-Btu / hr are covered; 265-Volt capability will
soon be added to the Zoneline /I/line. A companion
" Question / Answer " brochure responds to some
of the most common ly asked questions about yearround , energy-saving features of heat pumps.
• General Electric Co., Louisville .
circle 401 on inquiry card

OUTDOOR LIGHTING I A full-color brochure
features several additions to the " Pericline Contemporary Series" lighting system for outdoor area
illumination . All available sizes , finishes , HID
wattages, and poles are shown in selection charts,
specifications, photometric data , dimensional
drawings and mounting details . Spacing charts and
guides illustrate the type and amount of luminaires
needed for particular applications such as general
area lighting, parking lots, streets or narrow areas,
and lighting for cities. • Moldcast Lighting, Pine
Brook, N.J.
circle 408 on inquiry card

HVAC EQUIPMENT I Fuel-savi ng spot heaters,
evapora tive coolers, power vents, and gas, oil and
electric furnaces are introduced in a 4-page
brochure. Equipment sources nationwide are listed .
• ITT Reznor , Mercer, Pa .
circle 402 on inquiry card

AIR HANDLING DUCTS I Product catalog describes a line of fiberglass, flexible metal and transite duct systems, and fiberglass duct insulations
and liners for any shape or velocity requirement of
hvac installations. Product presentation includes full
specification data, fire hazard classifications and
code compliance information . • Johns-Manville
Sales Corp ., Denver.
circle 403 on inquiry card

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS I Horizontal single-stage
split-case pumps for many commercial , industrial,
municipal and construction applications are featured in a product brochure. Literature includes
co nstruction features, performance data, assembly
drawings, parts lists and photos of typical applications . • Peerless Pump, Montebello, Calif.

PO W ER GENERATION EQUIPMENT I A selection
chart supplies basic information on the complete
line of Enginator diesel and gas standby and prime
power generation equipment. The kilowatt chart
format permits architects and engineers to match
electric power needs with the model number of
the Enginator designed to provide it. • Waukesha
Engine Div ., Dresser Industries, Inc., Waukesha ,
Wis.
circle 409 on inquiry card

INSULATION BOARD I Caftemp board provides
lightweight insulation for built-up roofing systems
installed over nailable, non-nailable or metal roof
decks . An 8-page technical brochure explains the
advantages, limitations, and suggested applications
of the three Caftemp boards: perlite, urethane and
· urethane / perlite insulations . Physical properties,
heat transmission " U" values, and code acceptances are given for each configuration . • Building
Materials Group, GAF Corp. , New York City .
circle 410 on inquiry card

FLOA TLESS PUMP CO NTROLLER I The Sea/trod
sealed electrode pump controller, designed for
sewage and sump installations, is described in a
4-page brochure. Controlling one or more pumps,
the Sea/trod has no moving parts exposed to well
liquids; electrodes are completely protected from
oil or other corrosive elements. • Peerless Pump,
Montebello, Calif.

VAPOR BARRIER I Product information and codeapproved installations for Reflecto-Barrier " Type
P-K" insurance rated vapor barrier for insulated
steel deck construction are printed on a sample of
the material itself. The preformed system consists
of two plies of kraft paper laminated with an
asphalt adhesive, applied with a noncombustible
rubber base adhesive. " Type P-K" is UL- and FMapproved. • Reflecto-Barrier Sales Co., Inc. Hartford, Conn.

circle 405 on inquiry card

circle 411 on inquiry card

RACEWAYS I An 8-page folder compares the
new " TR" underfloor electrical / communications
duct system for concrete buildings with conventional systems. Said to provide up to 120 per cent
more electrical and communications capacity than
other raceways, " TR" ducts use a flush multiservice outlet unit instead of tombstones . • H.H.
Robertson Co ., Pittsburgh .

PROFILED METAL RO O FS I Ten-page brochure
uses color photos to show some of the various
applications of Calbestos profiled roofs on a range
of building types. Cutaway drawings demonstrate
four different roof systems, insulated and uninsulated, using " Huski-Rib," mansard and inverted
box-rib Calbestos panels. • H.H. Robertson Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa .

circle 406 on inquiry card

circle 412 on inquiry card

circle 404 on inquiry card

DELTA
DASH®
GETS
YOUR SMALL
PACKAGE
THEREIN A
BIG HURRY.
Delta handles more over-thecounter shipments of 50 lbs.
or less than any other certif icated airline. And DASH
(Delta Airlines Special Handling) serves 86 U.S. cities plus
San Juan, Any package up to
90 inches , width + length +
height , and up to 50 pounds is
acceptable. DASH packages
accepted at airport ticket
counters up to 30 minutes
before flight time , up to 60
minutes at cargo terminals.
Rate between any two of
Delta's domestic cities is $30
($25 between Dallas/ Ft.Worth
and Los Angeles or San Diego
or San Francisco). Shipping
charges prepaid. Pick-up and
delivery available at extra
charge. Call 800-638-7 333, toll
free. (In Baltimore, call
269-6393),
You can also ship via
DASH between Delta cities in
the U.S. and Montreal, Nassau,
Freeport, Bermuda and London, England. For full details,
call your local Delta cargo office.

DELTA IS READY WHEN YOU ARE !\

~DELTA

The airline run by orofess1onals

PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 149
METAL BOOKSHELVES I Squared corners give a
contemporary appearance to these three 36i n . -wide
bookcases .
Available in 29-, 42-, and
84-in . heights, all models
have 12-in.-deep sliding
shelves, easily pulled out
and relocated on 314-in .
centers. Sliding doors on
the desk- and counterheight cases protect contents ; one-piece back
permits use as a freestanding unit. Optional splice
channels conceal and secure edges of adjacent
bookcases to form a multi-case storage system . All
models are available from stock in black, dove gray
and desert sand enamel finishes . • Lyon Metal
Products, Inc. , Aurora , Ill.
circle 304 on inquiry card

FLUORESCENT TASK LIGHTING I The " Supertube" fixture can swivel 355 degrees on end
rachets to aim light for specific tasks . It can also be
used for general illumination in homes, stores,
libraries, etc. The " Supertube" uses F40 fluorescent
lamps in single or tandem lamp models, and is
offered in nine colors. • Columbia Lighting, GTE
Sylvania . Stamford, Conn .

OUTDOOR SEA TING I A durable side chair
designed by Robin Day for outdoor use, the " Polo"
chair has a one-piece shell of colored polypropylene with a pattern of holes for rain water drainage .
Offered with three nylon-coated steel base configurations and in a choice of five shell colors , all
" Polo" chairs are stackable. • Loewenstein, Ft .
Lauderdale, Fla.
circle 309 on inquir y card
more products on page 167

circle 308 on inquiry card

Problem Wall?
1-"leJCi-Wall!

VERSA TILE STO RAGE I The " Risom / Burr" executive credenza is offered with two , three and four
pedestals, and in a back desk configuration .
Depending on the number of pedestals, the
credenzas may be equipped with bookshelf, paper
organizer, writing and machine slide, drawers, and
filing units. Units are available in oil-finished walnut
or oak veneers, and laminates with hardwood
banding. Legs are chrome- or bronze-finished steeltubing. • Howe Furniture Corp ., New York City.

Flexi-Wall®is a unique one-ste p
process in covering walls for re novation or new construction projects.
It goes up like wallcovering ... over
almost any surface ... hiding
blemishes and bumps, bridging
gaps and voids. It dries hard as
plaster ... strong, long lasting,
protective. It's easy to put up,
easy to clean, easy on the budget.
And nice to look at, too ... in 2J
colors. Ever face the question:
Problem wall? Only one answer:
Flexi-Wall! Write for free samples.
Flexi-Wall Systems, P. 0. Box 88,
Liberty, SC 29657.

circle 305 on inquiry card

ROLL-AWAY SHUTTER I Designed to insulate and
protect private houses,
vacation homes and commercial structures, the
" Therma-Roll " vertical
rolling shutter installs on
the exterior of the window frame . Individual
slats are made of extruded PVC, with an insulating pocket of dead air,
or of aluminum filled with
expanded foam . When fully lowered the " ThermaRoll" shutter forms an interlocking, weatherproof
surface; when partially open, slots in the hinge area
between each slat admit some light into the interior. The storage housing is aluminum ; the slats run
in vertical, no-maintenance tracks fastened to each
side of the window, glass door, or skylight.
• Therma-Roll Corp ., Golden, Colo.
circle 306 on inquiry card

-

stii!!;!!l:.~~.----l

• Approved for hospitals
• Class A flame spread rating
• GSA Contract #GS-OOS-64549
•
HUD Contract #OAH(CO)M-2268
:::-... t· - - - -

RESTAURANT FURNITURE I The natural wood
butcher block " Caribe"
table is now offered with
a maintenance-free lowgloss finish said to be
impervious to alcohol ,
acetone, lighter fluid , etc.
The top has a full bullnose edge, and is guaranteed against cracking,
warping and splitting . The
oxidized bronze hobnail base acquires an attractive
patina with use. • International Contract Furnishings, Inc. , New York City .
circle 307 on inquiry card
Circle 64 on inquiry card
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Aconcealed sprinkler that goes into the ceiling.
At a price that won't go through the roof.

The new unspoiler sprinkler.
When you choose the new Star"
Unspoiler' sprinkler. you get a concealed
sprinkler that won 't spoil your interior
designs. At a price that won 't spoil your
budget.

You won 't find a less expensive
concealed sprinkler on the market.
There's no need for costly special piping .
And you save big on labor costs because
the Unspoiler is easy to install.
Best of all , there's no waiting for
delivery. We provide same-day shipment
on orders accepted by us before 3 p . m~

The looks look good.
The works work.
The Unspoiler will fit just about any color
scheme. Choose from our standard flat
white, chrome, satin chrome and bronze
colors. Or order a custom finish to match
a special decor.
Star is a name you can rely on for
concealed sprinkler systems . Since

inventing the first concealed sprinkler.
we've learned a lot about making the best
product you can buy.
When you need a tire protection
system that looks as good as it works,
call (800) 323-4482 . Illinois residents call
(312) 534-1000. Or write Chemetron Fire
Systems . Route #50 & Governors
Highway, Monee. Illinois 60449 .
• Sub1ec1 to cond1t1ons beyond Chemetron s control and to
/1m1ta t1ons of /1ab1/1ty provisions as contained m Chemetron s
Fire Systems 0 1v1s1on s terms and condl/lons of sale

CHEmETROn
TM

Fire Systems
A member company of Allegh e n y Ludlum Industri es

Circle 65 on inquiry cvd

OFFICE NOTES
Offices opened
James W . Greenwell and Lewis J. Goetz are pleased
to announce the opening of a new firm , Greenwell
Goetz Architects, P.C. for the practice of architecture , planning and interior architecture . Their
offices are located at 1606 20th Street, N .W .,
Washington , DC.
E. Patrick Holden, A IA is pleased to announce
the formation of a new firm , Patrick Holden Architects, and the association of James C. Bethel, CSI
with the firm . The new location is JOH Highland
Park Village , Dallas, Texas.
Lee & Fan Architecture & Planning announces
the opening of their office at SB Sutter Street, San
Francisco, California .
Richard C. Boast , is pleased to announce the
formation of Phase Ill Design providing design and
consultation services for architecture, planning and
restaurant design. They are located at 60 Liberty
Street, Post Office Box 149, Action, Massachusetts.
William Carl Phelan and Lee R. Woods
announce the formation of their firm , Phelan &
Woods , AIA, PS located at 600 Sixth Street South,
Kirkland , Washing\on.
Newill and Associates have merged with
Rancorn , Wildman and Krause of Tabb , Virginia.
Roger Fulton Newill will be managing partner of the
Norfolk office of Rancorn , Wildman and Krause .
Gary Sparks, Mike Martin and Grant Easterling
are pleased to announce the new firm of Sparks
Martin Easterling, Architects located at 5155 East
51st Street, Suite 207 , Tulsa, Oklahoma .

Globe Engineering Company announces that
Robert L. Opila was named president of the
company and assumes responsibility for all of
Globe's operations . Norman Swift was named
senior vice president and assumes responsibilities
for Globe's engineering division .
Ronald H . Albert has joined the staff of Grayson Associates, Inc. , Architects and Planners,
Belmont, Massachusetts. He has assumed project
design and supervision responsibilities for the firm.
lnterspace Incorporated has joined the group
of lnterspace Companies Space Planning, interior
design and graphics services.
The office of Joseph Kiell, AIA Architect/Engineer announces a change in firm name to Kiell / Associates, AIA Architects / Engineers and the appointment of Frank Lo Presto to associate architect.
Lloyd Jones Brewer Associates Architects is
happy to announce that Thomas E. Greacen II, Dan
E. Houston, Bernard H. Rogers and James A . Farrar
as new additions to the firm.

Mackinlay / Winnacker / McNeil AIA & Associates is pleased to announce the return of Murray
C. M cNeil, vice president to the home office of
MWM in Oakland, California . Mr . McNeil spent
eights years in Guam as principal-in-charge of the
MWM Guam office .
Eugene Rodarte has joined Chicago-based Eva
Maddox Associates, Inc. as a project co-ordinator.
He will act as a client liaison and field supervisor.
Pedro Goicouria ha s joined William Joseph
Muse Architects Planners .
Alan Eliot Goldberg, partner of the late Eliot
Noyes, is continuing the practice of Eliot Noyes
Associates , Architects located in New Canaan,
Connecticut. The firm also announces the promotion of Charles Baffo to senior associate and Boris
Pogacnik to associate.
Leonard A . Peterson has been named president and managing principal of O 'Donnell Wicklund Pigozzi Architects, Inc.
more office notes on page 207

Quiet
beauties

Firm changes
Boutwell , Gordon , Beard & Grimes, AIA has
promoted four members of its executive staff to
partner and associate . Named partners in the firm
were Stephen W . Domreis and Harold Bahls .
Promoted to associates were John J. Vosmek, Jr .
and Beth R. Cowman .
The Eugene, Oregon office of Brown and
Caldwell Consulting Engineers have made the
following staff additions: Eugene Appel as chief
engineer; Paul Kramer, Michael Spero and Charles
Arrera as project managers .
Caudill Rowlett Scott has announced the
appointment of Robert W . Carington and S. Jay
Neyland as senior vice presidents . Newly announ ce d vice presidents include Edmond S.
Abboud, Jay S. Bauer, Jim C. Kollaer , Carroll T.
Leech, George Mann, Peter R. Stark and Patrick T.
James . Also promoted to associates in the firm
include Saad Ahmed, Vincent F. Calicchia , Rey de la
Reza , Frank W . Hersom , Jerry Latta, Eugene L.
Hayes, Don Maccormack, Cecil Smith, Michael J.
Stapenhorst, George Todorovich and John Zona.
William M . Pena, senior vice president has been
named outstanding officer and George M. Willock
has been named outstanding associate.
Robert L. Barnes has joined the architectural,
engineering and consulting firm of Daniel, Mann,
Johnson , & Mendenhall as vice president and
programs director.
Irwin Haupt has been named an associate in
charge of electrical engineering at Day & Zimmer 0
mann Associates .
Thomas Alan Abels has recently joined Robert
Forscutt and Benito Noyola to form the new firm of
Forscutt, Noyola & Abels, Architects and Planners
in San Francisco .
Geotactics, a planning and architectural firm in
New Haven, Connecticut announce that Robert
Orr has joined its staff as an architect.

AD CO 20-L-Wall mounted .

ADCO 90-L-Six stations, on pedestal

The contemporary design of ADCO Acousti-Call'" telephone booths enhances their surroundings-colors to
match almost any decor are available. Sound-absorbing
booth interiors provide quiet, private telephoning with
airy comfort.
ADCO 90-L is a three-quarter length booth-mounts as
either a single or multiple station unit on walls or pedestals with two , four or six stations. ADCO 20-L mounts on
pedestal (single or back-to-back) or on walls , in corners,
in corridors.

Send today
for complete
information.

World's Largest Manufacturer of Telephone Booths

AC OUSTICS DEVELOPMENT COR POR AT ION
P.O . Box 397-1B50 Ho ls te Road
Northbrook, Ill. 60062 312 /2 72-BBBO

aocc

New York • Moon ac hi e, N .J. • Atl anta • Jacksonville • Birmingh am • Dallas
St. Josep h, Mo . • Denver • Reno • Las Vegas • Los Ang eles • Toronto

Circle 66 on inquiry card
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Task/Ambient lighting by Keene.
Furniture by you.

Keene, one of the largest suppliers of commercial lighting fixtures in the world,
would like to send you more information on their Taskmaster®task/ambient lighting
systems. Please write: Keene Lighting, 2345 Vauxhall Road, Union, N.J. 07083.

Circle 67 on inquiry ard
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LIGHTING DIVISION

PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 153

Write today for
free sample of
one of worlds
best roof
insulations:

LIGHTWEIGHT CONTROL VAL VE I A dry pipe
va lve, model F302, is a differential latch-type va lve
used to control the flow of water to dry pipe
sprinkler systems and to provide actuation of fire
alarms when the sprinkler system operates. It is
specifically designed for installation whe re piping
and sprinklers are exposed to freezing temperatures, but the valves are not. • Grinnell Fire
Protection Systems Co .. Providence.
circle 3 10 on inquiry card

Permalite®Pk®Plus
perlite/urethane/perlite
3-part composite roof
insulation
Specify it when you want
long-life insulation having
a "C" value of .10 or better
for industrial/commercial
roofs.
• Permalite Pk Plus is a true sandwich
board . The top and bottom perlite layers
maintain the efficiency of the polyurethane
core by protecting it from the effects of high
rooftop temperature changes. The top
perlite layer also protects the core from hot
asphalt during membrane application . And
both perlite layers contribute to the
dimensional stability of the insulation panel
and help dissipate both heat and moisture
during application. SEND FOR FREE
SAMPLE.

offers a comprehensive and versatile organization
of both freestand ing and modular componen ts.
Panels ca n be either acoustical or non-acoustical
with choice of fabric and trim, and has raceways
carrying a Class A fire rating . • All-Steel Inc.,
Au rora, Ill.
circle 3 11 on inquiry card

ARM CHAIR I Called the " UCO 137," this chair
was designed for both
contract and residential
app lications . It emphasizes an unbroken, flowing line and comes in
wa lnut or oak fra me with
either leather or fabric
seat and back . • Helikon
Furniture Co., Inc. , Taftvil le, Conn .
circle 3 12 on inquiry card

Specifying washroom equipment can be
time-consuming and frustrating . Normally ,
you must specify six separate units to provide complete by-the-sink convenience
facilities ; but , too many units can result in a
cluttered look . This Parker stainless steel
multi-purpose unit is an attractive solution to
yo ur specification problems . This spacesaving unit combines towel , cup and soap
dispensers , a storage shelf and a conventional mirror which converts to atilted mirror
for those confined to wheelchairs. When
choosing washroom equipment . make it
easy on yourself - specify six units in one
with a Parker multi-purpose unit.

See our catalog in:

Permaliti?
GREFCO, lnc. / Building Products Divi sion
GENERAL OFFICE : 3450 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles , CA 90010
SALES OFFICE : 2905 Butter1ie\d Road ,
Oak Brook, IL 60521 (312) 654-4500

c@=g)

A subsidiary of General Refractories Company

Circle 70 on inquiry card

SPECIAL FLOOR SYSTEM I Th e Epicore slab beam
is shown with the Epicore steel composite floor
deck in a floor system used most frequently for
multiple-unit residential construct ion and in commercial and industrial buildings with residentia l load
requirements . The system serves as a permanent
form and positive reinforcing for concrete slabs.
• Epic Metals Corp., Rankin , Pa.
circle 3 13 on inquiry card
more products on page 169

=

Building
Products

General

Catalog
10-167

BuildinQ
File 10. 16/Pa

Sweet's

~charles
~parker
290 PRATT ST., MERIDEN , CT 06450
TEL: 203-235-6365
Circle 71 on inquiry card
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PRODUCT REPORTS continued from page 167

WE FIT IN

ABOUT
MAILING
LISTS ...

STAINLESS STEEL
WALL MOUNTED
REFRIGERATORS,
FREEZERS

an important notice
to our subscribers.
In recent years we have made the list
of subscribers to McGraw-Hill publications (names and mailing addresses
only) available to carefully screened
companies whose products or services
might be of interest to you.
These companies enter into an agreement that permits them to mail information to you without placing you
under any obligation.

ROBE HOOK I Model B-671 of this company ' s
line of clothing hooks is made of stainless steel
(with a stain or bright polished finish) . The flange is
equipped with a concea led 16-gauge mounting
bracket which locks to a concealed stainless steel
wall plate. • Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc.,
North Hollywood, Calif.
circle 314 on inquiry card

We have always considered such direct marketing activities to be legitimate and important in the American
system of free trade-and we're confident that the majority of subscribers
share this position.

WM-CW* series eye-level , wall mounted refrigerators are offered in 4 sizes featuring
cold wall coo ling systems with push-button
defrost and automatic reset . Two removable ,
adjustable stainless steel shelves are
provided . Front mounted grille removes
easily for servicing .
WM -1-CW Capacity-1 .5 cu . ft. (45 ltr.J
WM -2-CW Capacity-2 .3 cu . ft. (65 ltr )
WM -3-CW Capacity-3 .2 cu . ft. (95 ltr )
WM-4-CW Capacity-4 .3 cu . ft. ( 125 ltr )
WM-3- F-CW freezer is available o nly in a
3 cu . ft. (85 ltr.J capacity and has a manual
hot gas defrost.
Capacity - 3.0 cu . ft . (85 ltr. J

However, we respect the interests of
those who for some reason may wish
to have their names restricted from
such use by companies either affiliated
or not affiliated with McGraw-Hill, Inc.
If you wish to delete your name from
lists we make available to other firms,
please fill in the information requested
below exact! as it a ears on our
mailing label on the cover of this issue.
Or, if you prefer, attach the label itself
to the coupon and return .

McGraw-Hill, Inc.

MIRRORED PANELS I Acrylic panels in the " Reflections Series" can be used in suspended cei lings;
standard sizes are 2- by 2-ft and 2- by 4-ft, offered
in 11 mirror colors and three texture variations.
Panels are easy to cut, and custom sizes may be
ordered. • ALP Lighting Products , Chicago, Ill .
circle 3 75 on inquiry card

P.O. Box 555
Hightstown . N.J. 08520
Attn : Mailing List Dept.

r--------------,

WM-BC series space saving , double-door,
wall-mounted refrigerators are available in
2 sizes. Furnished with 4 stainless steel
she lves, they have a blower-coil cooling
system with automatic off-cycle defrost and
a condensate evaporator. Condensing unit
is easily serviced by removing front mounted
clip-on grille .
WM -7-BC Capacity-6.6 cu . ft. (190 ltr.)
WM-10-BC Capacity-9.6 cu . ft. (275 ltr.)
*With explosion proof interior.

l o Please remove my name

I
I
I

from your mailing lists.

J Title o f th is publication

I

I
IJ

Name

Address (exac tly as shown o n mailing la bel. please)

I
I

IL_Cny
S1a1e/Zip
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..J

cle 72 on inquiry cMd

RESILIENT FLOORING I Named " Futur, " this
heavy-duty sheet vinyl floori ng is suitable for hightraffic areas. Its durability is due to a polyurethane
reinforced vinyl surface . • Tarkett , Tarco Eastern,
Inc., Newton Square, Pa .

Jewett also manufactures a complete
line of blood bank,
biological , and pharmaceutical refrigerators and freezers as
well as morgue refrigerat ors and autopsy equipment for
world wide distribution through its sales
and service organization in over 100
countries.

~J

.JEWETT
REFRIGERATOR
2

LETCMWORTH ST .

BUFFALO , N . Y . 14213

Refer to Sweet's Catalog 11.20/ Je
for quick reference.

circle 3 76 on inquiry card
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124/302

Introductory otter
to new members ol the

162/166

SITE PLANNING
STANDARDS
by J . DeChiara &
L. E. Koppelman

Pub . price . $27 .50
Club price , $20 .25

ENERGY
TECHNOLOGY
HANDBOOK
by D. M.
Considine

ARCHITECTS'
BOOK CLUB

226/784

INTERIOR
PLANTSCAPING :
Build ing Design
for Interior
Fol iage Plants

Pu b. price , $54 .50
Cl ub price . $37 .95

785/ 112

THE
PHOTOGRAPHY
OF
ARCHITECTURE
AND DESIGN

by R. L. Gaines

Pub . price . $2 2.95
Club price . $17.95

by J . Shulman

~\frt «L"'\lf\'"

j

Pub. price , $25 .00
Club price . $18.75

023/301

A TREASURY OF
CONTEMPORARY
HOUSES

304/726

THE HOUSE AND
HOME KITCHEN
PLANNING
GUIDE

by Architectu ral
Record

Pub . price , $18.95
Cl ub price . $14.95

by The Housing
Press

Pub . price , $1 8.95
Clu b price . $14 .95

267/561

DICTIONARY OF
ARCHITECTURE
AND
CONSTRUCTION

023/255

BUILDING FOR
THE ARTS

by C. M . Harris

Pub . price , $38 .50
Cl ub pri ce , $26.95

by Architectural
Record

017/5 14

Fundamentals In
Build ing Design
by B. Anderson

629 / 382

Pub . price , $23 .95 MODEL BUILDING FOR ARCHITE CTS ANO
Club price , $17 .95 ENGINEERS
149/828

by J R Taylor
Pub price, $22 95- - Club price, S15.95
287 1341

THE
STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING
McGRAW-HILL CALCULATIONS
CONSTRUCTION byT. G Hicks
Pub. price, $2 7.50- - Club price, Sl 9.95
BUSINESS
415 / 20X
HANDBOOK:
A Practical Gu ide
to Accounting ,
Credit, Finance .
Insurance , & Law
fo r the
Construction
Industry
by R. F.
Cushman

Pub . price . $26.50
Club price , $2 1.25

Special $1.89 bonus book comes to you
with your first club selection

SOLAR ENERGY:

096 / 473

573/956

TIME -SAVER STAN DAROS FOR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DATA, 51e

EARTHSCAPE:

TIME -SAVER STANDARDS FOR BUILDING TYPES

by J DeCh1oro & J H Callender
Pub. price, $42 50- - Club price, $29.95
089/ 248

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK

ARCHITECTURAL DELINEATION : A Pho tograph ic
Approach to Presentation

by F S. Merritt
Pub. price, $43 50- - Club price, $3 1 95
77 l/ 43X

by E E Burden
Pub price. $2 7.00 - - Club price, $19 95
767 629

WORKING DRAWING HANDBOOK

ARCHITECTURA L PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

byR c McHugh
Pub. price, S12 95 --Club price. S1O 50
463 45X

byW Atkin
Pub. price, S15 95- - Club price, S12.75
026/ 386

STANDARD STRUCTURAL DETAILS
FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

SPECIFICATIONS: For Architecture, Eng ineering

Pu b. price. $32 .50 byM Newmon
Club price . $24 .00 Pub. price. S25 00- - Club price. $17.50

A Manual of
Environmental
Planning
by J. 0 . Simonds

by J H Callender
Pub price, $39.95 - - Club price, S29.95
162 182

Pu b. price . $24 .95
Club price . $1 9.50
---~-=- 278/903

- Behavioral
Architecture

Toward An
Accountable
Design Process

by C . Heimsath

Pub . price , $17 .50
Club pri ce, $1 2.95

and Constru ction

by C Ayers
Pub. price, S18 00- - Club price, S12. 50

r- -

save time and money by joining the

ARCHITECTS' BOOK CLUB
e•e is a pro fessional clu b designed to meel your day-to-day archilectural needs by

providing practical books in your field on a regul ar basis at below publisher prices .
H
If you re missing out on impor tan t tec hn ic al li terature- if tod ay's hi gh cos t of read in g
curbs the growth of your library- here 's lhe sol ution to your p roblem .
The Architects ' Book Club was org anized for you, to provide a n economical read ing
program 1hat cannot fail to be of value. Administered by the McGra w-Hill Book Com pany,
all books are c hosen by qu ali fied ed itors a nd consu ltants . Th e ir unders tanding o f the
standards and valu es o f the litera ture in yo ur fi eld guaran tees th e app ropri ate ness o f
the selections .
How the Club op era tes: Thi rteen limes a year you rece ive free of cha rge Th e Architec ts · Book
Club Bulletin . This announces and descri bes the Club's featured book of th e month as well as
alternate selections avai lable at special me mbe rs' prices . If you w ant lo examine the Club's
feature of the month , yo u do noth ing . If you prefer one of the aliernate se lections-or ii you wa nt
no book at all-yo u notify the Clu b by returning the ca rd enclosed w ith each Bulletin .
As a Club membe r, yo u ag ree only lo th e purc hase o f fo ur books (incl udin g yo ur
first selec lion) over a lwo-year pe ri od . Conside rin g the many books published an nuall y,
there wi ll surely be at leas l fou r yo u wo ul d w an t to own anyw ay. By join ing the clu b ,
you save both money and the troubl e of searc hing for the best books .

BEHAVIORAL
ARCHITECTURE:

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY ---,

ARcH1ncrs · BOOK CLUB
P.O . Box 58 2, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520

Please en roll me as o member and send me the lwo boo ks indicated I om fa receive
the bonus b oo k at the introductory pric e ol S1 89 plus my lirst selecrlon, plus rax .
postage and handling II no! completely satisfied I may return the books within 10
days ana request that my membership be cancelled U I keep the books. I agree to
toke a minimum ol three aaa1tionol books during the next two years al special Club
prices(guaranteed 15,. discount, often more) I wltl receive the Club bulletin 13 llmesa
year II I won! lo examine the lectured selection. I need toke no action It will be
shipped automatic ally II, howeve1, I wont on a lternate selection- or no book at all- I
simply nollly the Club by 1eturnlng the convenienl cord always enclosed I w ill always
hove a mmlmum.ot 10 days In which to return the cord and you wlll credit my account
lully. including posloge ii th ls Is not !he c ase Membersh ip ln the Club Is continuous but
concellable by me at any time oiler the tour-book purchase requirement n o s been
Ill led. This orde r subjec t to occeptonce by M cGraw Hill Orders from outside the contine ntal
US must be prepaid Company, business. or lnst1tutionol tox exe mption stolus is nol appl1ca
ble to purchases mode through 1nd1v1duol Club memberships AJI pric e s sub1ect to change
witho ut notice ONer good for new membe rs only A sh ipping and handling charge is odded
tool/ srup m ems M embers ore Diiie d when Ooolu orr1ve

Writ e Code# of $1. 89 bo n us
book select ion here

Wri t e Cod e # of
fi rs t se lecti o n h ere

STATE_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ___ ZIP _ _ _ __ __
EXTRA SAVINGS : Remit in f ul l with yo ur order, plus any local
and sta te tax, and McGraw-Hill will pay all postage and A

36216

L~~~~~~-----------------J
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Retrofitting walls with STYROFOAM* brand insulation
can help make almost any building energy efficient.
Energy loss is an ailment common in most buildings more
than a few years old.
Now th ere's a cure .
With STYROFOAM brand insulation , it's possible to cut both
heating and air conditioning
costs of almost any commercial
structure. No matter if it's five or
fifty years old.

Installs inside or outside
There are systems for installing
STYROFOAM brand insulation
either inside or outside existing
structures.
Almost any type of building-

bank , scho o l, church , office ,
apartment , industrial-can be
made more ene rgy efficient
quickly, easily. An d provide energy savings for years to come.
Resists moisture, too
STYR OFOAM brand insulatio n
has ex c ellent moisture res istance . As a resu lt, you can look
forward to a longer life for our
insulation and a more efficient
insulation for the life of the
building .
To find out more on how retrofi tting with STYROFOAM brand
insu lation can make bu ild ings

more energy effi cient , contact
your local sa lesman or wr ite :
The Dow Chem ical Company,
STYROFOAM Brand Insulation ,
Midland , Ml 48640.

· Trade ma rk of The Dow Chemical Company

Circle 86 on inquiry card

Typical methods of retrofitting

Apply over exterior masonry
or concrete walls with metal
"Z" channels or wood furring
st rips. Fi nis h wit h lath and
stucco .

Apply over exterior masonry
or concrete walls with metal
"Z" channels or wood furring
strips. Finish with meta l or
wood exterior si d ing.

Apply over interior masonry or
concrete walls with
STYROFOAM brand insu lation
mastic No. 11. Finish wi th
gyps um wall board.

WARNING: STYROFOAM brand Insulation is combustible and should be properly installed . A gypsum board interior finish should be used in commercial
construction . For specific instructions see Dow literature available from your supplier or from Dow .
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Marriott Corp. specifies
steel framing for new
headquarters building in
Washington, D.C.area.
Owner/Construction Manager: Marriott Corporation, Washington, D.C.
Architect: Mills & Petticord/Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum,
Washington, D.C.
Structural Engineer: Gillum-Colaco, Washington, D.C.
Fabricator: Montague-Betts Co., Inc., Lynchburg, VA.
Erector: Williams Enterprises, Inc.
Merrifield, VA.

Introducing
specification proClucts
for people who
don't want to waste
a lot of time specifying.
If you 've waded through any
spec manuals recently , you 've
probably ended up more confused
than when you started . The options
are mind boggling .
And until a few years ago,
Wade was about like the rest. But
not any longer.
We 've redesigned ·\ust about
everything in the Wade ine-to
simplify specifying , ordering and
installation .
In the process we made our
products more versatile . One
casting will now do the job it used
to take several to do . Consequently, we have the most complete
line of specification products in
the industry .

Simplified carrier line
Take water closet
carrier-f ittings . Our competitors
have 80 faceplate-and-foot
combinations to choose from. We
have only two-one for adjustable
carriers , and one for fixed carriers .
And our entire carrier line now
consists of only five basic bodies .
The new faceplate assembly
will fit any carrier-f itting Wade
ever made , too , past or present .
And to save time, it comes with the
feet already attached .
What s more, the whole
assembly is invertible . Install it one
way . it fits siphon jets. And turned
upside down, it f its blowouts.

Simplified fl oor drain line
In the process of redes igning
the Wade line, some strange, exotic
options were deleted. But we
actually broadened Wade 's
specification potential by making
our floor drains more versatile .
For example, many of the
grates are interchangeable . And one
sediment bucket will do the
job it used to take several to do .

Simplified hanger support plate
Now there 's a new hanger
support plate available from
Wade . It replaces about 30 , and
it's the only one you 'll ever need .
This revolutionary new Wade
innovation is the industry 's first
universal hanger support plate . It'll
accept any urinal lavatory and
most drinking fountains made in
the U .S.

Simpl ifi ed catalog
Even our catalog has been
simplified . We put everyth ing you
need to know on the same pagetech drawings, specifications,
prices, the works.
So if you don 't want to waste
a lot of time , specify Wade . Our
products are simpler to specify,
simpler to order, and simpler to
install.
If you don 't already have a
copy of our catalog, write Tyler
Pipe, Box 2027 , Tyler 75710 .

Tyler Pipe

P" ~

Subsidiary of
, , , - - Tyler Corporation

Circle 88 on inquiry card
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Now,
Robertson

A better
kind of
beauty.

introduces
a beautiful
new
design
material
for roofs
and walls.
Beauty for
a changing
world .

.,

Photo courtesy Phillips Petroleum Company

The multi-layered r:>rotection of Versacof>offers
all the aesthetic qua lities
you'd ever a sk from a
metal-based finish system . It can be simple-or
flamboyant. The choice
is yours . But Versacor's
beauty goes deeper than
that.
Today , there's no such
thing as a building site
unaffected by corrosion .
Even remote locations
that see m ideal can be
directly exposed to acid
precipitation orig inating
in industrialized areas
hundreds of mi les away.
In the forests of Seandi na vi a, for example,
rainwater has been co llected that reaches 50
times norma l acidity.
The prob lem is serious
in the U nited States, too.
And it' s growing worse.

Beauty
that passed
the test.

Beautiful
freedom
in design .

Ad d to acid rain the
rigors of ultra v io let
radiation, normal weathering and wind -driven
particle s-and the
beauty that many people
now rely on may just no t
be enough.
Versacor is ready for
this hostile world. Prove n
on drilling rigs in the
rugged North Sea. In a
full decade of application s throughou t Scandinavia. And proven
superior to other fini shes
in indepen dent laboratory tests.*

Moreover, Versacor' s
striking profile s, flatwall
panel s, and unl imited
range of sta ndard an d
special colors let you
design the building you
want-at a competitive
cost your clients will appreciate. And Versacor
looks even better when
you con ~ ider life-cycle
economie s.
So write to us-at
Department A-1 , H . H .
Robertson Com pany,
400 Holiday Drive,
Pittsburgh, PA 15220for additional information and independent
te st results.
You'll find that Versacor truly is a better kind
of beauty.
*S tandard ASTM, EMMAQUA, and Kesternich
tests were conducted by the Pittsburgh Testing
loborotorv, Cornegie.Mellon Uni"Versilv and

Desert Sunshine Exposure Tesls, Inc. We will
gladly furnish tesls resulls.
Except for the flalwoll building on !his page,
all projects shown ore Scandinavian Versocor
oppl\cotlons.
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KALWALL®SYSTEMS ... are BOTH LIGHT
TRANSMITTING - light transmission range
3% to 83% - AND INS ULA TED U-Factors .40, .24, .15, and even .06 WITH SHADING COEFFICIENTS from .85 to
less than .06! They weigh only 1V2 pounds
per square foot, and are only 23/4 inches
thick.
They transmit natural, diffused sunlight; and
keep heated (and cooled) air in.

And Kalwall Systems can be a wall - a roof
- or a window replacement.
Design potentials are enormous. And many
buildings using the Systems have won
awards.
Phone or write for full color literature that
explains the Systems in detail. Kalwall
Corporation, P.O. Box 237, Manchester,
New Hampshire 03105. Phone
603-627-3861.

Circle 89 on inquiry card

Rigid· Rak offers a wide variety of wa 11
mounted racks designed to fit any decor.
600 series anilable with oak or walnut
brackets · · anodized aluminum shelf
rods and hanger pole. 300 series brack ·
els constructed of satin chrome steel
square tubing for strength as well as beauty
-·round shelf rods and hanger pole .

~{~~~t~~~~~~~:·~;. ~

AUTOMATIC SNOW CONTROL
With GUARANTEED Reliability

Free-standing or wall mounted ·
racks , costumers, hook panels,
semi-concealed wardrobes ··
all distinctively attractive
structurally strong- - ideal for
guest rooms, offices, churches,
reception areas .

The patented Hume system sets stateof-the-art performance standards for
in -ground automatic snow melting . So
reliable, it's backed by a full five-year pipe
system warranty. Our latest illustrated
brochure conta ins full details and system
specifications . Send for your copy today.

7jJ

'f·rJ HUME SNOW MELTIN& SYSTEMS, INC.
4405 FERNLEE AVENUE • ROYAL OAK. MICHIGAN 48073
(313) 549 - 2830

Circle 91 on inquiry card
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Happy
25th Birthday

to Lever House
and the LP®
polysulfide base
sealant that has
kept this building
leak free.*
Twenty-five years of
continuous performance
proves the durability of
polysulfide base sealants .
After all, withstanding
constant joint movement
and vibration in a curtain
wall building, like Lever
House, is quite a task.
That's what separates
sealants backed by
performance from those
backed by claims.
But Lever House isn't the
only building where
polysulfide base sealants
have provided long term
performance. There have
been many others, and
we would like to tell you
about them.
Write: Marketing Comm. ,
Thiokol/Chemical Div. ,
P.O. Box 8296,
Trenton, NJ 08650
: months after the completion of Lever House, there were serious leakage problems.
e original oil base caulk was replaced with an LP polysultide base sealant which has
nained intact ever since.

7~

/CHEMICAL DIVISION

P.O. Box 8296, Trenton , N .J . 08650
thermoplastic urethanes • urethane oligomers, prepolymers and rubbers • acrylic monomers
polysulfide polymers and rubbers • plasticizers • epoxy modifiers and curing agents
Circle 102 on inquiry card

CLASSIFIED SECTION
POSITIONS VA CANT

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville invites
nominations and appli cat io ns fo r th e positio n
of Dean of the School of Architecture. Th e
School offers a 5- yea r p rofessio n al program
leadi n g to t h e Bac h e lo r of A rc hi tec tur e
degree w ith co nce ntrati o ns i n Administration , des ig n , hi st ory / hum aniti es and
Technology. A pro p osed gradu ate pro gram is
under develo pm en t. New ph ys ica l fac iliti es
are now un der co nstru cti o n . Th e Sc hool has
an enro llment of ove r 500 stud e nts and mo re
th an 30 full -time equi va le nt fac ulty p ositio ns.
The University of Tenn essee is b oth th e sta te
unive rsity and a land -g rant in stituti o n. Th e
Knoxvi lle ca mpu s, w ith a stude nt bod y of
30,000, se rves as th e co mprehe nsive ca mpu s
of the uni ve rsity an d th e pr in cipal ce nter fo r
gradu ate stud y in th e st ate. th e ca ndid ate
sho uld have ex peri ence in administr ati o n and
the ability to w ork effective ly wi t h oth er
ad min istrato rs, faculty, and stud ents. Desirable q uali ficat io ns sho uld incl ud e tho se requisite fo r professo ri al rank in th e school such as
the Maste r of Ar c hitect ur e d eg ree,
profess io nal reg ist rati o n, and recog niti o n
thro ugh profession al practi ce. Th e deadline
for applicatio ns is M arc h 15, 1979. No mi natio ns sh o uld in cl ud e as mu ch d etail as p oss ibl e; appli cat io ns mu st in cl ude resumes and
names of refere nces. Both sho uld be sent to:
Chairperson, A rchitecture Sea rch Committee , O ff ice of the Vi ce Ch ance ll o r, A ca demi c
Affai rs, Uni ve rsity of Tenn essee, Kn oxv ill e,
TN 37916. UTK is an E.E.O ./A ffi rm ati ve Actio n/ Tit le IX/ Sectio n 504 Empl oyer.

The University of British Columbia-Director,

Du Page County
Du Page County wishes to interview Architects
with experience in County Correctional faci lities.
Please Submit resumes of related experience to:
Building Administrator
Du Page County
421 North County Farm Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
All applications must be received by Febrnary 5,
1979.

Housing Project Manager-The Flint Neighb o rh o od Impro ve m e nt and Pr ese rv ati o n
Pr oject Inc., a no n- profit co rpo rati o n, is seekin g a proj ect m anager fo r an hi sto ri c distri ct
proj ect and also fo r related ho usin g reh ab
pro grams. Ca ndidates mu st ha ve pro ject and
m anage m ent skill s, fa miliarity with hi st o ri c
p ro p e rti es pro g r am s and kn ow le d ge of
res idential rehab. Ba chelo r Degree in urban
pl ann ing, bu sin ess admini strati o n o r a related
fie ld required . Three yea rs of ex peri ence in
appli ca bl e hou sing pro grams needed . Sa lar y:
$1 7,750. Send resume to: Exec utive Directo r/
Flint NIPP Inc., 1206 So uth Sag in aw Stree t,
Flint, Mi chigan 48502.

Sc h oo l o f A rc h itect ure. App l ications are
in vited fo r th e position of Professor and Direct o r, Sch ool of Archi tect ure, The U nive rsity
of Briti sh Col um bia. Th e School has 18 fu ll
ti m e fac ul ty mem be rs with nea rl y an eq u al
num be r o f p art-time professiona ls. The th ree
yea r Bac helo r of Arc hitectu re programme requ ires a d eg ree for entran ce and has an
enro llme nt of app rox imately 220 students. A
two yea r g rad u ate· pr ogram leadi ng to a
M aste r's D eg ree in Arch itecture is also offe red an d app roximately 18 students are
p r ese n t l y e n gaged in such studies . The
Schoo l is professio nall y recog nized by the
Roya l Arc hitectural Institute of Canada and
accredited by the Co m monwea lth Assoc iati o n of Ar chi tects. It is a pa rt of the Facu lty of
A ppli ed Scie n ce of the Uni versity. The app o in tm e nt as Director w ill be fo r an initia l period of five yea rs, and will take effect 1 Ju ly
1979 o r as soo n as possible thereafter. Rank
and sala ry will be in acco rd ance with qualificat io ns and ex perie nce. App l ications with
suppo r t in g d ocu me ntat io n and names of
referees sho ul d be received before 15 March
197 9 at t h e address given below : D r. S.
C h erry, C h airm an , Pr eside n t 's Se l ection
Co mm ittee, New Di rector, Schoo l of Architect ure, c/o D ep artm ent of Civil Engi nee ring,
U niversit y o f Britis h Co lu m bia, Vancouve r,
B.C., V6T 1WS, Canada .

Miami University seeks two full-time faculty
to join the Depart ment of Arc hitect ure, Fall
1979-1 ) struct ural design, 2) ur ba n/ enviro nmenta l des i g n . Appli ca ti o n d e adlin e 15
Jan uary 1979. Contact Sea rch Co mmittee, Depa rtment of A rchitecture, M ia mi Uni ve rsity,
O xfo rd , Ohi o 45056.

Structural Project Engr.: Min. 4 years Exper. in
Stee l and Co ncrete Co mm ercia l stru ctur es.
Cal l or se nd resu me to KKBN A, Inc. , 7456 W .
5th Ave nue, Denver, CO 80226 (303) 232-6050.

Rensselaer Polytechnic lnstitute's School of
A rchitecture is loo kin g fo r fa culty in co mp u te r appli ca ti o n s; e nv iro nm e n t co ntro ls;
design. Appli ca nts, prove n in teaching and
research, sho uld wa nt to adva nce both in in te rdisc iplin ar y fas hion . Se n d res um es to :
Dea n, School of Ar chitecture/ RPI Troy, NY
12181 . RPI is an aff irm ati ve acti o n/ equ al opportuni ty emp loye r.

Architect: Immediate opening for registered
arc hi tec t. Esta bl is hed Pe nn sy lva ni a hom e
manu facturers speciali zin g in cu sto m buildin g seeks architect to head 6-7 man d epartment. Exce llent in stru ctures as impo rtant as
design. Pay and benefit pa ckage ve ry attract ive. Se nd resume' and refere nces to Jose ph
Ca ru sone, North ern Homes, In c., Box 51 5,
Chambersburg, PA 17201 .

NOW IS THE TIME ...
TO HIRE A STUDENT THIS SUMMER
First, it's later than you think, with
schools closing on different semester
schedules, and students torn between
lining-up "sure" jobs now or gambling
that something in their chosen field will
come along later.
Second, and most important, it's in
o~r industry's best interest to encourage and hold its life-blood by providing
practical experience in their future
profession.
And, since there'll always be more
applicants than openings, you 'll be able
to select the cream of the crop, then

evaluate them with an eye tow ards
hiring, when as coveted graduates, the
job market might well be in thei r favor.
Because we believe this program is
of mutual benefit to both employer and
employee alike, we again offer our
services as a clearing-house.
Just fill out and return the coupon
below, and we'll include your organiza tion in a free listing to be sent to Placement Directors and Department Heads
at leading colleges and universities
across the nation. They'll post it, and
the student will contact you directly.

.................................................................
Free summer help listing
MAIL TO, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD /POST OFFICE BOX 900/ NEW YORK / NY 10020

NAME/TITLE 1of individual to be contacted !
ADDRESS, !Mailing address of your personnel office )
ORGANIZATION, JFirm, Company, Government Agency or Institution )

Design Studio and Theory (full or associate
pr o f esso r ). Envir o n.m e ntal C o ntrol and
D es i g n Studio (ass o c i at e o r ass i st an t
pro fessor). Fo r appli cat io n and further in form ation : G. An selev iciou s, Chairm an, Archi tec tur e D e partm ent, Hayes H all , St at e
U ni ve rsity of New York, Buffalo, NY 14214.
SU NY A B is an affirmati ve acti o n, equ al o ppo rtunity employe r.
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TYPE_A_N_D_N_u_M_B-ER_ o_ F_s_T_u_DE_N_T_s_so_u_G_H_T_
, -A-rc-hi-1e_c'_ __c _
he_m_ic-a1_ _

"''~~
i1nl"i

Mechanical Engineer Engineer Draftsman Illustrator Model Builder Othe r

.

•···•·•··•··•••··••••··••••···•·••••·····•················•·•··
Note: Last date coupon s can be accepted for th is yea r's student mailings is 4/6/79.

OFFICE NOTES continued from page 155

POSITIONS VACANT

POSITIONS WANTED

Prof.: Adv anced Design Studio/ Thesis and
cla ssroom instruction in design ana lys is and
architectural theory. Asso. Prof.: Advanced
Design Studio / Graduate Program building
systems and architectural techno logy. Assist.
Prof.: Studio I nstruction in architectura l
design and graphics, c lassroom instruct ion in
theory and aesthet ics. Terminal degree required , registration desired; resume-portfolio (Opy.); 3 references (not used without
notice) to Chrmn, Div. Arch. , Texas Tech
Univ. , Box 4140, Lubbock , Tx. 79409. An equa l
opportun it y/ aff irm ative actio n emp loye r.
Iowa State University, Dep artment of Architecture-Available September 1, 1979 ,
tenure -track positions to teach and conduct
research in one or more of the following
ar e as: Architectural Design; Building
Sciences; Communications & Communications Theory; History, Theory & Criticism;
Housing , Urban & Behavioral Studies. Required qualifications include professional
deg ree o r equ ivalent, demonstrated capabil ities in one or more of the above areas,
research and professional experience. Send
resume of education, exper ience and
refe rences to: Sanford R. Greenfield, FAIA,
Professor & Chairman, Department of Architecture, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
5001 1. Iowa State Unive rsity is an Equal Opportunit y Affirmative Action Employer.
Architects / Draft sperso n-Immediate openings at all expe ri enced levels. Large institutional , educat i onal , ene r gy management
work load. Progressive, estab li shed firm in
Adirondack area offers unique living/ working opportunities, to qualified app li cants.
Send experience, education , etc. to: Box 229,
Glens Falls, NY 12801 .
Facult y position, tenure track in Interior Architectura l Design , (F.I. D.E.R. accred ited)
Re sponsibilities: Teach Undergrad u ate Interior Design and Design Commu ni cat ive
Skil ls Cou rses M .A . Arch., M.A. Int. Arch. ,
M .A. Int. Des. Qualifications: 3 yrs .
professional experie n ce Universit y -level
teaching experience desirable. A vitae , three
letters of reference and portfolio are required by Feb. 15, 1979. Contact: Dr. Howard
G. Hitchcock , Chairman , Art Dept. Ca lif State
Univ L. Beach , 1250 Bellflower Bl vd. Long
Beach , Ca . 90840. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Manager, Product D eve lopment-Leading
Pacific
orthwest residential construction
compan y seeks design o ri ented arch itect to
fi ll top-level superv iso ry position. Positio n is
responsib le for all matters relating to product
se lect ion and design , site evaluation/ plan ning and materials se lection . Will supervise
outside architects and engineers engaged in
p roduct design functions. Cand id ate must
have degree in architecture plus past
experience in design and const ru ctio n of
quality residential buildings. Very att r active
compensat i on package, in cluding fringe
benefits and profit sha rin g. Send co mpl ete
education, job and sala ry history to Swa nso nDean Corporation, P.O . Box 488, Bellevue,
Washington 98009 . An Equal Opportunity
Emp lo yer.

Financial Executive-Heavyweight-Listed
Co . V.P., Control le r-CPA (B ig 8 exp)-Attorney-Acquisit i ons, financial cont r o l s,
taxes . Exp'd real estate, co nstru ct ion , hom ebui lding indu stri es . Combines technica l sk ill
with
imagination.
$30,000 r equ ir ed;
Ca lifornia. For r es um e, PW-8 28 0, Architectural Reco rd.
Architect, Turkish, seven years diversified
experi ence. D esire responsible and challenging posit ion with desi gn oriented architectural firm as project architect/ d es igner in
t!1e U.S. Resume/ Portfolio avai lab le. Repl y to
PW -8539, Arch itectura l Reco rd .
Architect Designer, 37, Argentine immigrant,
male, singl e. 10 years USA and overseas
diversified expe ri ence. Seeking responsible
+ chall eng in g position with design o rient ed
ar c hit ect ural f irm . Portfolio + r eferences
ava il able. PW-8563, Arc h itectural Reco rd.
Recent architectural graduate with B.S. in architecture , versa til e desi gne r and draftperson
with 4 yea rs ex per ience in preparation of
constru ct ion documents for federa l projects.
Experience also inc lud es special i za tion in
e nergy, co nserva tion of bu il ding types and
reterofete o f ex isting buildin g. Experie nce
also in civ il engin ee ring and enviro nmental
eng in eer i ng . Area pr efe rr ed-A tlanta , New
York and Californ ia. 611 2 Mu sg ra ve Street,
Phil ade lphia , PA 19144.

POSITIONS WANTED
Project Manager: Graduate M .E., 17 yrs. U .S.
expe ri ence in design, const ru ct ion supervision , and const ru ction management in clud es
Mid-East assig nm e nt. Strong HVAC background plus abi li ty to lead multi-disc ipl inary
team and coo rdin ate civil, st ru c tur al ,
electrica l, and mechanical disciplines o f commercial , institutional and li gh t industri al
projects. Excellent com muni cat ion ski lls an d
abi lity to handle client re lation s. Exposure to
computer app li cat io ns and town-planning.
Excellent references from N.Y.C. firms. Seeking responsible position. Will relocate.
PW-8513, Architectural Record.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

INFRA-RED

Scanning Services
P.O. Box 343 Beaver, PA 15009

* Remote Temperature Measurement
* Electr ical In spections
* Insulation Performance
* Furna ce Inspections
* Refracto ry Fai lure
* Energ y Conservation
EDWARD R. SCHAUFLER, P.E.
AGA Thermovlslon Surveys
(412) 775-3735

OVERSEAS JOBS GUIDE
Job Huntin g Guid e + Direc tor y of 650 Firms.
Detai ls on job sources, re sum es, taxes. US
$6.00 + 50¢ P& H (US & Canada). To foreign
addresses-add $1 .50 P&H. Fri ar Book s, Dept.
AR, 8956 E Ardendale, San Gabriel. CA 91775.

MAGAZINES
Back Issue Magazines. Free List over 200 titles,
1890 to 1978. Send Stamped Envelope: De pt.
A.E. Everybody 's Bookshop 317 W est 6th , Lo s
Angeles, Ca. 90014.

FOR SALE
Tree Stamps-Treeline's top quality line of
rubber sta mp s offer the quality of hand
drawn trees with the convenience of tree
stamps. Write for free ca talo g. Tree li ne, 52
Raleigh Road, D epart ment A, Belmont , Ma.
02178.

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS:
Address se parate e n velopes (s maller
than 11 " x 5") for each repl y to :
Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Department
Architectural Record
Post Office Box 900, NY 10020

Perkins & Will is pleased to announce the
promotions of David L. Ginsberg as executive vice
president for firmwide health planning, Bradford
Perkins as vice president and general manager of
eastern operations, Frank Eliseo as vice president
and managing partner of the New York and White
Plains offices, Kenneth Carswell as vice president
and managing partner of the Washington, DC
office and Emil y Malina as vice president and
general manager of the eastern interior design
group .
Ken Pfeiffer & Associates announced today
that Guillermo H. Lois has joined the firm as
manager of operations.
Poor, Swanke, Hayden & Connell are proud to
announce the addition of William G. Brown, Daniel
N. Bruno and Howard Morgan as associates in the
fi rm .
Leroy James with Rees Associates , has been
promoted to the position of associate and Mack S.
Martin has been named senior associate and chief
architect in the firm .
Whisler-Pat ri announce that Peter M . Hasselman has joined the firm as a principal.
Worley K. Wong, Ronald G. Brocchini & Associates are pleased to announce the appointment of
Jack S. Johannes, Myra Mossman Brocchini , Henry
H. Kubow, Stuart W. Mcindoe and Sally Dahlstrom
as associates in the firm . They would also like to
announce that Ronald G. Brocchini has been
honored by his election to the college of fellows of
the American Institute of Architects .
Zetlin Associates , Inc. announce the appointment of Abraham Gutman and Frank H. Foster as
vice presidents of the New York City and Boston
based engineering and design firm .

New addresses
Marvin J. Cantor, AIA and Associates announces
the relocation of his practice to One Skyline
Center, Baileys Crossroads, Virgi nia .
Deeter Ritchey Sippel Associates A rchitects
Planners have located their offices in the Landmark
Bank Building, 1 Financial Plaza , Suite 1908, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida .
Fla ck + Kurtz Consulting Engineers and
Flack+ Kurtz Energy Management Corporation
have moved their offices to 475 Fifth Avenue , New
York , New York .
A. M. Kinney Associates, Inc. Architects and
Engineers are pleased to announce their move to
801 Davis Street , Evanston , Illinois.
R. V. Lord & Associates, Inc. is pleased to
announce the relocation of their offices to 5541
Central Avenue , Boulder, Colorado .
Panko / Sinclair Associates Inc. have moved
their offices to 15 North Ellsworth Avenue , San
Mateo, California .
Parkin Partnership Architects Planners and
Parkin Engineers Limited are pleased to announce
the new location of their offices at 55 University
Avenue , Mezzanine floor , Toronto , Onta rio, Cana da .
Reiche rt -Fa ci lides Associates Architects and
Plann ers announce the relo cat ion of their offices to
Suite 410, Academy House, 1420 Locust Street ,
Ph iladelphia , Pennsylvania .
Moshe Safdie and Associates , Architects and
Planners and Moshe Safdie, Architect announce
that they are opening a new head office in Boston
and their address will be : Moshe Safdie and Asso ciates , Inc. Architects and Plann ers, 2 Faneuil Hall
Marketplace, Boston, Massachusetts . The Montreal
office will move to new premises where the
address will be Moshe Safdie, A rchitect, 3601
University Street, Montreal, Quebec, Canada .
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see how VPI vtnyl Rall

shapes up.

Decorative th ermoplastic rail covering conforms smoothly
to curves. spirals. angles. Provi des an attractive accent (7
colors). fi rm grip. freedom fro m main te nance . Installs
easily in sh op or on the job. Profiles to fit standard railings and pipe.
Send for Free color catalog. VPI. 3 123 S. 9th St.. PO. Box
451. Shoboygoo. WI 53081 • 4 1 4·458·4~

Circle 104 on inquiry card

• Saves up to $15,000
over a fixed
concrete dock
• Services all vehicle
bed heights
• Installs anywhere
• Disappears when
not in use
• Fast and safe

DOK LIFT
DATA KIT

ADVANCE LIFTS, INC.
1000LEEST. •

ELKGROVE, IL60007 • 312/956-7404
Circle 105 on inquiry card

1. 24-inch fabricated
muntz metal letters.
2. Fabricated aluminum
sign.
3. Cast bronze plaque.
4. Brass-capped fiberglass
pylon.
1.

lnter11ational
and
(,old rIHlt·r

5. Etched brass plaque.
6. Custom cast bronze
letters.

5.

c 1978 ~llhews

What you might not know about
Renaissance Center, Detroit, is that a
totally integrated signage system keeps
its thousands of daily visitors and
occupants moving in the right directions.
Hauser Associates, Atlanta,
designed the graphics for the vast fivetower hotel and office complex. And
Matthews was appointed as
subcontractor to manufacture the
complete signage system. Continuity of
the graphics is evident from the
illuminated building directories and the
seven-foot-high pylons down to the
smallest door plaques and garage signs.
Some of the most visually striking
features are the numerous cast bronze
plaques, letters and numerals.
Renaissance Center's broad
range of signage, fabricated in a wide
variety of materials, illustrates a point:
Matthews has the advanced technology
and manufacturing capabilities to
produce virtually any signage system.
Totally. No matter how complicated the
design, no matter how large the project.

If you'd like to know more about
our products and facilities, phone us tollfree at 800/245-6574 (Pennsylvania
calls: 412/344-4200).
Project: Renaissance Center. Detroit
Owner: Renaissance Center Partnership
Architect: John Portman and Associates.
Atlanta
Graphics Consultant: Hauser
Associates. Atlanta
Contractor: Tishman Construction
Company
Graphics Subcontractor: Matthews
International Corporation

Matthews

Architectural Division

Cirde 116 on inquiry cvd

Chicago's
Hyatt Hotels.

J,141 posh rooms pamper guests.
J,141 Sloan Flush Valves save water.
With the addition of a new tower, the Hyatt
Regency Chicago becomes one of the world 's
largest luxury convention and exposition
hotels. And the Hyatt Regency O'Hare is
the world's largest convention and exposition
hotel located at an airport.
Every one of the rooms and suites in these
huge hotels is equipped with Sloan Flush
Valves. And so are al I of the vast exhibition, meeting, and dining spaces.
For all of their luxury, Chicago's
Hyatt Hotels are eminently practical
when it comes to water usage.
Sloan Flush Valves use 12Y2%
less water than conventional
flush tanks. And their graceful

Sloan Flush Valves.
Anything else is a
waste of money.

styling is at home with the lavish decor.
Elegance can li ve happily with economy.
Sloan Flush Valves are a must wherever
water conservation is a must. And these
days, that's everywhere.
(NOTE: If you 're wise enough to already
be saving water with Sloan Flush Valves,
now you can save even more.
Simply install Sloan Retro
Water Saver Kits on your
Sloan Flush Valves. You 'll
enjoy an additional 22% reduction in water consumption. See your distributor
or wholesaler for details.)

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
10500SEYMOUR

•

Circle 117 on inquiry card

FRANKLIN PARK, ILL. 60131

